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Abstract 

This thesis describes the development of an instrument for assessing shared understanding in 

teams. The purpose was to develop an instrument that would be usable, understandable, objective, 

flexible and self-explanatory. Teams working in naturalistic settings are expected to have a shared 

understanding of common goals and how to achieve these. The problem investigated in this 

thesis is that current techniques and instruments for assessing shared understanding in teams 

generally suffer from one or more of the following drawbacks, namely that they are expensive, 

difficult to use, time-consuming, requiring expertise, and are often based on subjective 

perceptions. Departing from existing theory in team cognition techniques and theories, the 

research questions posed in this thesis are: 1) How can shared understanding be measured 

without the disadvantages of existing methods?  2) How can shared understanding be assessed 

without the bias of self-ratings and/or assessments by experts/observers? 3) Can team 

performance be better understood by the outcomes of an instrument that measures shared 

understanding?  

These research questions are answered through six studies that are presented in this thesis. Over 

the six studies an instrument was iterated and subsequently developed, called the shared priorities 

instrument. When using this instrument, team members are instructed to generate items and rank 

these in order of importance. By comparing these rank orders from different participants, a team 

measure of shared understanding can be calculated. The advantages of this instrument compared 

to earlier measures are that it is less expensive, easier to use, less time-consuming, does not 

require subject matter expertise, and that the instrument is distanced from subjective perceptions. 

Furthermore, the final study provides results where outcomes from the shared priorities 

instrument correlate with performance, supporting earlier research connecting shared 

understanding in teams with team performance. A structural equation model, a result of the final 

study, shows that the instrument is both valid and reliable.  
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Foreword 

I have researched military and civil crisis response problems from a Human Factors perspective 

most of my working life. The work of this thesis started in 2001 while I was employed at the 

Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI). At the Swedish Defence Research Agency most of the 

work concerned research questions regarding the Swedish Armed Forces, but I have been 

engaged in several domains where operators1 are involved in some kind of operations or activity; 

aviation (Dekker et al., 2001; Magnusson & Berggren, 2002; Zon et al., 2004; Nählinder et al., 

2005), command and control (Svensson et al., 2006; Berggren et al., 2009; Baber et al., 2010; 

Essens et al., 2010; Svensson et al., 2010; Thunholm et al., 2011; Banko et al., 2013; Paris et al., 

2014), assessment (Nählinder et al., 2004; Castor et al., 2003), fire-fighting (Lindgren et al., 2007), 

and oxygen saturation (Andersson et al., 2002b) 

The main part of the work within this thesis has been carried out with the needs of the Swedish 

Armed Forces in mind. During the late 1990s and until 2007 a large development project was 

concerned with creating the next generation of command and control systems with concepts 

such as NEC (Network-Enabled Capability; Alberts, Huber, & Moffat, 2010; Alberts & Hayes, 

2003), NCW (Network-Centric Warfare; Alberts, Garstka, & Stein, 1999), and the Swedish 

equivalent NBF (Nätverksbaserat försvar). The NBF-studies have been described in several 

reports (Berggren, 2004a; 2004b; 2005; 2006). Substantial interest was focused on system 

interoperability in coalition forces (such as C4ISR – Command, Control, Communications, 

Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance – and network-oriented defence). 

Several multinational studies were carried out at the Swedish Armed Force’s developmental 

environment in Enköping, Sweden (JCDEC – Joint Concept Development and Experimentation 

                                                
1 The term operator indicates the user of a system. This could be the soldier, fighter pilot, staff officer, etc. 
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Centre, in Swedish FMKE – Försvarsmaktens centrum för Konceptutvecking och 

Experimentverksamhet). The project was split into four fronts – method, organisation, 

personnel, and technology. One of the issues that arose was how to assess a command team’s 

shared understanding of the common operational picture. Another development project with 

similar needs was the Command & Control Warfare Simulator (LKS2) project where electronic 

warfare could be simulated and where operators could test and try different approaches, 

consequences, and outcomes of electronic warfare (Hammervik et al., 2007; Hammervik et al., 

2006; Castor et al., 2008; Berggren et al., 2008). In parallel with the technical development of the 

simulator, assessment methods for performance, situation awareness, shared understanding of 

the common operational picture, and decision making were evaluated and developed. The need 

for an assessment method to evaluate to what extent a team of operators had a shared 

understanding of the situation was reoccurring in several studies (Rencrantz et al., 2005; 

Rencrantz et al., 2007) and was considered as important for the Swedish Armed Forces.  

The military and civil crisis response domains are applied settings closely linked to the naturalistic 

situations characterised by Klein et al. (1993). Coming from a cognitive science/cognitive 

psychology background I have seen the use of knowledge achieved in structured laboratory 

experiments, while also having worked hard on building knowledge through field studies and 

experiments. Often the research issues in the domains where I have worked have concerned 

teams, and as I have seen the use for increased knowledge about teams I have worked to 

incorporate knowledge from the field of team cognition into these work domains, while at the 

same time trying to resolve applied problems through research. I have tried to study the problems 

in a structured manner, using the tools I am trained in handling (such as experimental design, 

statistical analysis, methods and instruments for assessing different concepts, skills, and functions, 

while trying to explain a phenomenon through a theoretical perspective). The research has mainly 

been funded by the Swedish Armed Forces research and technology programme, which also 

means that I have tried to look at the results from a user/benefit-perspective for the Swedish 

Armed Forces.  

Aim	  of	  the	  work	  
A basic assumption of this thesis aligns with the words written by Mohammed and Dumville 

(2001, p. 89) “The general thesis of the shared mental model literature is that team effectiveness 

will improve if team members have an adequate shared understanding of the task, team, 

equipment, and situation”. Of interest in this thesis is to assess this shared understanding, 

                                                
2 In Swedish LedningsKrigföringsSimulator 
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focusing on shared strategic understanding. Shared strategic understanding relates to the desired 

future state/s that the team is planning for. The researchers in the field of team cognition have 

come up with plenty of measurement techniques. Coming from a background where employing 

the methods to applied situations is an important aspect for the funder, many of these techniques 

seemed less useful. Problems are for example, cost, time consumption, and difficulties in applying 

measures in the field. Consequently I wanted to develop an instrument that would be usable, 

understandable, objective, and flexible, while not requiring experts (or scientists).  

Delimitation	  
Of course, as the research was mainly funded by the Swedish Armed Forces research and 

technology programme this frames the research somewhat: the programme demanded a focus 

and results that benefit the Armed Forces, on a personal level you think about the ethical and 

moral concerns and implications your efforts will have, and you have to argue for your project in 

competition with other research projects. Another early delimitation was the team focus of this 

thesis. While the field of team cognition was growing, so was the awareness among stakeholders 

for projects funded by the Swedish Armed Forces. The field of team cognition was expanding, 

and many of the implications were of interest for the Swedish Armed Forces (for example, 

macrocognition in teams, team decision making, teamwork, etc.). I chose to focus on small teams 

with an applied benefit. The rationale for this is multifaceted: many teams are small, allowing for 

direct interaction between team members. Other reasons are the pragmatic reasons which include 

the requirements formulated by the Armed Forces, and the possibility to accomplish experiments 

that were realisable.  

This thesis touches upon areas such as social psychology, sociotechnical systems, cognitive 

systems engineering, and distributed cognition, while the main aim is applied team cognition in 

terms of assessment techniques. Accordingly, the theoretical foundation will mainly be rooted in 

team cognition.  

A	  note	  on	  the	  title	  
The title Assessing shared strategic understanding is a description of the work done and a reflection of 

the progress. The use of the word strategic included in the title is a result of the findings from the 

latter studies, a consequence of the empirical findings indicating that the instrument is focusing 

on the team goals that are further ahead, and not what is happening in the current situation.  

The use of different levels (strategic, tactical, and operational) for command and control is mainly 

to distinguish between different time scales (cf. Trnka, 2009; Lagerlöf & Pallin, 1999). The 
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concept strategic is used both in the military and crisis response domains. In contrast to 

operational and tactical, strategic is aimed at the longest time scales. Operational and tactical 

levels have different meanings in the military and civilian domain. Tactical level is in the military 

setting the lowest level where execution takes place. For crisis response this is the operational 

level. Operational level for the military setting concerns coordination and handling of a specific 

response operation. For crisis response this is called operational level. 

1+%2+)33$%&$'()$*%+,$
With the purpose of developing an instrument for assessing shared understanding, I was using an 

approach where each study has been based on the previous study, and where each step provided 

a stepping-stone for the next move forward (see Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Timeline presenting the order of the different studies.  

There are some methodical changes over the different studies. These are presented in Table 1 

below. Study 1, 3, 5, and 6 included students as participants, whereas study 2 and 4 involved 

professionals (fighter pilots and tank commanders). One of the studies (study 3) required subject 

matter experts, and study 1 and 2 demanded considerable time for the personnel administering 

the data collection to be able to understand the instrument.  
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The versions of the instrument used in study 3 required a subject matter expert to prepare the 

items that the lists were composed of. The development of the instrument has gone from more 

difficult and time consuming to use and prepare to quite quick and easy to deploy. Several 

different platforms have been used for the different studies (see Table 2). All of them are 

different simulation platforms, ranging from a PC-game, microworlds3, and different training 

platforms for professionals.  

Table 2. Different platforms used and number of participating teams for the different studies 

 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 Total 

Participants Students Air Force 

Pilots 

Students Tank 

officers 

Students Students  

N 120 64 (8)* 72 9 36 36 337 (281) 

N team 40 8 x 2 24 3 18 12 113 

Team size 3  4  3  3 2  3  

Design Split plot Within-

groups 

Within-

groups 

Within-

groups 

Within-

groups 

Split plot  

* Eight pilots participated in eight scenarios. 

The development has been planned in some respects (structured data collections, iterations 

between studies with students and studies with professionals from applied settings, and the aim 

of reducing complexity and difficulty in the use of the instrument), while other aspects have had 

to depend on external factors (for example, access to military participants, financing of military 

projects with an interest in the problem, and organisational changes). As is seen in this chapter, 

the scientific and developmental progress is based on earlier findings and development. When a 

dead-end was reached, the rationale for the back-tracking and re-planning of a next step was 

based on what was known at that stage. Details are presented in the respective chapters.  

 

	  

                                                
3 A microworld is a computer simulation of a system that is complex, dynamic and opaque (Brehmer & Dörner 
1993). It can be used as a research environment.  
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

Being a leader (or project manager, coach, commander, CEO), how do you know that your team 

has a shared understanding4 about where you (as a team) are heading? A good leader might very 

well be able to detect signals that indicate to what extent a team has a shared understanding about 

the team’s goals. Leaders who do not possess such an ability would still like to know to what 

extent their team has a shared understanding. No matter if a leader is better or worse at picking 

up the signals, s/he needs to confirm and validate that the signals are correctly perceived. One 

way that researchers have studied the sharedness within a team is by turning to the shared mental 

model concept5 (Johnson et al., 2007; Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994; Cannon-Bowers et al., 

1993). While the literature agrees that there is a relation between shared mental models and 

performance, many methods and techniques available to assess this sharedness are cumbersome, 

difficult to use and/or take a lot of time (Wildman et al., 2014). A popular approach to assess 

different aspects of teams has been to aggregate responses or assessments of individual team 

members to achieve a team level measure (Rousseau, 1985). There are several concerns 

connected to this approach, which also has benefits. One such concern is what happens when 

individual level measures are aggregated, for example, is team performance the sum of the 

individual members’ performance? In complex settings where performance assessments might be 

based on the individual team members’ perceived performance, the sum of all individual 

assessments does not have to reflect team cognition in a correct manner. Another problems is 

that data are collected at one level, aggregated to say something about another level, while 

conclusions are drawn about yet another organisational level (for example, asking students 

questions, aggregating results to classroom level, while drawing conclusions about the school 

system). 
                                                
4 Shared understanding will be discussed later in the following chapter.  
5 There exist differences in definition between the concept shared mental models and team mental models and there 
are researchers who use the two concepts interchangeably. The differences and similarities, both conceptually and 
analytically, are addressed in the next chapter.  
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In this thesis I move forward to develop an instrument that can capture shared understanding in 

teams. A common approach is to ask team members questions and by comparing the answers 

from these responses it will be possible to provide an account of the shared understanding within 

the team. In this thesis I will advance and expand earlier approaches to develop an instrument 

that reduces the disadvantages and weaknesses of recognised methods and techniques.  

The way teams perform, and the underlying factors shaping that performance is an area that has 

gained increased interest over the last decades, especially since the introduction of networked 

computing that enables teams to work jointly on problems, both as co-located and distributed 

teams (Heath & Luff, 1992; Artman & Waern, 1998; Artman, 2000; Hutchins & Klausen, 1996; 

Jones & Roelofsma, 2000; Hollnagel, 1998). Teams, and what makes them effective, have become 

a major concern for practitioners and researchers. In many cases, findings from group research 

have been applied on teams (Jones & Roelofsma, 2000; Fullager& Egleston, 2008), but there is 

also a vast body of research on teams that has emerged (see for example Wildman et al., 2014; 

Mathieu et al., 2008 for a comprehensive overview). A large part of this research has focused on 

investigating the importance of team awareness and/or sharedness or simply team cognition, 

especially in research focused on teams in dynamic control tasks. This is motivated by the idea 

that teams, just as individuals, must be able to sense, understand and act in order to remain in 

control of a situation (perform within an acceptable performance envelope, Hollnagel, 1998; 

Hollnagel and Woods, 2005). What mostly is studied (measured) is the sense and understand part, in 

many cases based on the concept of situation awareness. Situation awareness, as defined by 

Endsley (1995a), is a commonly used construct that, if put rather simplistically, is based on the 

premise that a person who has a good understanding of a situation has a good basis for handling 

the same situation (this is not necessarily true, but many studies take as a starting point this line 

of argumentation). The situation awareness concept, has since then been expanded to teams 

(Saner et al, 2009). However, this is not unproblematic. Team awareness or team sharedness 

consists of more than a mere understanding of what is going on in the surrounding world. 

Rather, it involves the team members’ understanding of the different roles in the team, the 

assumptions of others’ knowledge of other team members’ understanding of the situation and 

even interpersonal relationships. As pointed out by Salas and Cannon-Bowers (2001), the whats 

and hows of assessing team performance and awareness or other aspects of teamwork are diverse 

and lack consensus. 

An important assumption in this thesis is that understanding on the team level is a product of the 

interactions in the team during work (Cooke et al., 2013; van der Haar et al., 2015) in relation to 
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context, and as a consequence of team formation (Tuckman, 1965). The actual outcome in terms 

of shared understanding is thus a consequence of events within the team and in the situation, as 

well as the maturity of the team. Thus, while an understanding of on-going events is important, it 

is equally important to have a strong shared understanding of desired goal states at a strategic 

time horizon.  

Why	  teams?	  
Teams are, in most organisations, the basic building blocks for achieving more complicated tasks 

and goals. When organisations are dealing with difficult and complex tasks, teams are the chosen 

approach (Salas et al., 2008). This becomes more noticeable as work changes because of 

technology, globalisation, and organisational restructuring (Zajac et al., 2014).  

Useful	  for	  what	  domains	  or	  which	  target	  groups?	  
The field of team cognition is connected to several research fields, such as social psychology 

(Aronson et al., 2013; Fiske & Taylor, 2013), macrocognition (Cacciabue & Hollnagel, 1995; 

Klein et al., 2003; Patterson & Miller, 2010), naturalistic decision making (Klein et al., 1993; 

Klein, 2009; 1999), human factors (Fitts, 1947), and cognitive systems engineering (Hollnagel & 

Woods, 1983; Hollnagel & Woods, 2005; Woods & Hollnagel, 2006). Also, distributed cognition 

(Hutchins, 1995) is closely related to the applied field of team cognition, as is the research field of 

sociotechnical systems (Emery & Trist, 1960; Stahl, 2010; Duff et al., 2014) and command and 

control (Andriole & Halpin, 1986; Stanton et al., 2008; Prytz et al., 2010). The domains 

considered as target domains for this thesis are where work has to be coordinated among 

multiple actors, in dynamic and complex situations with multiple and changing goals. These 

settings were defined by the naturalistic decision making researchers (Orasanu & Connolly, 1993), 

and have since then been used to characterise the dynamic environments that are described 

within this line of research. The eight factors are: ill-structured problems, uncertain dynamic 

environments, shifting, ill-defined, or competing goals, action/feedback loops, time stress, high 

stakes, multiple players, and organisational goals and norms. As Klein and Wright (2016) also 

stress, experience is another central aspect that was put into focus with the naturalistic decision 

making (NDM) paradigm. Using the NDM framework on other cognitive phenomena, 

macrocognition was established (Klein et al., 2000). The macrocognitive framework is suited to 

study and understand cognitive processes that affect performance of natural tasks (ibid). 

Macrocognition is defined:  
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“as the study of cognitive processes affecting people such as firefighters, pilots, 
nurses, and others who had to wrestle with difficult dilemmas in complex settings 
under time pressure and uncertainty” (Klein & Wrigt, 2016, p. 2) 

Macrocogntion is concerned with naturalistic decision making, sensemaking/situation 

assessment, planning, adaptation/replanning, problem detection, and coordination (Klein et al., 

2003). These functions are central for the teamwork carried out in both military command and 

control and in crisis response (Essens et al., 2005; Essens et al., 2010; MacDermott, 2009; Uhr, 

2014). In these situations, the common operational picture is often used as a tool for planning 

and coordinating actions, and also for maintaining awareness among team members about what 

is happening. A frequent problem is that the common operational picture is confused with the 

shared situational awareness, i.e. practitioners and system designers tend to make a one-to-one 

mapping between what is presented in the information system and the understanding that 

individuals or members of a team using that equipment have of a situation. Another fallacy is the 

assumption that all members of a team will interpret the same information in the same way. 

However, any team or group of people that need to have a shared understanding of their task and goals would 

benefit from an instrument that could indicate their level of sharedness. No matter if it is a command staff in 

theatre (i.e., in the field), an ad-hoc crisis response team during flooding, or an emergency 

medical dispatch team trying to handle a large accident. To coordinate and synchronise actions 

they need to have a shared understanding of where they are heading and how to get there. This 

shared strategic understanding would help plan and coordinate team behaviour and actions to 

move closer towards the strategic goal/s.  

The	  problem	  
Most methods and techniques for assessing shared understanding that are available today come 

with some disadvantages: expensive, difficult to use, time-consuming, and often demanding 

expertise (cf, Wildman et al., 2014). To be able to apply an instrument during 

operations/exercises it needs to be useful, easy to deploy and analyse, provide a result quickly, 

and say something about the situation.  

To develop an instrument that is psychometrically sound there are some considerations to take 

into account. Meister (1985) mentions effectiveness, ease of use, cost, range, flexibility, validity, reliability, 

and objectivity as aspects to consider when selecting methods to utilise. These are all concerns that 

need to be addressed. Effectiveness is about the extent to which the method achieves its purpose. 

Ease of use is how straightforward and demanding the method is to carry out. Cost involves both 

financial cost, but also things that are indirectly related to cost (personnel needed, equipment, 

time, etc.). Range concerns the quantity of events, behaviours or activities that can be analysed 
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and measured by the method. Flexibility has to do with different types of contexts the methods 

can be used in. Validity is if the method measures what it is intended to measure. Reliability is if 

the method provides identical/similar results if applied to the same phenomena. Objectivity relates 

to the extent that the method is unaffected by and independent of the researcher, meaning that 

the measurement and method are true even outside of an individual’s subjective biases, feelings, 

and interpretations.  

Purpose	  
The purpose of this thesis is to develop an instrument for measurement of shared understanding 

that would be usable, understandable, objective, and flexible, while not requiring experts, or even 

scientists, to manage. These ambitions are expanded below: 

• Usable so that the instrument is easy enough to operate and employ. That is, the need for 

equipment and/or experts/administrative personnel is limited. Apart from decreasing 

complexity (of more persons involved) this would also reduce costs. Partly because the 

need for expensive recording/data collection/analysis equipment could be minimised, 

partly since experts/personnel cost. Costs related to experts and/or equipment for 

assessing teams might very well be a sensible investment in order to get useful results, but 

these costs will always be compared with the effect money would have if it were spent on 

operations instead.  

• Understandable so that most people could use it (if trained) and also easy to understand so 

that the results are comprehensible for the intended audience (the teams). Also, 

understandable in the sense that data are collected and presented in a comprehensible 

manner. 

• Objective6 in the sense that the instrument is not relying on the subjective assessments of 

self-ratings through team member introspection; “To what extent does my team have a 

shared understanding?” Also objective in the sense that the outcome of the results is 

reliable and valid. In addition, the results of the instrument should be independent of the 

researcher.  

• Flexible, meaning that it should be possible to use the instrument in different situations 

and domains, both in the laboratory and in the field.  

• Lastly, the instrument should not require subject matter experts to understand the 

context. Neither to use or to collect data, nor to interpret the outcome. It should, if 

possible, be self-explanatory.  
                                                
6 Objective in the sense that Meister (1985) is using the word. 
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A second purpose is to understand to what degree a refined instrument might assist in 

understanding team cognition. This would provide a deeper understanding of team cognition 

using the shared priorities instrument.  

Research	  questions	  	  
The main research questions are:  

1. How can shared understanding be measured without the disadvantages of existing 

methods?  

Motivation: Today’s methods and techniques are difficult, time-consuming, often demand subject 

matter experts, require extensive understanding of the environments/context, and are expensive 

to use (cf. Wildman et al., 2014). These downsides will be elaborated on in the theoretical 

background chapter. 

2. How can shared understanding be assessed without the bias of self-ratings and/or 

assessments by experts/observers?  

Motivation: Subjective ratings are biased by the individual’s view and conceptions about a 

phenomenon or the situation. Another dimension of subjectivity might be the expert’s 

interpretations, if an expert is needed to rate behaviours or to interpret statements and 

behaviours of participants (cf. Meister, 1985). Hence, an instrument that can avoid these biases is 

preferred. 

3. Can team performance be better understood by the outcomes of an instrument that 

measures shared understanding?  

Motivation: Relating a measure to the outcome is important as this can help us understand to 

what extent a measured concept explains the outcome/performance. In turn that can help in 

development of training programmes, when it is known how important a concept is in 

contributing to success.  

The ambitions of the instrument, stated in the purpose, are linked to the research questions in 

Table 3 below.  
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Table 3. Relating the research questions to the ambitions with an instrument.  

 RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 

Usable X - - 

Understandable X - - 

Objective X X - 

Flexible X - - 

Self-explanatory - X X 

 

Research question 1 concerns how an instrument can be easy to operate (usable), 

comprehendible (understandable), not relying on subjective assessments of a phenomenon 

(objective), and is usable in different situations (flexible). Research question 2 concerns 

objectivity in the sense of valid and reliable, and that the instrument is self-explanatory in the 

sense that experts are required to interpret the results. Research question 3 concerns if an 

instrument is to be self-explanatory a correlation between the outcome of the instrument and 

team performance is required, i.e., that the outcome of the instrument explains in part the 

variance in team performance linking the shared understanding in a team to how well that team 

performs.  

Instrument	  developmental	  process	  	  
Several approaches to tackle the problem of developing an instrument for assessing something 

could be used. Here, a quantitative approach has been chosen to facilitate generalisation (Yin, 

1994).  

A common approach to method design is provided by Johnson et al. (2007) explaining how they 

develop a questionnaire for assessing sharedness of team-related knowledge. The authors 

describe the development steps and the conceptual framework for factors associated with 

shared mental models. The procedure includes six steps: development of the initial 

instrument, content validation, descriptive statistical analysis, exploratory factor analysis, 

conceptualisation of factor analysis, and confirmatory factor analysis.  
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Another approach is described by Teo (2013) who, in order to develop and validate an 

assessment scale, undertakes three phases: item generation, pilot test, and validation. Teo 

generated items by reviewing the literature and empirical studies to identify indicators of digital 

nativity (his area of interest). Then a focus group discussed the initial set of items to reduce the 

number of items, to formulate statements that could be understood by future informants and 

which allowed for an informant to agree or disagree with. The next step was phase two, the pilot 

test, where the aim was to test and refine the items proposed for the scale, which was done with 

particpants who were representative of intended future users of the scale. The third phase was 

the validation of the scale, where Teo tested the model that he had achieved during the pilot test, 

with new participants.  

A slightly different approach was taken by Essens et al. (2005), where the researchers developed 

an instrument for assessing command team effectiveness. The authors review a large number of 

team effectiveness and team performance models from which they develop a model that fits with 

military command teams. The different components of the model are then operationalised using 

criteria such as: fit a command team environment, with an established significant contribution to 

team effectiveness, with minimal overlap between items, and possible to measure. The 

instrument captures subjective judgments. This command team effectiveness instrument is 

comprised of 122 items. This instrument was later verified (Essens et al., 2010) in a follow-up 

study. The follow-up study resulted in a reduced number of items in the instrument (now 32) and 

the instrument being used in studies of command team effectiveness (Hof et al., 2010; Allberg et 

al., 2014; Thunholm et al., 2014).  

With inspiration from Teo (2013) the work in this thesis has applied an iterative procedure with 

the following steps in order to develop the instrument: 

1. Identify demands on the instrument and what frame the instrument is intended to be 

used within.  

2. Build initial instrument. 

3. Test instrument. 

4. Change the instrument based on outcome of step 3. Carry out step 3 again if changes are 

considerable. 

5. Validate the instrument.  
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The whole point of developing, testing, iterating, and testing the instrument is to come up with a 

valid and reliable tool that can help in the pursuit of better understanding the world and how 

different concepts relate to one another.  

Outline	  of	  the	  thesis	  
Firstly, an introduction where the problem is presented, and where the purpose and the research 

questions are stated. This section is followed by a theoretical background where relevant 

literature is reviewed framing the problem. The next section is a research progress chapter 

explaining the development of the thesis project. Next, the six empirical studies are presented, 

showing how the results from one study become the input and starting point for the next study. 

The studies are presented chronologically. The following section is the discussion where the 

results are viewed in the light of the literature. At the end are the conclusions and references.  
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Chapter 2.  Theoretical background 

This chapter aims at providing a theoretical foundation for the empirical studies presented later 

in this thesis. Firstly, the notion of team is introduced. After that team cognition is presented. 

Team cognition is the overarching concept under which other concepts are included, such as 

shared mental models, shared situation awareness, and shared understanding. One section is 

dedicated to method development to explain how measurement methods can be developed and 

validated.  

Central	  concepts	  
The concepts that are central to this thesis are: teams, team cognition, and shared understanding. 

These will be briefly presented here, and more thoroughly discussed below. Team cognition is 

“the cognitive activity that occurs at a team level” (Cooke et al., 2009, p. 158). In this thesis team 

cognition is the wider theoretical framework which other concepts are linked to. Team 

performance is the outcome that is used as a standard that other concepts have an impact on, in a 

positive or negative way. Shared understanding is commonly assumed to be a pre-requisite for 

coordinating behaviour among the members of a team. Shared understanding indicates that team 

members who have a shared understanding will be able to coordinate their behaviours (Smart et 

al., 2009).  

In this work there are some additional concepts used to describe measurement techniques: 

method, measurement, instrument, and assessment. The method is the means to answer the 

research question (Meister, 1985). Measurement is the process of assigning a number to a 

characteristic of an event, behaviour or an object, which can be compared with other events, 

behaviours or objects (Field & Hole, 2003). An instrument is a technique to measure a 

phenomenon. For example, a thermometer is an instrument that measures temperature. The scale 
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can be Kelvin, Celsius, or Fahrenheit. Assessment is a judgment by, in the case of behavioural 

research, an informant (for example the participant, an expert, an observer, or the researcher).  

Teams	  
A team consists of members, who all take certain roles and undertake specialised tasks aimed at 

reaching a common goal (Orasanu & Salas, 1993; Mathieu et al., 2008). Further, team members’ 

actions mostly take place within the same time-frame and are interrelated and interdependent 

(Brannick & Prince, 1997). This thesis concerns small teams involving 2-10 members performing 

in complex settings. Teams are, according to a definition by Salas et al. (1992), “a distinguishable 

set of two or more people who interact dynamically, interdependently, and adaptively toward a 

common and valued goal/object/mission, who have each been assigned specific roles or 

functions to perform, and who have a limited life span of membership” (ibid. p. 4). This can be 

seen in contrast to groups where the roles are not specified, and were the group usually does not 

have a limited life span.  

Definitions of groups, in contrast to teams, are often focused on the social relationships 

(Donelson, 2006) and that the members of the group define themselves as a group (Benson, 

2000). In addition, a group should be recognised as a group by others, they share beliefs, values 

and norms about areas of common interest. The members identify with each other, and they 

come together to work on common tasks and for agreed purposes (ibid.). Hence, the main 

differences are that in teams members have appointed roles with specialised tasks, whereas 

groups are focused on the social relationships.  

Size is known to affect team and group processes and behaviours (Wheelan, 2009). Wheelan 

shows how group size affects productivity where smaller groups (3 to 8 members) were 

significantly more productive and more developed than groups with 9 members or more. 

Šumanski et al. (2007) show that interpersonal relationships are of better quality in small teams 

compared to large teams. Slater (1958) found that members of five-person groups were most 

satisfied compared to larger and smaller groups. This was when groups were to discuss human 

relations problems, yet satisfaction is closely related to the ability to perform, and the task – of 

course – puts demand on size in terms of team members. 

Team members can be co-located or distributed. Teams can be distributed both geographically 

and temporally. For the purpose of this thesis, focus is on co-located teams collaborating within 

the same time-frame. 
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Team	  cognition	  
The advances in the field of team cognition were a natural development of applied research 

rooted in cognitive psychology with questions such as “Do individually oriented cognitive 

theories and methods apply to teams? Are teams somehow different from a collection of 

individuals? How can we measure, assess, and design for team cognition?” (Cooke et al., 2007b, 

p. 239). A broad definition of team cognition is the cognitive activity that occurs within a team 

(Cooke et al., 2009). Team cognition is about the study and understanding of teams (Salas et al., 

2010; Salas & Fiore, 2004; Cooke et al., 2007a). This concerns how team members manage 

information, communicate, coordinate actions and collaborate, while also looking at how this can 

be assessed, measured, and modelled. Much attention has been given to aspects of team 

performance and effectiveness. This is coming from applied problems such as military command 

and control, sport teams, project teams, teams of first responders, and more (Fransen et al., 2013; 

Granåsen & Andersson, 2015; Hof et al., 2010; Mathieu et al., 2008; McKendrick et al., 2014; 

Onag & Tepeci, 2014; Swezey & Salas, 1992; Wijngaards et al., 2006).  

Directions	  in	  team	  cognition	  

Gorman and Cooke (2011) make a distinction between team cognition as shared cognition and 

team cognition as interactive team cognition. The shared cognition perspective is viewed “as 

represented by relatively stable, emergent team level knowledge structures that exist within team 

members’ heads and combine to represent the team” (Wildman et al., 2014, p. 913), whereas the 

interactive team cognition perspective is viewed “as the dynamic cognitive processes that occur 

within the team as represented by the interactions between the members of the team” (ibid. p. 

913). How these two perspectives relate to team cognition is illustrated in Figure 2 below.  
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Figure 2. Illustration of how the shared cognition perspective and interactive team cognition perspective are related to 
team cognition. 

!"#$%&'()*+,-,)+''

The shared cognition perspective views team cognition as shared knowledge representations 

(DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 2010b; Banks, & Millward-Purvis, 2009; Cannon-Bowers & 

Salas, 2001). Shared knowledge can be defined as either complementary or overlapping (Cooke et 

al., 2003; Cooke et al., 2000; Saner et al., 2009). Complementary is when knowledge is distributed 

among team members, so that member A knows piece I, member B knows piece II, member C 

knows piece III, and so on. For example, member A knows how many people are in a building 

that is on fire. Member B knows which exits are accessible for evacuation. Member C is handling 

communications with the fire-fighters. Overlapping is when the knowledge that team members 

have is similar. For example, all members know where the assembly point is if the team needs to 

leave the theatre of operations and regroup. The shared cognition view of team cognition is 

rooted in Input-Process-Output (IPO)-models (Gorman & Cooke (2011). These IPO-models are 

widely used in team research (Mathieu et al., 2008, Hackman, 1987; Essens et al., 2005). An IPO-

model (see example below in Figure 3) consists of three main parts (input factors, processes, and 

outputs), and sometimes a feedback loop is included. The model presents how the input variables 

(for example contextual factors, task description, the organisational structure, the environment, 

etc.) can be seen as a starting point, providing a basis for the processes. In team cognition, the 

processes can be task or team oriented (cf. Essens et al, 2005). These processes affect the 

outcomes, which also can be task and team related. In some models a feedback loop indicates 

that both the input factors and processes can be affected by the outputs.  
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Figure 3. Illustration of generic IPO-model. 

Under the shared cognition perspective there are two concepts in particular that are of interest 

for the purpose of this thesis: shared (or team) mental models and shared situation awareness.  

Mental models are organised knowledge structures that allow individuals to interact with their 

surroundings (Gentner & Stevens, 1983). Accordingly, shared mental models (SMM) concern 

how the organised knowledge structures are shared in a team. Maynard and Gilson (2014, p. 8) 

say that “SMMs represent the overlap or convergence among members’ mental representations 

regarding various aspects of their team and task”. Mathieu et al. (2000) make a distinction 

between shared mental models regarding task or team. Task-related features the situation 

(equipment, task, strategies, etc.) whereas team-related features team aspects (team interaction, 

team members’ knowledge, etc.). Teams with similar mental models imply that team members 

would work toward a common goal with a shared vision of how their team will achieve that. 

Shared mental models (both team and task) correlated positively to team process and team 

performance (ibid.). Mohammed et al. (2010) provide a definition of team mental models (TMM): 

“TMMs are team members’ shared, organised understanding and mental representation of 

knowledge about key elements of the team’s relevant environment“ (p. 879).  

Team situation awareness originates from the concept of situation awareness(Endsley, 1995a), 

which relates to the individual’s ability to identify important elements in the situation, understand 

what these elements mean, and draw conclusions on what is going to happen in the near future. 

Endsley’s model is rooted in an IPO model. Both shared and team situation awareness (Salas et 

al., 1995; Endsley & Jones, 2001; Salmon et al, 2008) relate to how the individual team member’s 

situation awareness and team processes support the team in reaching the team goals. Team 

situation awareness and shared situation awareness have been studied in a variety of domains: 

aviation (Endsley,1995b; Hauland, 2008; Jeannot et al., 2003), command and control (Gorman et 
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al., 2006; Salmon et al., 2006; Artman 1999), emergency management (Danielsson & Larsson, 

2014), Breathing Apparatus rescue teams (Fogel et al., 2004), and the cyber arena (Jajodia et al., 

2010; Cooke et al., 2013).  

The information-processing view of situation awareness can be criticised since it includes 

cognitive phenomena that are not entirely understood (for example, attention and decision 

making, cf. Endsley, 1995a, p. 41) and the process of achieving situation awareness seems 

relatively static even though it concerns highly dynamic situations. Situation awareness is 

traditionally concerned with the present situation and that the projection of future states mainly 

concerns states that are seconds to minutes away. There are historic reasons for this, since the 

early research on situation awareness looked at fighter pilots (Fracker, 1991; Endsley, 1995b; 

Endsley & Jones, 1997) who are handling threats that are seconds to minutes away, and who 

most of the time have fuel for roughly an hour of combat. Hence, situation awareness is about 

dealing with the current and immediate, developing situation. For a team in a different domain 

the shared goal might be quite some time away. For example, with a crisis management team 

dealing with a wildfire the shared final goal might be hours, days or even weeks away (Brehmer & 

Svenmarck, 1995). 

Interactive	  team	  cognition	  

Within the interactive team cognition perspective, team cognition is viewed “as the enactment of 

team processes or interactions” (Wildman et al., 2014. p. 913). The other view on team cognition, 

interactive team cognition, focuses on the interaction among team members (Gorman & Cooke, 

2011). This is a perspective where interaction within the team is team cognition, which is directly 

observable and correlated to team effectiveness. Team interaction is shaped by changes in the 

situation. This approach is a reaction to the problems that the shared cognition approach has had 

trying to link shared knowledge to team effectiveness using mediating IPO-frameworks Salas et 

al. (2008) say that the team cognition approach generally views teams as information-processing 

agents where encoding, storing, and retrieval of information are applicable on the team level. 

Cooke et al. (2008) on the other hand say that ’between the head’ (cf. interactive team cognition) 

is rooted in ecological psychology, where focus is on the dynamics between person and 

environment. They also state that shared cognition is often based on aggregated individual-level 

inputs, whereas interactive team cognition is looking at team-level inputs. On the team level, 

communication is seen as a central process (ibid.). 
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Relation	  between	  the	  two	  perspectives	  

Gorman and Cooke explain how the shared cognition view and the interactive team cognition 

view are related (Gorman & Cooke, 2011, p. 305): 

 “Therefore, understanding and agency to act as a team must be dynamically 
assembled through interactions, where the cognitive content of those interactions, as 
they relate to shared knowledge, may be incidental to the exigencies of the situation 
at hand. Pursuing the interactive argument, the ontogeny of shared cognition is 
incidental to team interaction, where interaction is a cognitive substrate upon which 
shared knowledge may be modified …”  

and continue with  

“Thus, although interaction processes do not mediate between shared knowledge 
and team effectiveness, as in the IPO framework, interaction processes may modify 
shared knowledge as it relates to team performance.“  

 

This means that understanding and intent is dynamically constructed through the team 

interactions, while the cognitive content of the interactions might be an effect of the urgent 

needs due to the situation. The maturity of the shared cognition is a minor consequence of team 

interaction as the interactions might alter shared knowledge. This indirect influence can be seen 

as a mediating effect.  

The shared cognition and interactive team cognition perspectives both talk about the processes. 

Shared cognition uses IPO-models, where the processes are something that mediates the Inputs 

to reach the Outcomes, while the interactive team cognition approach mainly concerns the 

process in terms of interactions among team members. Most IPO oriented research collects data 

in terms of “snapshots” of the I, P, and O in the form of query-based assessments or similar 

techniques. Interactive team cognition on the other hand mostly looks to qualitative aspects of 

the actual interaction within the team (capturing the dynamic aspects of the processes), and pays 

little attention to the actual outcome of the interaction, nor the pre-conditions in terms of inputs.  

Shared	  understanding	  
A concept from outside the team cognition research field is shared understanding. The use of the 

concept has increased over the last couple of years. It has been/is being used in a diverse set of 

domains, ranging from jazz improvisation (Schober & Spiro, 2014) to business and IT systems 

(Jentsch & Beimborn, 2014; Briggs, 2014), development (Corvera Charaf et al., 2013; Steen et al., 

2014), from health care (Bates et al., 2014) to teacher education (Lane et al., 2014), from 

workgroups (Bittner & Leimeister, 2014; Oppl & Stary, 2013) to military coalitions (Smart et al., 

2009). Several researchers take a linguistic approach to studying shared understanding (Schober & 
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Spiro, 2014; Jentsch & Beimborn, 2014; Corvera Charaf et al., 2013). Bates et al. (2014) tested an 

instrument to measure shared clinical understanding for paediatric cardiac intensive care unit 

handoffs. Oppl and Stary (2013) studied how cooperative work processes were used to assess the 

development of a common understanding. 

Shared understanding is defined by Smart et al. (2009) as “the ability of multiple agents to exploit 

common bodies of causal knowledge for the purposes of accomplishing common (or shared) 

goals” (p. 2). This definition indicates that members (agents) who have a shared understanding 

will be able to coordinate their behaviours to reach the shared goals. Bittner et al. (2014) define 

shared understanding as “the degree to which people concur on the value of properties, the 

interpretation of concepts, and the mental models of cause and effect with respect to an object of 

understanding” (p. 5). Shared understanding is described as a multidimensional construct. 

Kleinsmann and Valkenburg (2008) define shared understanding as “a similarity in the individual 

perceptions of actors about either how the design content is conceptualised (content) or how the 

transactive memory system works (process)” (p. 371). Transactive memory (Wegner, 1987) 

combines the shared awareness about who knows what with knowledge held by the individuals.  

Another field focusing on shared understanding is research on strategic consensus (Hambrick, 

1981; Gonzalez-Benito et al., 2010; Kellermanns et al., 2011), which is concerned with studying 

shared understanding in top-level management teams where the goals are set for the future. This 

field mainly concerns business research, and looks at business performance as the main outcome. 

However, the concept strategic consensus is of interest as it is defined by Kellermanns (2005, p. 

721):  

“Strategic consensus is the shared understanding of strategic priorities among 
managers at the top, middle, and/or operating levels of the organization”  

and on page 720: 

“the premise that strategic consensus enhances organizational performance by 
improving coordination and cooperation within the organization.”  

This, instead of focus on group processes, is directed at degree of agreement among managers 

within an organisation.  

To conclude, several research fields have investigated and used the term shared understanding. 

Some studies draw conclusions about shared understanding without measuring the concept, 

possibly because the term is not always defined and is used in everyday language. When the 

concept has been studied it has been done using different measures and approaches. This 
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diversity in research methods, research fields, and applied settings signals that the concept could 

benefit from an integration of the different uses into a more coherent utilisation.  

Summary	  

The concepts team mental models, shared situation awareness, and strategic consensus, are 

closely related to shared understanding, both theoretically and conceptually. There are some 

differences that make them less suitable for the purpose of this thesis. Team mental models 

concern knowledge structures among team members. These knowledge structures might relate to 

knowledge that team members have about solving the task or about the roles. The problem here 

is that the team mental models concept is not capturing the dynamics that are necessary to reflect 

the development and change in the teams. This is seen in the interactive team cognition approach 

(for example studying communication), while these approaches often require several days to 

process and analyse. Hence, methods that take hours to process cannot deliver a result that is 

relevant in the moment. Shared situation awareness focuses on the immediate, developing 

situation, whereas a team’s shared goal might be distant in time. Strategic consensus is focused on 

degree of agreement rather than on the processes. What is sought for in the work of this thesis is 

a measure that is sensitive to dynamic change in the team on a collective level.  

Synthesis	  of	  theoretical	  approaches	  to	  team	  cognition	  
Looking at the different theoretical concepts described above, there are some aspects worth 

mentioning as they have an impact on this thesis. The team cognition paradigm has several 

interesting contributions. It provides a framework for team research to compare findings and 

generate hypotheses about team related concepts. From the shared cognition perspective, a lot of 

focus has been on near static aspects such as shared knowledge representation, i.e., shared mental 

models (a team member’s expert skills do not change very quickly). In addition, the shared 

situation awareness assesses aspects that are changing quickly, namely how the current situation is 

perceived and interpreted, while also predicting how the next moment or situation is evolving. 

The interactive team cognition perspective studies dynamically changing aspects, namely the 

interaction between team members. How the concepts shared mental models (SMM), shared 

situation awareness (SSA), and interactive team cognition (ITC) are related to each other when 

plotting them regarding dynamics on one axis and time-frame on another axis is seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Plot of the concepts shared mental models (SMM), shared situation awareness (SSA), and interactive team 
cognition (ITC). 

The plot visualises how the concepts are separated from each other, both regarding how sensitive 

the concepts are to change (dynamics), and also to what time-frame the concepts are handling. 

For example, knowledge representations about skills, knowledge and abilities do not change from 

moment to moment, whereas the situation evolves affecting the shared situation awareness and 

the awareness of which tasks to prioritise. The interaction within a team reflects the change of 

the situation at an even quicker pace.  

Shared understanding is focused on how team members have an ability to use shared knowledge 

to reach shared goals. Combining the team cognition perspective with shared understanding 

focuses on how a team can reach shared goals (which are semi-static) that are dependent on a 

dynamically changing situation. An illustration is presented in Figure 5 below.  
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Figure 5. Illustration of how shared understanding can be combined with the team cognition perspective. 

In this thesis the definition of shared understanding by Smart et al. (2009) will be used:  

“the ability of multiple agents to exploit common bodies of causal knowledge for the 
purposes of accomplishing common (or shared) goals” (p. 2) 

 

This definition relates the multiple agents’ shared understanding to reach the common goals. 

Multiple agents can be seen as a team (two or more individuals striving towards (a) shared 

goal/s). To exploit common bodies of causal knowledge relates to coordinating actions to reach 

the shared goals. These goals can be considered to be on a strategic timeline. Hence, the shared 

understanding this thesis is aimed at can be called shared strategic understanding. Maintaining 

this ability, to have a shared understanding, helps a team to accomplish its common goals. Teams 

who can maintain a shared understanding will be better at coordinating their actions to reach the 

shared goals than teams who have problems maintaining a shared understanding. This aligns with 

the claim made by Mohammed and Dumville (2001), that a shared mental model is correlated 

with team performance. It is also clear that the methods and techniques for assessing shared 

understanding are still quite immature and need to be developed to be useful outside of scientific 

research, but also to gain a higher validity and be less time-consuming (Wildman et al., 2014; 

Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 2001).  
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Measuring	  
Meister (1985) presents different methods for measuring the world (or the part of the world that 

is of interest). He makes a distinction between subjective and objective methods. Subjective 

methods are the ones where the result can be affected by the creator of the method, as “the 

observer is the measuring instrument in subjective techniques” (p.331, ibid). This makes it 

necessary to determine accuracy validity and reliability when using subjective methods. Objective 

methods are, according to Meister (1985), methods lacking interpretation by the data collector 

when recording the data. The interpretation, which comes later, is not a crucial part of the 

measurement process. Åsberg, Hummerdal, and Dekker (2011) conclude that in the field of 

ergonomics (a research field that has had a significant impact on team cognition, both in terms of 

theories and methods) people are studying people. There is the self-interpretation in persons 

being studied, and there are “the human researchers themselves, who are, of course, constituted 

in a particular context that offers a particular set of constructs and methods and techniques” (p. 

414, ibid). Nonetheless, clarifying what interpretations the researcher brings to the table and 

reducing the amount of interpretation reduces the risk of biases, making interpretation less 

coloured by subjectivity.  

Level	  of	  analysis	  

Level of analysis in team research ranges from micro to macro (sometimes even meso level). This 

means from individual to organisational level over dyads, teams, and teams of teams. Regarding 

team research, data collection is often performed at the level of individual team members (Cooke 

et al., 2000; Langan-Fox et al., 2000). For example, assessing shared situation awareness using 

individual assessments (cf. Saner et al., 2009), which are aggregated up to a team level so that 

outcomes can be discussed on a team level. At other times the focus is on the team level directly 

(Cooke et al., 2004; Gorman et al., 2006).  

Issues related to level in organisational research concern both level of measurement and level of 

analysis (Rousseau, 1985). There is the level of reference (in organisational research called focal 

unit). Level of measurement concerns the component that is being directly measured, for example 

psycho-physiological data are on the individual level, team size is on a team level). Level of 

analysis is the component level that is concerned for hypothesis testing and statistical analysis. To 

further confuse a reader, the level of analysis is not necessarily the level that is trying to be 

generalised to. One of the main methodological issues in multi-level research is the use of 

aggregated data, that is, how combined/merged data on one level can represent attributes or 

phenomena on a higher level. There are statistical concerns regarding how combined data change 
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variance and covariance, which in turn affects correlations. This might add meaning or error to 

the conclusions. Other problems are misspecification, aggregation bias, cross-level fallacies, and 

contextual fallacies. Misspecification is when an observed relationship is credited to a level other 

than the observed level. Aggregation bias is the extent to which a relationship is a product of the 

aggregation method (how data are combined). Cross-level fallacies are false generalisations from 

individual data to higher levels. Contextual fallacies are when the effect physical or social settings 

have on relationships between variables are not specified, for example how group norms affect 

behaviours of an individual. 

Measuring	  team	  cognition	  and	  shared	  understanding	  

Different concepts have been measured differently. Below a summary of representative methods 

used to study team cognitive concepts is presented (see Table 4): 

Table 4. Summary of different methods for measuring team cognitive concepts. 

Concept Method Source 

Shared cognition  Knowledge elicitation Cooke et al. (2007b) 

 Shared/team mental models Cannon-Bowers et al. (1993) 

DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus (2010a) 

Johnson et al. (2007) 

Matteson (2015) 

Maynard & Gilson (2014) 

Langan-Fox et al. (2000) 

Shared situation 

awareness 

SAGAT (situation 

awareness global assessment 

technique) 

CARS 

Subjective assessment 

Saner et al. (2009) 

 

 

McGuinness & Foy (2000) 

Zon et al. (2004)  
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Concept Method Source 

 Communication analysis Nonose et al. (2010) 

 Eye-movement Hauland (2008) 

   

Interactive team 

cognition 

Communication analysis Gorman & Cooke (2011) 

 Video analysis Jensen, 2009 

 Observer protocols  Cooke et al. (2002) 

Shared 

understanding 

Questionnaire Aubé et al. (2014) 

Bowman & Ambrosini (1997) 

 Dialogue acts Kim et al. (2013) 

 Ranking procedure Winner et al. (2007) 

 Conversation analysis  Kwon et al. (2014) 

 

To capture shared cognition there are several methods and techniques. In particular, methods for 

measuring shared mental models have gained a lot of attention (Langan-Fox et al., 2000; 

Mohammed et al., 2000; Wildman et al., 2014). For example, Mathieu et al. (2000) captured 

shared mental models letting each member in a two-person team assess their individual mental 

models of the task and of the team. They then assessed the sharedness by calculating 

convergence between the two team members using a computer algorithm to calculate the QAP 
7correlation between the two matrices. This was done for both the team and the task mental 

models. They showed that the team convergence and task convergence measures correlated to 

team processes, and in turn to team performance. Their method for assessing the mental models 

was difficult. Firstly, the dimensions/factors were identified, either by using subject matter 

experts and/or reviewing the literature in relation to the task and situation that the participants 

were handling. Secondly, the participants individually responded to a matrix where all attributes 

were presented on both axes (see Figure 6 below) using a 9-graded scale, ranging from -4 – 

                                                
7 The quadratic assignment procedure (QAP) correlation (Hubert & Schultz, 1976). 
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negatively related to 4 – positively related. The next step was to calculate mental model 

convergence between the two team members, which was done using the UCINET 8computer 

program to achieve a QAP correlation.  

 

amount of information               
quality of information               
coordination of action               

roles               
liking               

team spirit               
cooperation               

 

 am
ount of inform

ation 

 quality of inform
ation 

 coordination of action 

 roles 

 liking 

 team
 spirit 

 cooperation 

Figure 6. Matrix for responding to the team mental model (attributes taken from Mathieu et al., 2000). 

Van den Bossche et al. (2006) used a self-scoring instrument to measure mutually shared 

cognition using two questions “At this moment, this team has a common understanding of the 

task we have to handle” and “At this moment, this team has a common understanding of how to 

deal with the task”. This approach requires considerably less time to prepare, while it has the 

problems of self-reported perceptions.  

The examples above from Mathieu et al. (2000) and Van den Bossche et al. (2006) indicate some 

of the difficulties associated with assessing shared mental models: time-consuming preparation, 

need for subject matter experts, self-reported perceptions, complicated analysis procedures, need 

for specific computer programs to handle complex datasets such as response matrices. The 

patterns seen in these two examples are common when measuring shared mental models 

(DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 2010a; Johnson et al., 2007; Saetrevik & Eid, 2013; Smith-

Jentsch et al., 2005; Avnet & Weigel, 2012).  

Many methods suggested to measure situation awareness are subjective, others are based on 

performance (implicit), or based on measures that are assumed to directly affect situation 

awareness (explicit) (Endsley, 1995a; Endsley & Garland, 2000). Subjective measures are 

                                                
8 A network analysis program UCINET (Borgatti et al., 1992). 
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measures where the respondent is asked to evaluate her/his situation awareness by responding to 

direct questions (self-reporting). Implicit measures assumes that situation awareness correlates to 

performance, and improved situation awareness will lead to improved performance. Explicit 

measures of situation awareness are where, for example, the operator is asked about information 

concerning the current situation, on one or several of Endsley’s (1995a) three levels (cf. SAGAT, 

Endsley, 1995b). These different types of method categories also occur when shared situation 

awareness is studied (Gorman et al., 2006).  

Interactive team cognition is assessed using real-time observations of behaviour, video 

recordings, communication transcripts, and self reported perception of processes (Wildman et al., 

2014). These methods have in common that they require a lot of time to be invested in analysis. 

The exception is self-reported perceptions of processes. However, as instruments for automatic 

analysis of video and communication recordings are becoming more and more efficient, the 

obstacle might be less of a problem in the future.  

Shared understanding has been measured using many different methods and techniques. Aubé et 

al. (2014) measured perceived shared understanding using eight items. Perceived shared 

understanding measures to what extent an individual experiences for example the same performance 

standards. The scale items referred to agreement among team members. This approach has the 

disadvantages of subjective measures, i.e., they are influenced by the respondent’s interpretation 

of the question. Kim et al. (2013) used dialogue acts to capture strength of agreement in a real-

world conversation dataset to assess planning meetings. Dialogue acts represent the role of 

utterances. These are then tagged as questions, statements, suggestions, etc. This method used 

automated communication analysis and trained statistical machine learning algorithms. It does 

not capture and analyse what is not verbalised. Winner et al. (2007) assessed shared interpretation 

of the commander’s intent using a course of action ranking procedure where participants’ 

rankings were compared with a normative rank. This procedure demands a correctly ranked list to 

compare with, i.e., that there is some true course of action or behaviour. This is not always the 

case in complex natural settings. Bates et al. (2014) used the Patient Knowledge Assessment Tool 

to measure shared clinical understanding for paediatric cardiac intensive care unit patients. It is a 

multiple item questionnaire which is analysed to calculate the degree of agreement between 

assessors. The semantic alignment process by which stakeholders achieve shared understanding 

was studied using a linguistic approach (Corvera Charaf et al., 2013). Communication analysis was 

used to achieve knowledge of shared understanding in development teams. A communication 

analysis approach requires transcription and coding.  
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Approaches	  to	  measuring	  
The methods and techniques mentioned in Table 4 are categorised according to what extent they 

can reflect how dynamic the situation is, how much time is required to use the method (for 

preparation or analyses after data have been collected), and the degree of subjectivity that the 

method is associated with (see Table 5). Subjectivity here includes, apart from the degree that the 

result can be affected by the creator of the method, also the extent to which the respondent’s 

interpretation is considered or can be validated against a natural world phenomenon. For 

example, “To what extent does your team have a shared situation awareness?” is difficult to 

connect to a natural world phenomenon, in contrast to “How many enemy aircraft are your team 

fighting?” 

Table 5. Categorisation of different methods according to how dynamic they are, how much time is required, and the 
degree of subjectivity. 

Method Dynamic Time Degree of subjectivity 

Knowledge elicitation Static Time demanding 

(hours to prepare) 

Objective 

SSM Static Time demanding 

(hours to prepare) 

Objective 

SAGAT Quasi dynamic* Time demanding 

(hours to prepare) 

Objective 

CARS Quasi dynamic* Requires little time 

(minutes) 

Subjective (respondents 

perception) 

SSA–communication 

analysis  

Dynamic Time demanding 

(hours to analyse) 

Subjective (analyser’s 

chosen categories) 

Eye-movement** Dynamic Time demanding 

(hours to analyse) 

Objective 

ITC–communication Dynamic Time demanding 

(hours/days to 

analyse) 

Subjective (analyser’s 

chosen categories) 
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Method Dynamic Time Degree of subjectivity 

ITC–video  Dynamic Time demanding 

(hours/days to 

analyse) 

Subjective (analyser’s 

chosen categories) 

ITC–observer 

protocols 

Dynamic Requires little time Subjective (observer’s 

perception) 

SU–questionnaire Static Requires little time Quasi objective*** 

SU–ranking procedure Static Requires little time Quasi objective*** 

SU–conversation 

analysis 

Dynamic Time demanding 

(hours to analyse) 

Subjective (analyser’s 

chosen categories) 

* Quasi dynamic denotes that the measure can be used repeatedly to reflect change.  

** The method only measures what the subject is looking at and for how long. From a situation 

awareness perspective it does not say anything about how the subject interprets the situation, nor 

how the situation is predicted to unfold. From a team perspective, it is possible to analyse when 

team members are looking at the same area, or when one member is looking at an area before 

other team members look at the same area.  

*** Quasi objective means that the questions are used the same way, and not reformulated 

between questionnaire occasions.  

 

For the purpose of this thesis, there are some influences which are worthwhile considering. The 

shared cognition perspective has some advantages, namely, there are methods that have been 

validated and are correlated to performance. The drawback is that concepts that are measured by 

shared cognition methods are rather static, and do not reflect changes due to a developing 

situation. Another disadvantage is that several methods require hours of preparation in order to 

be used in very specific situation.  

The situations that the instrument developed in this thesis is aimed at being used in are 

developing dynamically due to situational circumstances, changing goals, and organisational 

constraints. As has been discussed in earlier sections of this thesis, existing techniques and 

methods have different limitations associated with them. Some of these limitations are due to 
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theoretical considerations (cf. the focus on knowledge representations for shared mental models) 

while others have methodological limitations (cf. CARS and subjective – the respondent’s 

perception).  

Empirical	  studies	  
In the following chapters the empirical studies for investigating the development of an 

instrument for assessing shared understanding are presented. In the early studies this was 

explored using the concepts overlap and calibration. The subsequent studies examined rank 

ordered lists as a means for assessing the shared understanding in teams. These rank order 

approaches were refined over several iterations and resulted in an instrument that measures 

shared strategic understanding. For a more comprehensive overview see the section Progress of 

the work in the Foreword chapter.  
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Chapter 3.  Study 1: Overlap and 

calibration in Operation 

Flashpoint 

Working with the armed forces and the military domain, a need for measuring teams shared 

understanding regarding what was important was recognised. This need from an applied domain 

was not met by the current assessment methods. Therefore, the start of this thesis project was 

founded on the need for an instrument to measure the extent to which a team shared awareness, 

or in the words of the early 2000s “had a shared mental model”. The initial study was carried out 

in 2001 after a suggested development of an instrument to capture the sharedness of a team. The 

suggested instrument was reported in Andersson et al. (2002a). To capture the shared mental 

models within a team the concepts overlap and calibration were explored. These two concepts 

came from three theoretical lines: shared mental models (as they were interpreted around 2000: 

Canon-Bowers & Salas, 2001; Langan-Fox et al., 2000; Langan-Fox et al., 2001; Mathieu et al., 

2000), common ground (Clark, 1992; 1996), and transactive memory (Wegner, 1987). The present 

study involved teams of students, where friend teams were playing against non-friend teams.  

There were several theoretical concepts that pushed this research forward, namely team and 

shared mental models (Canon-Bowers & Salas, 2001), common ground (Clark, 1996), and the 

reduced cue effectiveness (RCE) hypothesis (Andersson & Rönnberg, 1997). 

Shared mental models relate to the degree to which team members hold similar cognitive 

representations of a situation. “Team mental models are team members’ shared, organised 

understanding and mental representations of knowledge about key elements of the team’s 

relevant environment” (Mohammed & Dumville, 2001, p. 90).  
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Common ground (Clark, 1992; 1996) argues that all actions work as cues for the team (verbal and 

nonverbal). If cues are interpreted correctly, adaptation is easier to achieve. Thus, if one person 

can predict actions of others, s/he can adapt to the situation. That is, if a common ground exists 

(team members interpret cues in the same way), teams possess an ability to adapt. It can be 

argued that friends have common ground, that is, they interact regularly, creating mutual 

knowledge, beliefs and suppositions. 

The reduced cue effectiveness hypothesis (RCE) states a) a friendship effect, (i.e., friend groups 

worked more effectively in terms of memory performances), and b) friends’ cues work better 

than non-friends’ cues (Andersson & Rönnberg, 1997). Thus, if two individuals work together 

and communicate to achieve goals, the receiver needs to understand the information that the 

sender provides at a specific moment. As such, the group benefits from a mutual understanding 

of cues. The purpose of this study was to study how team members’ degree of agreement with 

each other’s behaviour and performance affects team performance. Two different constructs 

were developed to measure degree of agreement between team members. Based on the 

friendship effect, shared mental models, common ground, and the RCE hypothesis, we expected 

teams would perform better if they had a high degree of overlap and calibration. The specific 

purpose of our study was therefore to pin-point how overlap and calibration were related to team 

performance. Two aspects were studied, namely performance and behaviour. We asked the 

participants to predict how each one of the team members would perform and behave.  

Degree of agreement can be captured in different ways. Two measurements were therefore 

developed. One is called overlap and one is called calibration. 

Measurement	  of	  Overlap	  
Overlap relates to the team members’ representations of the team members’ knowledge and 

abilities, and the extent to which these representations are in agreement with each other 

(Andersson et al., 2002a).  

If person A predicts that person B will be outstanding today and if person B predicts 
that person B will be outstanding today, it reveals that person A and person B 
overlap in their predictions about person B.  

If person B predicts that he will be outstanding today, and person A thinks that 
person B will make that prediction, they have high “overlap” regarding their 
predictions about person B’s performance. 
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This illustration reveals that person A and person B are in agreement about person B. Overlap is 

therefore a measure of how both of them understand a phenomenon, i.e., they agree upon the 

fact that person B will be outstanding today. 

Measurement	  of	  Calibration	  
Calibration also refers to the expectations/experiences that the team members have of each 

other, but focuses more on an enhanced degree of understanding (Andersson et al., 2002a).  

If person A predicts that person B will be outstanding today and if person B predicts 
that person A will predict that person B will be outstanding today, it reveals that 
person A and person B are calibrated to some extent. Furthermore, if person B 
predicts that person B will be outstanding today and if person A predicts that person 
B will predict that person B will be outstanding today, it reveals that they are even 
more calibrated. 

The example above illustrates that person A and person B are calibrated. Calibration can be 

scored in a similar way as overlap (see result section for a detailed scoring procedure). Like 

overlap, the concept of calibration is intra-team degree of agreement. The calibration score is, 

however, based on the degree of agreement between how person A understands a phenomenon 

and how Person B understands how person A understands the same phenomenon. Thus, even if 

person A and B have different opinions about a certain phenomenon (low overlap) they can be 

calibrated since they have an understanding of how the other team member thinks. For example, 

if person A thinks that person B will be outstanding today, but at the same time, thinks that B 

will predict that s/he (B) will under perform today and person B thinks that s/he will under 

perform today, than person A and B are low on overlap but high on calibration.  

Method	  	  

Participants	  
120 male students volunteered to participate in this study. Only males were used as participants in 

order to eliminate potential variance due to gender. There were two groups, friends and non-

friends. All participants were chosen from among volunteer students who, when applying to 

participate, stated whom they were friends with. After that the experimenter formed teams 

consisting of either friends or non-friends. Each group consisted of 60 people. Groups were 

matched on age and computer game experience. The Friend groups’ mean age was 25.7 years (SD 

= 4.7) and their subjectively rated gaming experience was 3.9 (SD = 1.8) on a 7 point scale 

(ranging from 1 to 7, where 7 indicated most experience). Friends rated that they knew each 

other (mean 5.0) on a 7 point scale where 1 = “I do not know the other” and 7 = “I know the 
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other very well”. The Non-Friend groups’ mean age was 26.6 years (SD = 5.1) and rated gaming 

experience was 3.6 (SD = 2.0) on the 7 point scale. The non-friends rated that they knew each 

other as a 1.2 on the 7 point scale. 

Design	  

The study was a split-plot design (2 x 2). The first factor referred to Relationship (friends versus 

non-friends). The second factor referred to Question type (performance or behaviour).  

Dependent	  variables	  

Several dependent variables were used. Scores on overlap and calibration were calculated for each 

team as were the proportion of wins and team ratio. Proportion of wins was the number of times 

the team had won divided by number of rounds during the experiment session. This was a team 

level measure. The performance team ratio score was based on number of times a participant 

defeated an opponent minus number of times a participant was defeated during the experiment 

session. Negative team ratio scores indicated that a participant was defeated more times than he 

defeated someone else. The team ratio measure was calculated by summing each team members’ 

individual performance ratio scores.  

Independent	  variables	  

Relationship and Question type wee used as independent measures. In addition, categories based 

on scores on overlap and calibration, that is high and low overlap and high and low calibration, 

were also used.  

Material	  

Questionnaires	  

Three questionnaires were used: Background Questions, Questions Before a Mission, and 

Questions After a Mission. The Background Questions mainly focused on the quality of the 

relationship between team members (i.e. how long they had known each other) and PC-gaming 

experience. The purpose of the Before the Mission and After the Mission Questionnaires was to 

measure consensus, calibration and overlap. All participants rated their own and their team 

members’ performances and how easy it was to predict how a team member would 

behave/behaved on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 = less well and 7 = really well (see Appendix 1 

for details). They also rated whether they thought that their team would perform better or worse 

than the opposing team.  
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Using a scorecard, the experimenter recorded who defeated whom, and also how many times 

each team won or lost during a session.  

;55#$#-96<=2#->)$0'

Six stationary PCs (Pentium III 800 MHz, 256 MB Ram, with a GeForce 32 MB Graphic card, 

and 21” screens, Microsoft Windows 98) that satisfied the requirements of the game were used. 

A LAN-network was used. Each team was located in a separate room. The participants were 

sitting in a triangle facing inwards with a computer in front of each participant (see Figure 7). 

Operation Flashpoint from Bohemia Interactive Studio (2001) served as a virtual environment 

for the teams to compete in.  

 

Figure 7. Example of setup for one of the participating teams. 

!(%+#$,)'

The mission was designed as to impose a high tempo on the teams so that they were forced to 

take action. The instructions for the mission included a short background story and an objective 

for the team. The background story described how a crisis had arisen on a small island in the 

Mediterranean Sea. The objective was to search a small village and fight any hostile action. The 
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Friend team and the Non-Friend team received identical instructions and were told they were to 

fight team vs team. 

Procedure	  

All six participants for one complete test session arrived at the test facility at the same time. They 

were assigned into a Friend team or a Non-Friend team, each team consisting of three persons. 

The people in the “Friend team” acknowledged they were friends, whereas the “Non-Friend 

team” did not. The Non-Friend teams were informed that the other team was comprised of 

friends and vice versa. The participants were given information about the purpose of the study 

and offered coffee. Next, participants completed the Background Questions. Thereafter, the two 

teams were separated. The Friend team was located in one room and the Non-Friend team was 

located in another room. After that, all participants individually played a “training mission” to 

learn how to interact with the virtual environment (i.e. how to move in the virtual world and how 

to use the characters’ tools). Thereafter, the experimenter carried out a briefing about the 

mission. The briefing ended with the participants answering the Before the Mission Questions 

individually. The experiment session (i.e., “mission”) started immediately after the questionnaire 

was completed. As the mission progressed, the experimenter observed and recorded who 

eliminated whom, using the observation sampling scorecard. As soon as one round was finished 

(all team members in one team were eliminated) the mission was restarted. This went on for 60 

minutes, so that the number of rounds played depended on teams’ performances. After the 

experiment session was finished, the participants individually answered the After the Mission 

Questions. The participants were then debriefed, thanked, and received a cinema ticket for their 

participation. The entire procedure took approximately 120 minutes.  

Scoring	  
The cells in Table 6 illustrate how the measures of overlap and calibration were calculated (This 

example is taken from the Before a Mission Questions). The questions in the questionnaire after 

a mission were identical except for changes in word tense.  
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Table 6. Example of participant ratings for scoring of overlap and calibration. 

Answering 

participant 

How will you 

perform during 

the scenario? 

How will the 

other person 

perform 

during the 

scenario? 

How do you 

think that the 

other person 

thinks you will 

perform?  

How do you think 

that the other 

person thinks of 

his/her 

performance? 

A 1 6 3 2 

B 3 2 4 4 

 

A matrix consists of all possible couple relations within each team with three members (i.e., 

couple A–B shown in Table 6, but also couple A–C, and couple B–C). The grey cells are used for 

scoring when A is the target. In Table 6, example above, only two persons are used for simplicity.  

Overlap	  

Based on the data shown in the white cells of Table 6, A thinks that B will perform quite well (6); 

whereas B thinks that s/he will perform relatively badly (3). Thus, there is a 3 point difference in 

the estimates (6 minus 3). Therefore, when B is the target and A is the reference: BA = |6 – 3| 

=3. The absolute value was used, that is minus signs were removed. A higher value (larger 

difference) indicated a larger deviation from a shared picture suggesting a smaller overlap. The 

dependent measure for Overlap was the total sum of overlap between all team members. For 

example, A’s difference score for overlap ABC = (AB + AC) + B’s difference score for overlap BAC 

= (BA + BC) + C’s difference score for overlap CAB = (CA + CB). That is, ABC + BAC + CAB = 

Team(ABC) overlap.  

The measures of overlap were initially analysed as dependent measures. Second, the distribution 

of teams on this measure was divided into two categories: High and Low overlap teams. These 

two team categories were used as an independent variable. Teams categorised as having high 

overlap had low difference scores and vice versa. This distinction is important for the continuing 

presentation of the results.  
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Calibration	  

The grey cells in Table 6 illustrate how calibration was computed. What B thinks about A’s 

performance (2); compared with what A thinks that B believes that A rates his/her performance 

as(3); but also what B thinks of how A rates his/her performance (4); compared to how A rates 

his/her performance (1). Thus, AB = |2 – 3| + |4 – 1| = 1 + 3 = 4 (differences in opinion, i.e., 

deviation score). The same method is used to calculate AC. The calibration score for person A is 

therefore ABC = AB + AC. Hence, a deviation score for calibration (AB) is based on 4 answers. In 

contrast, overlap (AB) is based on 2 answers. The dependent measure for Calibration was the total 

sum of calibration between all team members. For example, A’s difference score for calibration 

ABC = (AB + AC) + B’s difference score for calibration BAC = (BA + BC) + C’s difference score for 

calibration CAB = (CA + CB). That is, ABC + BAC + CAB = Team(ABC) calibration. 

Results	  	  
Comparing the groups in the study on matching factors revealed no differences, see Table 7. 

Table 7. Differences between friends and non-friends on matching factors. 

 Friends  

(n, SD) 

Non-friends  

(n, SD) 

t-values 

Age M=25.7 (60, 5.14) M=26.6 (60, 4.69) .98 (ns.) 

First person games M=3.88 (60, 1.81) M=3.60 (60, 1.96) -.82 (ns.) 

Network games M=1.41 (60, 1.20) M=1.34 (60, 0.98) -.37 (ns.) 

 

On the team level of analysis, the relationship groups were compared using team ratio and 

proportion of wins (see Table 9) 

Overlap	  and	  calibration	  

In order to better understand the overlap and calibration variables, descriptive analyses were 

conducted and are presented in table 8. 
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Table 8. Scores for both overlap and calibration (mean, SD, and n) for Performance and Behaviour distributed over 
relationship. 

Relationship 

and type of 

mutuality  

Anticipated 

performance 

Anticipated 

behaviour 

Rated 

performance 

Rated behaviour 

Friends, overlap M=5.42 (2.43), 

n=19 

M=10.70 (4.37), 

n=20 

M=5.28 (3.10), 

n=20 

M=10.65 (4.60), 

n=20 

Non-friends, 

overlap 

X X M=7.79 (3.10), 

n=19 

M=11.00 (5.00), 

n=19 

Friends, 

calibration 

M=9.89 (3.67), 

n=19 

M=22.05 (5.38), 

n=20 

M=9.88 (4.87), 

n=20 

M=21.10 (8.57), 

n=20 

Non-friends, 

calibration 

X X M=13.89 (4.88), 

n=19 

M=17.53 (5.53), 

n=19 

 

The cells in table 8, for anticipated performance and anticipated behaviour are intentionally blank 

for non-friends since non-friends could not have an opinion regarding the other team members 

before the session. A lower mean indicates a higher degree of overlap. The data in table 8 show 

raw scores. When performing analyses, the N for within subject designs varied due to some 

participants not responding to a particular question.  

A 2 x 2 within participant ANOVA of Session (before/after) x Question Type 

(performance/behaviour) was completed. This analysis was conducted only for the friend teams 

since the non-friend teams’ “Before” cells were missing. There was a main effect of Question 

Type, F(1,18)= 68.34, p<.001. No other effects were significant. Thus, friends didn’t change their 

opinions about their team members. It was possible to differentiate between the two question 

types. The higher mean scores on behaviour, compared to performance, indicated lower overlap 

for ratings of behaviour.  

Second, a 2 x 2 split plot ANOVA using ratings of performance and behaviour after the session 

was computed for Relationship x Question type. This analysis revealed, again, a main effect of 

Question Type F(1,37)=22.98, p<.001. Again, it was possible to differentiate between the two 

question types. In terms of overlap, performance generated lower deviations than behaviour. No 

other effects were significant. 
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In order to gain an understanding of the calibration variable, a descriptive analysis was conducted 

(see table 8). Two 2 x 2 ANOVAS were computed. The first was a 2 x 2 within-participant 

ANOVA of Session (before/after) x Question Type (performance/behaviour) using data from 

Friends only. There was a main effect of question type (F(1,18)=108.64, p<.001). No other effects 

were significant. The second (split-plot) ANOVA (for rated performance and behaviour after the 

session) was computed for Relationship x Question type. There was a main effect of question 

type F(1,37)=28.59, p<.000, and an interaction effect F(1,37)=7.47, p<.01. The ANOVA’s revealed 

that Friend teams were stable over time and that participants were more closely calibrated on 

performance questions than on behaviour questions. The interaction revealed that friends were 

more calibrated on performance questions than non-friends and that non-friends were more 

calibrated on behaviour questions than were friends. 

Overlap	  and	  Calibration	  in	  relation	  to	  team	  performance.	  	  

The next step was to examine how team performance was related to mutual understanding when 

overlap and calibration were transformed into categories (see scoring section in Method section 

for details). However, analyses on team ratio will be presented initially since team ratio was used 

as the dependent measure.  

Relationship and team performance measures. The effect of friendship was analysed using an 

ANOVA (friends x non-friends) for each dependent measure. The results are shown in Table 9. 

The results regarding friendship revealed a clear pattern: friends performed better than non-

friends. The correlations between the dependent measures (team ratio & proportion of wins) 

were significant (r = .73, p<.000). Team ratio was chosen as the dependent measure of 

performance because it was believed to be a more sensitive measure than proportion of wins. 

Individually based performance measures were also calculated (they correlated significantly with 

the team based performance measures and are therefore not discussed any further).  

Table 9. Mean and F values for relationship conditions on two different dependent variables. 

Dependent variable Friends Non-friends ANOVA 

Proportion of wins M=.68 M=.32 F(1,38)=16.11 p<.001 

Team Ratio M=3,50 M=-5,45 F(1,38)=17.64 p<.001 
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Friend teams performed better compared to non-friend teams in this non-professional task (see 

Table 9). Thus, the results indicate an effect of friendship on performance and that team 

performance measures correlated strongly.  

Overlap. The high overlap teams were teams with low deviation scores; low overlap teams were 

teams with high deviation scores. This distribution can be seen in Table 10 below. All of the 

following analyses are based on the post session data only.  

Table 10. Distribution of Team Ratio for overlap and calibration (M, SD, and n). 

 Performance Behaviour 

Relationship 

and type of 

mutuality 

High Low High Low 

Friends, overlap M=3.93 (7.6), 

n=14 

M=2.50 (5.6), 

n=6 

M=3.75 (6.1), 

n=8 

M=3.67 (6.8), 

n=9 

Non-friends, 

overlap 

M=-6.33 (7.1), 

n=6 

M=-5.23 (6.7), 

n=13 

M=-7.50 (6.7), 

n=10 

M=-2.75 (6.4), 

n=8 

Friends, 

calibration 

M=5.25 (7.4), 

n=12 

M=2.67 (5.4), 

n=6 

M=1.50 (7.8), 

n=8 

M=6.33 (6.2), 

n=9 

Non-friends, 

calibration 

M=-5.83 (7.5), 

n=6 

M=-5.25 (6.8), 

n=12 

M=-8.00 (6.5), 

n=10 

M=-2.86 (6.9), 

n=7 

 

Negative team ratio scores indicate that a participant was defeated more times than he defeated 

someone else. It is important to note that the same participants or teams do not necessarily fill 

the same cells for different conditions. For example, one team could be categorised as High 

overlap for performance, and Low overlap for Behaviour. Therefore, two separate 2 (Friendship: 

friend/non-friend) x 2 (Category: high/low, for either performance or behaviour) between 

participant ANOVAs were computed.  

A main effect of Relationship was obtained in both ANOVAs. Friends performed better than 

non-friends F(1,35)=13.79, p<.01 (performance ratings), F(1,31)=15.93, p<.001 (behaviour ratings). 

Neither the effects for high overlap versus low overlap, nor the interaction effects were 
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significant. However, the mean values in Table 10 suggest that friends with high overlap on 

performance questions outperformed all the other conditions. These mean differences are not 

statistically significant. 

Calibration. To further investigate calibration, we divided teams into high and low calibration 

groups in the same way we divided teams into high and low overlap groups. This distribution can 

be seen in Table 10. As was the case for the overlap variable, the same participants or teams did 

not necessarily fill the same cells for different conditions. The first 2 x 2 (on performance ratings) 

between-participant ANOVA (performance) for Relationship (friend/non-friend) by calibration 

category (high/low), using team ratio as dependent variable, revealed a main effect of 

Relationship, F(1,32)=15.02, p<.001, (friends mean=3.96, SD=1.73; non-friends mean=-5.54, 

SD=1.73). No other effects were significant. Thus, friends’ were better than non-friends. 

The second 2 x 2 between-participant ANOVA (on behaviour ratings) for Relationship 

(friend/non-friend) by calibration category (high/low), using team ratio as dependent variable, 

revealed a main effect of Relationship, F(1,30)=15.69, p<.001, (friends mean=3.92, SD=1.66; non-

friends mean=-5.43, SD=1.68). There was also a main effect of Category, F(1,30)=4.47, p<.05 

(high mean=-3.25, SD=1.62; low mean=1.74; SD=1.72). The interaction effect was non-

significant. In contrast to the earlier findings, the effect of category of calibration indicated that 

low calibration behaviour teams performed better than highly calibrated teams.  

Discussion	  	  
In the present study the concepts overlap and calibration were related to team performance. Both 

concepts concern degree of understanding among team members. The results showed no 

significant differences between friend teams and non-friend teams for overlap and calibration. 

Teams who were categorised into high overlap did not differ in performance from to teams that 

were categorised into low overlap. The same was true for calibration – no difference in 

performance between high and low calibration teams.  

It was evident that friend teams outperformed non-friend teams. Even if a team of friends 

outperformed a non-friend team it was not possible to capture this friendship effect with the 

proposed measures. Thus, it was not possible given the operational definitions used for mutual 

understanding, proposed here, to disentangle to what extent different degrees of mutual 

understanding (e.g. overlap and calibration) were related to team performance.  

Taken together, the data suggest that degree of mutual understanding might be able to explain 

some of the variance in team performance. This is not clear since the results are not univocal. 
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One plausible explanation is that the teams studied in this experiment were not experts on the 

studied task. It was therefore difficult to predict how a member was to behave or to predict how 

a member would perform. Another plausible explanation is of course that degree of mutual 

understanding is unrelated to the performance outcome. None of these two explanations can, 

however, be verified by this experiment.  

Three minor findings were also obtained in the experiment: 

1. The overlap and the calibration measures for performance ratings were higher (i.e., lower 

deviation scores) than the overlap and calibration for behaviour ratings, indicating that it was 

easier for team members to rate each other’s performance than to rate each other’s behaviour. 

This was true for one-sided and double-sided measures of mutual understanding. 

2. Friend teams’ ratings of performance and behaviour did not change between the before and 

the after occasions. Thus, friends didn’t change their opinions about their team mates due to 

participating in the study. This was true for both one-sided and double-sided measures of mutual 

understanding 

3. Different types of dependent measures for the team were strongly correlated. The analyses 

revealed that the two measures presented in this chapter correlated (Team ratio and Proportion 

of wins). Thus, even if the performance outcome dependent measure was varied (different types 

of team based measures were used) the similar pattern of not straightforward answers was 

obtained.  

The lack of association between mutual understanding and team performance might reflect that 

the participants were non-professionals. They were not trained for the task they undertook. If 

participants had a better understanding of the requirements for a single participant to carry out 

this type of task, they might have been better able to take each other’s perspectives. Professionals 

performing in their own domain might have been able to complete the ratings more accurately. 

The next step was decided to be that the degree of mutual understanding in professional teams 

should be studied.  

The findings did not reveal whether the overlap and calibration measures could assess shared 

mental models in student teams on an artificial task in a simulated environment. The respondents 

perceived the questions as difficult to understand and difficult to respond to. However, the teams 

that consisted of friends outperformed the non-friend teams. Not differing in any other aspect 

than being friends, the friend teams possessed some kind of shared understanding just from 
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being friends that was not possible to capture with the instrument. This mutuality was consistent 

with Clark’s (1992; 1996) theory on common ground and how it developed between people over 

time.  

Even though friends outperformed non-friends, which was reflected in terms of performance, 

the instrument did not capture any difference between the two groups. Yet, the instrument had 

not been able to detect this. One explanation for this would be that the students were not 

familiar enough with each other (regarding the task behaviour), nor were they very familiar with 

the actual task. An assumption made at the time was that the teams did not understand their roles 

and tasks, or take it seriously enough.  

This lack of evidence for shared awareness, although friend teams outperformed non-friend 

teams, led to the suggestion that the instrument should be tested in other conditions. 
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Chapter 4.  Study 2: Overlap and 

calibration at the Swedish Air 

Force Combat Simulation 

Centre 

The results from the first study showed a difference in performance between teams who knew 

each other beforehand (friends) compared to teams where the team members did not know each 

other beforehand (non-friends). There were no conclusions regarding the instrument for overlap 

and calibration. Teams with friends did not have a higher degree of overlap nor were they more 

calibrated than non-friend teams. The question was then if the participants, who were students, 

were too unfamiliar with the task that they had carried out. One conclusion from the prior study 

was that it might take professionals acting in their familiar domain to be able to respond to the 

instrument. Hence, the same instrument was tested in a different environment – the Swedish Air 

Force Combat Simulation Centre (Flygvapnets Luftstrids Simulerings Centrum, FLSC)9, this time 

with trained and experienced pilots who knew each other well from working and flying together, 

and were also well acquainted with the simulator.  

The first study tried to assess sharedness within teams in terms of overlap and calibration, 

without success. However, there was something there; teams composed of friends did perform 

better. The conclusion was that either the concepts of overlap and calibration did not measure 

this “sharedness”, or the questions were too difficult for the participants to answer. This could be 

                                                
9 http://www.foi.se/en/Our-Knowledge/Aeronautics/Swedish-Air-Force-Combat-Simulation-Centre-
FLSC/Simulator-facility/ (visited September 8, 2015). 
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because the participants lacked experience of working together, of a professional domain, and 

possibly also being less experienced at assessing their own ability. Turning towards a domain of 

highly trained professionals – fighter pilots – was the next step. These are people who are highly 

trained as operators of an advanced technical platform, and used to working together.  

Purpose	  
The purpose of this study was to test the overlap and calibration instrument with fighter pilots in 

an air-to-air combat simulation facility. This relates to the overall research questions of the thesis, 

namely, making an attempt to measure shared understanding without the downsides of existing 

methods, moving away from self-ratings and expert opinions, and trying to relate the measure to 

a dependent measure that is useful – in this case team performance. The simulation facility 

allowed for both control of scenario and for collection of performance measures. Example of 

performance measures are: number of missiles fired, number of enemy aircraft defeated, number 

of times own team was defeated, etc. (cf. Castor, 2009).  

The research questions in this study were: 

1) Could overlap and/or calibration assess sharedness? 

2) Could overlap and/or calibration predict team? 

The	  Swedish	  Air	  Force	  Combat	  Simulation	  Centre	  
Since this study was carried out at the Swedish Air Force Combat Simulation Centre a brief 

description and the possibilities it provides will be presented below. FLSC is a simulation facility 

for many-to-many manned air combat, stating on the webpage that:  

“Eight pilots can, for example, fly four against four, or six against two, in a scenario 
that includes a large number of other rule-governed simulated units such as other 
aircraft, air defence systems or ships. All pilot stations are based on general models 
which means that, apart from JAS 39 Gripen, it is possible to fly other aircraft types 
at the same time in the same scenario. The facility is also capable of so-called 
distributed simulation in which the facility is networked with others via a secure 
computer link.” 

The facility included eight pilot stations and also positions for fighter controllers. Training was 

focused on Beyond Visual Range (BVR) fighter training. Beyond Visual Range is described in 

Castor (2009, p. 21): 

“Beyond Visual Range (BVR) means a scenario where the enemy is engaged before 
they can be seen visually. This is possible due to the performance of the sensors 
available to the formation, either their own sensors (primarily the aircraft radars), and 
the sensors and information available to the fighter controller. Political implications 
of downed aircraft and the resulting Rules of Engagement (RoE) might force a 
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Within Visual Range (WVR) engagement, but for the missions used in the SBA radar 
study, BVR engagements were in focus. Regardless of engagement scenario the pure 
tactical goal would be to shoot down as many as possible of the enemy aircraft, while 
not getting shot down yourself.” 

The FLSC facility meets several research criteria (see for example Field & Hole, 2003; Meister, 

1985; Cook & Campbell, 1979), such as providing a replicable environment, where the system 

recordings allow for structured collection of behaviour data and system outputs.  

Teams	  and	  fourships	  	  
In this study, the pilots were working in teams of four with the addition of a fighter controller. 

As pointed out by Castor (2009), environment, technical system and the job task are all part of 

the work context that is characterised by being very dynamic and with high temporal speed. Only 

rarely do fighter pilots operate alone, only coordinating with a fighter controller. Hence, the basic 

building block for any air operation is a team, be it a fourship or a twoship formation.  

“The fourship or the twoship formations are the basic building blocks used in a 
mission. Only rarely does a pilot operate by himself. In addition to the pilots, a 
fighter controller is an important fifth or third member of the group. The fighter 
controllers sit in a bunker underground or in a flying command and control aircraft, 
and have more powerful long-range sensors than the fighter aircraft sensors at their 
disposal.” (Castor, 2009, p. 25) 

The fourship formation, used in this study, thus has a common goal, interacts dynamically, and is 

working interdependently. Hence, a fourship team meets the team definition (cf. Salas et al. 

1992). The interdependence of the team can be discussed in terms of input interdependence (cf. 

Mathieu et al., 2001). This refers to what extent teams must share inputs such as environmental 

constraints, equipment, people, facilities, and information related to collective goal 

accomplishment. Castor addresses this in relation to the fourship formation (2009, p. 26): 

“The weapons of the fourship formation can be considered one such shared 
resource. Every JAS 39 Gripen has four main pylons underneath the aircraft, and 
thus can carry, for example, four medium range missiles, apart from two short range 
missiles on the wing-tips. A fourship formation can thus carry a maximum of 16 
medium range missiles and every missile launch decreases the strength of the unit 
rather considerably as the combat strength of one aircraft can be considered to 
decrease by 25% after each one of the missiles has been fired. The decision to launch 
is therefore one of the main decision points during a BVR engagement.” 
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Method	  	  

Participants	  
Eight male pilots took part in the study as a part of their regular training exercise at the training 

facility at the Swedish Air Force Combat Simulation Centre. The participants were informed 

about the research project. They were familiar with the simulated aircraft and the simulator 

facility. All pilots volunteered to participate. They all had experience from the training facility and 

were familiar with the equipment. Their descriptive statistics can be seen in Table 11.  

Table 11. Descriptive statistics for participants. 

Factor Mean SD 

Age (yrs) 29.0 3.30 

Flight (hrs)  803.1 557.8 

Simulator (hrs) 117.5 44.6 

Experience of facility 

(hrs) 

19.4 9.5 

 

Also, on a question regarding to what extent they knew each other (on a scale from 1 to 7, where 

1 = not at all, and 7 = very well) the mean was 5.13 (SD = 1.73). 

All pilots stayed in the same team (fourship formation) throughout the experiment. Each team 

were defenders and attackers, respectively, the same number of times (four). The fighter 

controller always worked with the same team. However, the fighter controllers were not taking 

part as participants in the study.  

Design	  

A within-groups design was used in this study. Overlap and calibration were used, first as 

dependent measures to explore if pre- and post assessments would differ. Secondly, overlap and 

calibration were categorised into groups of high and low overlap and calibration and used as 

independent measures, using the proportion of returning aircraft as dependent measures. Aircraft 

that did not return home but were not shot down were counted as “not lost” (technical and 

simulator system problems of any kind). Returning aircraft is argued to be a suitable team 

performance measure as the pilots should not be shot down (it takes a long time and costs a great 
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deal of money to train fighter pilots), it reduces the possibility to reuse the aircraft during the next 

combat (and any Air Force only has a finite number of aircraft and pilots). Alas, since the pilots 

are trained to win, yet stay alive, this measure was chosen. All dependent measures are on a team 

level. This means that all scores are pooled over all four members in a team.  

Automatic computer performances recordings: The computer logged all the pilot’s actions. A large 

number of dependent measures were possible, but only a few were to be used for the present 

purposes. The measures of interest for this paper are presented in the Design section, above.  

Which team was attacker and which was defender was balanced over the eight scenario sessions.  

Material	  

Three different questionnaires were used. One was completed before the first simulated mission 

(background information: years of experience, team familiarity, and role in the group). Another 

questionnaire was completed before each mission regarding anticipated need for support, 

performance, and behaviour predictions (Before Questionnaire). One questionnaire was 

completed after each mission to collect post ratings of need for support, performance, and 

behaviour (After Questionnaire). Both the Before and After questionnaires were used to calculate 

overlap and calibration.  

Apparatus/Platform	  

The simulator included eight pilot stations, an experiment organisation area and one room for 

flight control management. Each one of the pilot stations included a cockpit with displays and 

instruments. Head-up displays and out-of-cockpit view were projected on a large screen in front 

of each pilot station (approximately 120”). All pilots wore a headset allowing communication 

within each group of 4 pilots and the fighter controller. Moveable walls divided the stations.  

Scenario	  

The scenarios used in this experiment was a task often used in the regular training for Swedish 

Air Force pilots. The scenario was a BVR combat scenario with the objective to either attack or 

defend an object. The task was to defend an object for one team (Team 1) and the task was to 

attack the same object for the other team (Team 2). The pilots were familiar with this kind of 

scenario and task. The scenario included an in-flight phase, an attack phase, a second wave phase, 

and an out-flight phase.  
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Procedure	  

The procedure will only describe experiment relevant information. All pilots and fighter 

controllers were gathered in a lecture room and briefed about the routines for the day. They were 

informed about the research project and asked to participate. The chief trainer then informed the 

whole group about the training sessions and the schedule for the day. After that, each team of 

four pilots and fighter controller had a briefing to discuss the task – that is, to plan the mission. 

Then the BEFORE questionnaire was answered individually by all participating pilots. The next 

step was that the participants went to the simulator stations and prepared for the scenario to 

start. After the chief trainer had cleared with each pilot that they were ready the scenario was 

started and the teams carried out their tasks. As soon as a participant had finished the session he 

received the AFTER questionnaire, that is, he had been shoot down, or the session was ended. 

The pilot was still seated in the cockpit and could not see the God’s eye perspective10. When all 

pilots had completed the AFTER questionnaire, the chief trainer discussed the session with the 

purpose of increasing the training effects. After this discussion the chief trainer briefed about the 

next mission. A session took approximately 30 minutes to complete (instruction, planning, 

preparing simulator, questionnaires, mission completion, and training discussion). The training 

day was interrupted by two coffee breaks and one lunch break. A total of 8 scenarios were 

completed. 

Scoring	  

The scoring of overlap and calibration was performed as described in study 1.  

Results	  	  
In order to better understand the overlap and calibration variables, descriptive analyses were 

conducted and are presented in Table 12.  

  

                                                
10 A point of view assuming knowledge only God would have. In this case, a view of the scenario where both sides’ 
operational picture is presented in the same view. That is, both sides’ aircraft and missiles are visible, often including 
data such as airspeed, direction, radar coverage, etc. 
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Table 12. Scores for both overlap and calibration (mean, SD, and n) for Support, Behaviour, and performance. 

 Overlap Calibration 

Anticipated support M=16.75 (5.16), n=16 M=35.31 (8.77), n=16 

Rated support M=18.36 (7.86), n=14 M=37.64 (12.86), 

n=14 

Anticipated behaviour M=18.00 (4.80), n=14 M=34.07 (7.73), n=14 

Rated behaviour M=15.92 (7.28), n=12 M=31.33 (11.75), 

n=12 

Anticipated performance M=1.56 (2.68), n=16  

Rated performance M=1.75 (2.67), n=16  

 

Repeated measure ANOVAs (for Support and Behaviour) were performed to test if pre-and post 

assessments of overlap and calibration differed. In addition overlap pre-post test of Performance 

was tested. None of the analyses were significant, that is no difference was detected using 

repeated measure ANOVAs.  

The next step was to assign the teams into groups of high or low overlap and calibration. High 

meant that a team had lower deviation in rating scores from each other, that is, a highly 

overlapped or calibrated team had a more similar view regarding, for example, need of support. 

Low indicated that that a team had a less similar view. The split point of whether a team was high 

or low was chosen so that half of the teams fitted into the high category, and half of the teams 

fitted into the low category. The distribution can be seen in Table 13.  

After that ten one-way ANOVAs were performed to compare if high or low (overlap or 

calibration) could explain the proportion of returning aircraft.  
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Table 13. Distribution of proportion returning aircraft for overlap and calibration (mean, SD, and n). 

 Variable High Low 

Overlap, Anticipated Support M=.66 (.23), n=8 M=.81 (.22), n=8  

 Behaviour M=.64 (.20), n=7 M=.75 (.25), n=7 

 Performance M=.68 (.21), n=10 M=.83 (.26), n=6 

Overlap, Post-rated Support M=.71 (.27), n=7 M=.75 (.20), n=7  

 Behaviour M=.79 (.19), n=6 M=.67 (.26), n=6 

 Performance M=.78 (.23), n=9 M=.68 (.24), n=7 

Calibration, Anticipated Support M=.69 (.22), n=8 M=.78 (.50), n=8 

 Behaviour M=.58 (.13), n=6 M=.78 (.25), n=8 

Calibration, Post-rated Support M=.71 (.27), n=7 M=.75 (.20), n=7  

 Behaviour M=.79 (.19), n=6 M=.67 (.26), n=6 

 

None of the ten one-way ANOVAs were significant, that is, there was no difference in the 

proportion of returning aircraft that could be explained by whether a team had a high or low 

deviation in how support, behaviour, or performance was viewed.  

Discussion	  	  
The purpose of this study was to test the overlap and calibration instrument with fighter pilots in 

an air-to-air combat simulation facility. However, neither overlap, nor calibration, for either 

support or behaviour related questions, or overlap for performance questions, indicated that the 

instrument could distinguish between pre and post assessments when a team had worked 

together to carry out a team task. These results verified the concerns that came with the previous 

study – the instrument did not capture shared understanding in teams. It could be because the 

questions did not tap into aspects that are related to the team’s outcome, or that it was too 

difficult for a respondent to take someone else’s perspective. Even though professionals had 

participated who were doing their ordinary jobs with colleagues they knew well, the outcome 

from the overlap and calibration assessments did not provide any insights into shared 

understanding in teams.  
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The two research questions for this study were:  

1) Could overlap and/or calibration assess sharedness? 

2) Could overlap and/or calibration predict team performance? 

The answer to both of these questions is “no”. Regarding question 1 – could overlap and/or 

calibration assess sharedness? The study did not manage to assess sharedness using the concepts 

of overlap and calibration. This was the second study not able to confirm that the concepts could 

assess shared understanding, using this approach. Regarding question 2 – could overlap and/or 

calibration predict team performance in a professional environment? Although the FLSC 

simulation platform provided good measures of performance, it was not possible to say anything 

about team performance from the concepts of overlap and calibration.  

An instrument focusing on vague aspects such as need for support, behaviour, and performance 

in general as a basis for team agreement did not provide helpful results. There could be several 

reasons for that. Teams who are in agreement about something in general do not necessarily have 

to perform better. That is, a team can be in agreement about something without this having a 

logical relation to performance. For example, all team members can agree about the team not 

having the skills necessary for performing the task. Hence, the teams are not “good” at doing the 

task about agreement. What a team agrees on should have something to do with the task and 

higher goals of the team’s existence, something that unifies the team in reaching shared and 

valued goals.  

Conclusion	  
The purpose of this study was reached, without us getting any closer towards having an 

instrument that could measure shared understanding. We had learnt something about shared 

understanding – that the overlap/calibration instrument was not a feasible approach – this was 

less of a development than we had hoped for. It would have been so nice to propose/develop an 

instrument that would have worked instantly as intended. It was still valuable to measure shared 

understanding in a non-difficult fashion, that demanded less understanding about the operational 

environment, no subject matter experts, and which should be inexpensive to use. In addition, it 

was still desirable to get away from biases of self-ratings or experts/observers.  

There were no results that indicated that overlap and calibration were a feasible path. Again, the 

proposed instrument had proven to be difficult to understand and answer for the respondents.  
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Chapter 5.  Study 3: C3Fire 1 – Ranked 

items  

In study 2, where overlap and calibration were studied at the Swedish Air Force Combat 

Simulation Centre, teams of fighter pilots performed in simulated air-to-air fights and responded 

to the overlap and calibration instrument. Again, the instrument offered inconclusive results. The 

conclusion was that the answers were too difficult to understand, even for professionals 

performing in a well-known setting. To assess shared awareness using the proposed overlap and 

calibration instrument was abandoned. After reconsidering the approach tested in the previous 

two studies (study 1 and 2), a new direction was attempted. Having carried out two experiments 

with the overlap/calibration tactic without success a new approach was called for. The problem 

had not been that the respondents were non-professionals outside a professional setting (cf. 

students in study 1), the instrument failed with trained fighter pilots in a tactical training facility 

(cf. study 2). Our main hypothesis was that the instrument was too difficult to comprehend for 

the respondents and the questions were too general. Another issue was that the 

overlap/calibration tactic had conceptually been difficult to score and analyse. The next step was 

then to revise how to assess the shared understanding within the team, to move from difficult-to-

answer general questions towards easier-to-answer specific questions.  

Microworlds	  
In order to have a controllable, yet relevant experimental environment, microworlds can be used. 

A microworld is, according to Svenmarck (1998), a “simplified task where the complexity can be 

manipulated and yet maintain the essential characteristics of the real-world task of interest” (p.7). 

Brehmer and Dörner (1993) characterise microworlds as dynamic, complex, and opaque. From 

the decision making perspective a microworld is a dynamic situation that calls for teamwork such 
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as collaborative efforts, communication, and coordination. Microworlds have been used for 

several decades and typically present the participants in a study with a situation that is changing 

dynamically in a non-transparent fashion (Brehmer, 1992; Brehmer & Dörner, 1993; Gonzalez et 

al., 2005; Howie & Vicente, 1998; Jobidon et al., 2006; Omodei et al., 2004). At the same time, all 

conditions in the microworld can be controlled by the researcher, and a number of quantifiable 

performance measures can be retrieved. A microworld thus offers a setting that is experienced as 

dynamic and complex by the participants in the study, while providing a controllable and 

tractable tool for the researcher. There exist several microworld platforms, for example: 

Lohausen (Dörner et al., 1983), Moro (Dörner et al., 1986), Newfire (Løvborg & Brehmer, 1991), 

D3Fire (Svenmarck & Brehmer, 1991), MS Antwerpen (Strohschneider & Gerdes, 2004), 

NeoCities (McNeese et al., 2005), and C3Fire (Granlund et al., 2001). Often microworlds have 

been used to study different aspects of teamwork, decision-making, and command and control 

(cf. Cooke & Gorman, 2013; Elliott et al., 2007; Fullagar & Egleston, 2008; Howie & Vicente, 

1998; Sapateiro et al., 2010; Granlund et al., 2001; Johansson et al., 2003; Kylesten & Nählinder, 

2011; Lindgren & Smith, 2006; Svenmarck, 1998; Gustavsson & Bäccman, 2006).  

C3Fire	  

The C3Fire microworld environment is mainly used in command, control and communication 

research and in training of team decision making (Granlund, 2003). In C3Fire it is possible to 

record everything that is happening and create scenarios that develop according to scripts with 

time-initiated events. The C3Fire microworld (ibid.) was developed to allow for studies of 

command and control in a simulation mimicking forest fires. C3Fire can be used by either an 

individual or a group of people collaborating with the goal of extinguishing a simulated forest fire 

(Granlund et al., 2001; Granlund, 2002). The collaboration can be supported by different means 

of communication and it is possible to configure the simulation so that a dependency is created 

between the different members. The participants in a C3Fire run typically take the roles of chiefs 

of a number of vehicles, such as fire engines, water trucks or fuel trucks. They must then 

coordinate their efforts in order to fight the forest fire as efficiently as possible. The fire engines 

must fight the forest fire, but they depend on the water trucks to provide them with water for 

extinguishing the fire. Both fire engines and water trucks depend on the fuel trucks to keep 

moving. The interactions with the simulated, subordinate units are conducted through a 

geographical information system, which is an interactive electronic map (see Figure 9). C3Fire is 

highly configurable, making it possible for the experiment leader to design the flow of 

information from units in the simulation to different roles in the fire-fighting organisation (the 

experiment participants), as well as information flow between the participants in the experiment. 
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Purpose	  

The purpose with the following study was to change the design of the questions for assessing 

shared understanding. Earlier studies had proven that the previous questions were too difficult to 

answer and that the questions were too general.  

The research question in this study was to test a new approach for assessing shared 

understanding. Can rank ordered lists be used to assess shared understanding? 

Method	  	  
For this study we returned to using student participants to test out a new approach. Since the 

number of professionals is limited, this approach was used to test the new approach prior to 

testing it with professionals. The experiment was designed as a within-group design team 

experiment. In order to increase experimental control the C3Fire microworld was used.  

Participants	  

Students from Linköping University were recruited. Seventy-two participants working in three-

person teams with a mean age of 23.7 years (std dev = 3.7), where 38% were female. Regarding 

friendship, the participants’ average rating is 4.2 (std dev = 1.9) on a 7-graded scale. The question 

was “how well do you know team member A and B respectively?” (1 = not at all, 7 = very well).  

Design	  

Two experimental conditions (full view vs limited view) were used. In the full view all team 

members could see everything that was happening in the operational picture (the map view in 

C3Fire), whereas in the limited view each team member could see around their own vehicles with 

a line of sight of 5 x 5 cells around the vehicle. The order of the conditions was balanced over 

experimental runs. In addition to the full view vs limited view condition data were collected on 

three occasions for every scenario to see if the shared understanding developed over the course 

of the scenario.  

There were several dependent variables used. Simulation score was calculated from the number 

of cells that had been affected by the fire; depending on what the cell contained a different score 

was given (see scoring section below). In addition, shared understanding as degree of agreement, 

shared situation awareness (SSA), and team performance were also used as a dependent measure. 

All measures were used on a team level.  

Shared understanding was a measure to assess similarities within the team on a ranking task 

where the participants were to rank order three lists with four, five, and six items respectively. A 
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subject matter expert had been involved in developing the lists so that the items should reflect 

the situation when the scenario was paused. Three lists of different length were used to see if the 

number of items in the list would affect the outcome.  

Shared situation awareness was measured by calculating the mean of the individual team 

members’ perceived shared situation awareness. Team performance was measured by calculating 

the mean of the individual team members’ perceived team performance. Alas, both shared 

situation awareness and team performance were aggregated measures.  

Material	  

Three questionnaires were used. 1) A questionnaire for background information, including 

questions about expectations and experiences (PreGQ – Pre Game Questionnaire). 2) A 

questionnaire that was presented after 7, 14, and 20 minutes of the scenario (DGQ – During 

Game Questionnaire). This included questions about SSA, team performance, and shared 

understanding as degree of agreement. 3) A post session questionnaire (PostGQ – Post Game 

Questionnaire), including questions about outcome, collaboration, etc. The questionnaires were 

in Swedish. 

Apparatus/Platform	  

To provide a complex environment with a clear team task the C3Fire microworld environment 

(Granlund, 2002; Granlund 2003; Granlund, Johansson, & Persson, 2001) was used. Four 

desktop computers with 20” screens were used. One computer and screen for each participant in 

the team and one computer and screen for the experiment leader to host the simulation. Figure 8 

shows the physical setup for the experiment.  

 

Figure 8. Physical setup of experiment equipment. 
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Scenario	  

Four equivalent fire-fighting scenarios developed for the C3Fire environment were used. The 

initial values of the 4 scenarios were labelled i, ii, iii, and iv. A map with a 40x40 grid was used. 

See Figure 9 for example of map. The scenario layout was the same except that the scenarios had 

been mirrored and rotated to maintain the same scenario difficulty while deceiving the 

participants into believing they were different scenarios.  

 

Figure 9. Screen dump of map view from C3Fire. 

Each participant controlled five vehicles. Each team member had a different set of vehicles (see 

Table 14). Each vehicle had a field of view that corresponded to 5x5 cells around each vehicle.  

Table 14. Fire-fighting vehicle distribution. 

Vehicle Participant X Participant Y Participant Z 

Fire engines 5 2 2 

Water truck  3  

Fuel truck   3 
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Procedure	  
When the participants arrived, in groups of three, they were given a cup of coffee and 

information about the experiment. Then there was a training session, three 5 minute training 

sittings, that increased in complexity and difficulty with each sitting, forcing the participants to 

train the skills that were needed for fighting the fire. After the training session the teams were 

briefed on the scenario. Then they answered the questionnaire PreGQ. The scenario was started 

and every 7 minutes the participants answered the DGQ. The session finished after the fire was 

put out or after 20 minutes of playing. The orders of the 4 sessions were balanced over all teams. 

The next session continued immediately. After all 4 sessions were finished the participants 

immediately answered the PostGQ. After that they were thanked and given a cinema ticket as 

compensation for their time. The experiment took approximately 120 minutes.  

Scoring	  

Aggregating individual level data to achieve a team level measure comes with some 

methodological problems. There are also some practical concerns related to this, how should 

individual level data be combined. For the first two studies (study 1 and study 2) an analytical 

scoring computation derived from how dyadic comparisons within a team can be used as basis 

for an aggregated measure of overlap and as a measure for calibration was used (cf. Andersson et 

al, 2002a). Another approach is to use Kendall’s measure of concordance (Kendall & Babington 

Smith, 1939). In order to compare more than two team members’ lists of priorities, Spearman’s 

rank order correlation could not be used. Another advantage with Kendall’s W, apart from 

enabling m raters to rate N items, is that output is a number between 0 and 1, where 0 is no 

concordance at all and 1 equals a perfect fit. A correlation would produce a number between -1 

and 1, something that is much harder to understand. A 1 is of course, a perfect correlation, 0 is 

no correlation, while -1 is a perfect negative correlation. When this is about, for example, height 

and weight, the relation is easy to understand. A positive correlation would be that as weight 

increases so does height. A negative correlation would say that as one factor increases, the other 

decreases – the heavier, the shorter. No correlation would say that height does not have anything 

to do with weight. Applying this to rank lists is a little bit trickier. The higher the “correlation” 

value the more similar in order the rank items. The closer to 0, the lower the similarity. However, 

a negative “correlation” of -1 would be that the lists are contrariwise each other. If the lists have a 

natural order, like size, amount or some other quantitative aspect, this could be logical. But when 

the content is qualitative, a -1 correlation will be confusing. 
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Simulation score was calculated by giving points to all cells that had been affected by fire within 

the scenario. A house gave 5 points, a slowly burning tree gave 2 points, a fast burning tree gave 

3 points, a cell without objects gave 1 point, and a burnt-out cell gave 2 points. The sum of these 

points gave the simulation score for the scenario. The higher score a team achieved the worse its 

team performance.  

Results	  	  
Firstly, the dependent measures are presented in Table 15 providing the descriptive analysis. 

Occasion 1, 2, and 3 are the occasions that the DGQ was responded to after 7, 14, and 20 

minutes, respectively.  
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Table 15. Descriptive analysis of dependent variables from the C3Fire1 study (M and SD within parenthesis). 

  Condition 

Dependent variable Occasion Full view  Limited view 

W for 4-item list 1 0.57 (0.33)  0.61 (0.28) 

 2 0.55 (0.26) 0.62 (0.30) 

 3 0.57 (0.27) 0.62 (0.29) 

W for 5-item list 1 0.56 (0.18) 0.54 (0.30) 

 2 0.45 (0.25) 0.53 (0.26) 

 3 0.51 (0.21) 0.51 (0.25) 

W for 6-item list 1 0.61 (0.27) 0.53 (0.29) 

 2 0.51 (0.26) 0.61 (0.25) 

 3 0.58 (0.24) 0.54 (0.29) 

Shared situation awareness 1 5.31 (1.22) 4.69 (1.05) 

 2 5.50 (1.12) 4.96 (0.81) 

 3 4.89 (1.05) 4.43 (1.10) 

Team performance 1 5.43 (1.13) 4.85 (1.11) 

 2 5.47 (1.19) 5.13 (0.87) 

 3 4.86 (1.11) 4.42 (1.02) 

Simulation score11  1696.6 (831.5) 1906.4 (714.1) 

 

The next step was to correlate all dependent variables with each other. This was done using the 

occasion 3 data since these supposedly reflected simulation score, which was the total score for 

the whole scenario. The correlation matrix can be seen Table 16. 

                                                
11 Simulation score is presented as the total score after the full 20 minutes scenario was finished. 
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Table 16. Correlation matrix for dependent measures. 

	  

W4 W5 W6 
Shared 
situation 
awareness 

Team 
performance 

Simulation 
score 

W for 4-item list 1      

W for 5-item list .390** 1     
W for 6-item list .524** .483** 1    
Shared situation 
awareness 0.219 0.212 0.146 1   

Team 
performance 0.25 0.168 0.118 .905** 1  

Simulation score 0.033 0.019 0.107 -.549** -.555** 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

The shared understanding measures all correlate significantly with each other. However, they do 

not correlate with simulation score, team performance, or shared situation awareness. On the 

other hand, simulation score, team performance and shared situation awareness all correlate 

significantly with each other. That simulation score is negatively correlated to team performance 

and shared situation awareness is because a lower score is a better simulation performance.  

The third step in the analysis was to compare the different dependent measures over the 

conditions using an ANOVA for repeated measure (see Table 17).  

Table 17. Repeated measures ANOVA, main effects and interaction effects. 

Dependent 

measure 

Occasion Condition Interaction 

W for 4-item list ns. ns. ns. 

W for 5-item list ns. ns. ns. 

W for 6-item list ns. ns. F(2,44)=4.12, p=.023 

Shared situation 

awareness 

F(2,46)=11.02, p<.001 F(1,23)=7.45, p=.012 ns. 

Team performance F(2,46)=15.59, p<.001 F(1,23)=4.79, p=.039 ns. 
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The interaction effect between occasion and condition for shared understanding on 6-item lists 

(seen in Figure 10) shows that when one of the conditions goes one way the other goes in the 

opposite direction. The main effect of occasion for shared situation awareness is seen in 

differences between occasion 1 and 3 (mean difference 0.34, p=.012 where 1 is larger), and 

between occasion 2 and 3 (mean difference 0.57, p<.001 where 2 is larger). The main effect of 

condition for shared situation awareness is seen in the difference between full view (M = 5.23, 

SD = 0.22) and limited view (M = 4.70, SD = 0.17). The main effect of occasion for team 

performance is seen in differences between occasion 1 and 3 (mean difference 0.50, p=.002), and 

between occasion 2 and 3 (mean difference 0.66, p<.001). The main effect of condition for team 

performance is seen in the difference between full view (M = 5.26, SD = 0.22) and limited view 

(M = 4.80, SD = 0.18). 

Comparing the simulation score using a repeated measures ANOVA gave that F(1,23)=3.24, 

p=.085.  

 
Figure 10. Plot for shared understanding using W  based on 6-item lists for both conditions. 

A3)5-))3/4!!
Considering team performance and shared situation awareness, the conditions can be seen as 

verified, i.e., in the full view condition the teams perceived that they performed better, and that 

they had a better shared situation awareness. The simulation score did not match these findings 
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as the result was not significant, even though the result pointed in the same direction. In addition, 

team performance, shared situation awareness, and simulation score all correlated significantly.  

The shared understanding measure using pre-defined items was not able to distinguish between 

different conditions with different amounts of available information. Shared understanding, 

measured this way, did not explain performance, either as simulation score, or as perceived team 

performance. Shared understanding did not correlate with shared situation awareness either. All 

versions of the shared understanding measure (using 4, 5, or 6-item lists) correlated significantly. 

The number of items in the lists did not have any effect on the results, however there was a 

significant interaction effect for the 6-item list between condition (full view vs limited view) and 

occasion (7, 14, and 20 minutes into the scenario). This interaction effect is considered less 

important as the other shared understanding measures do not reveal the same pattern.  

The C3Fire microworld had proven to provide an experimental platform that allowed for 

dynamic change and complexity while preserving experimental control and offering performance 

measures that reflected the actual behaviour in the simulation.  

The conclusion here is that the instrument in this version did not work. On the other hand, some 

new lessons were learned:  

• Generating items that are general enough to use at different times within a developing 

scenario might not be feasible. The results show that general pre-defined items did not 

capture the shared understanding within the team, a shared understanding that could be 

related to performance.  

• There was no evident difference between the lists with different numbers of items. 

However, it is important to maintain a certain amount of variation to allow for statistical 

variance. Therefore, too few items should be avoided since rank ordering such a list 

might become trivial. This would provide an outcome that is always ordered in the same 

way.  

• Preparing items prior to utilising them in a certain scenario takes a lot of time and effort, 

including the use of subject matter experts who understand the domain and task well. 

This is a cost for any assessment project or research project that needs to be considered 

when designing a study.  

General items might not be such a good idea, even though a goal of an instrument development 

project should be to come up with an instrument that is useful in more than one situation. 

Specific items that reflect a certain situation might very well reflect the shared understanding 
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within a team, a shared understanding that also has an impact on performance. A problem then is 

to allow for lists with specific items that can be used in unspecified situations.  

By letting the participating team members rank items that were important for the team to 

perform well, the shared understanding within the team would be possible to compute by 

comparing the team members’ individual lists of items. These comparisons were computed using 

Kendall’s W (Kendall & Babington Smith, 1939). In the present study teams with three members 

acted in an artificial environment, namely the C3Fire microworld. Lists with predetermined items 

were presented to the team members who were asked to rank order the items. Even though there 

were some shortcomings with the method, the approach had several advantages: it was easy for 

the participants to understand and it was easy to achieve a value that was straightforward to 

interpret. It was expected that a measure assessing shared understanding in this context would 

relate to the situation awareness concept or at least be able to say something about performance. 

Therefore one considered drawback was that the measure did not correlate to performance or 

situation awareness. Another drawback was that it took a lot of effort from subject matter 

experts to generate the list. One concern was the same as had been raised after the first study, 

that the participants were students who did not really understand the task, the skills needed to 

perform, or each other with respect to skills and the task. Another worry was that students who 

participated in an experiment might consider it as too much of a gaming situation, and 

consequently would not approach the task seriously – rather than consider options in order to 

carry out the best possible activities from the team’s point of view they would try to outsmart the 

game and test plans without taking into consideration consequences for the team in a realistic 

manner.  

Summary	  	  

Considering the shortcomings of earlier studies on how to capture the shared awareness within 

the team, the research was brought back to the laboratory with student participants. Instead of 

letting the participants subjectively explicate what they thought of each other’s possibility to 

contribute to team performance, the team member’s priorities were assessed. In the present 

study, C3Fire1, the priorities were chosen by a subject matter expert. The fire-fighting teams 

performed better in environments where they had better sensor range coverage compared to low 

sensor coverage. The results from the ranking of important factors did not reveal any significant 

results. Again, it was suspected that the student participants were not involved enough with the 

task. Would professionals performing in their own domain do better? In addition there were 

some experiences worth mentioning:  
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• The participants articulated that it was easy to rank order the factors. 

• The analysis was quick to carry out using Kendall’s W (Kendall & Babington Smith, 

1939).  

• Producing the factors took a lot of time for the subject matter expert. The factors needed 

to be relevant for the team and fit in with how the scenario progressed.  

Acknowledgement	  and	  publication	  
The experimental design was planned together with Jan Andersson. Analyses were conducted 

together with Jens Alfredson. Scenarios were constructed and items were developed with the help 

of Rego Granlund. The data for this study were collected in 2006 with the help of Therese Allvar.  

Material from this study has been published as follows: 
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awareness in dynamic situations. In NATO RTO HFM-142 Symposium (pp. 1–7). 
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Chapter 6.  Study 4: The Tank Crew 

Training Facility – Shared 

priorities  

The previous study used pre-defined rank ordered lists, which had not been successful. The use 

of the C3Fire microworld was a step forward, as experimental control was increased. The pre-

defined lists had been time-consuming and demanded a deep understanding of the scenario and 

situation. Even so, the lists had not been able to reflect the actions that the teams needed to take 

in order to reach their common and shared goals. How could specific items be generated, 

without losing the possibility of using the lists in unspecified situations? Considering the 

outcomes of the last study it was realised that it had been advantageous to use the lists that could 

be rank ordered by the team members, an act that was quickly executed. The disadvantage was 

that the lists had taken subject matter expertise and time to generate. If the team members 

themselves could generate the items that the lists consisted of, several benefits could be expected; 

the need for subject matter experts could be eliminated, the preparation time could be shortened, 

and most importantly, the lists could reflect the current situation in a more precise fashion. That 

is, the lists would reflect the responding team members’ views both in terms of items on the lists 

and in terms of the order of the items. Instead of forcing a worldview (the subject matter expert’s 

view) on the participants, the team’s view on the situation would be provided, a view that 

reflected the current situation as a consequence of the evolving situation which the team was 

trying to control. Such lists could also be used without specifying the situation.  

The next study was carried out at the Tank Crew Training Facility (BTA – Besättningstränings-

anläggning) at the Swedish Armed Forces in Skövde.  
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Purpose	  
The purpose of this study was to test a method for assessing a team’s shared understanding. One 

goal with such a method would be that it could be used by commanders, in the field, to assess 

their own teams. Therefore, the method could not take too much time to prepare before 

deployment, shouldn’t require a trained research administrator to use, and should provide results 

that are useful for a commander as well as for research purposes.  

Background	  	  
In the command and control domain the operators often have to interact with different types of 

technologies to coordinate with other actors on different hierarchical levels and from different 

organisational units. Therefore there is a real-world problem in using mixed types of technology 

and methods for command and control. It is of interest to assess how these mixed conditions 

affect the C2-teams. Today military commanders, especially on lower tactical levels, assume that 

the use of different C2-systems for interaction with different units influences performance 

negatively. Tactical command and control is a complex, time-critical, stressful, dynamic task with 

high risk/high stakes with changing goals (cf. naturalistic decision making; Klein et al., 1993). 

Using different C2-systems while performing in these environments might very well slow mission 

progress down; changing between different systems and cognitive mind-sets takes time. Not just 

due to transforming information between different media, but also since mental transformations 

and input of information into systems take time.  

As pointed out by Salas et al. (2008), synthetic task environments do provide a context for 

studying team cognition that is complex and dynamic. Since the processes within the teams are 

complex, as are the systems they interact with, and too the dynamic environments they work in - 

using synthetic task environments provides a somewhat controlled setting for team research 

where tasks can be presented the same way over and over again. 

Method	  	  

Participants	  

Nine officers (ranging from lieutenant to major) from the Swedish Armed Forces participated. 

They were all trained tank commanders. The participants were split up into three teams, each 

team controlling a tank. Each team consisted of a commander, a driver, and a shooter. The three 

tank commanders were also the command team of the tank company, one as a company 

commander, the other two as platoon leaders.  
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The two platoon leaders each commanded 3 tanks within the platoon (controlled from the 

scenario control room). The company commander had two tasks to carry out. The first task was 

to command the tank and the second was to lead the company.  

Design	  

A within-group design was used with two conditions: condition A) same command method – all 

teams used the same C2-system and radio, versus condition B) mixed command methods – one 

team used radio, paper, map, and pen while the other teams used the C2-system and radio. 

Condition A was considered to be easier than condition B. The dynamic updating of the situation 

picture required less from the commander in condition A, compared to condition B where the 

commander had to use the audio information and update the paper map by hands (while still 

continuing with the normal tasks). Since this required more mental effort, this was considered 

more difficult.  

Assessments were made three times for each condition, i.e., after each phase. The dependent 

measures were the shared priorities measure of shared understanding, subjectively assessed 

shared understanding, and team performance.  

Material	  

A questionnaire with questions concerning the perceived shared situation awareness and team 

performance, using a 7-graded rating scale (1 meant little or poor and 7 meant much or well). A 

questionnaire was used to capture the shared understanding within the team using a shared 

priorities measure. One of the commanders was asked to generate and rank order five factors 

that were important for the company in that moment, to be successful in fulfilling the company’s 

task. After he had finished, the ordered list was collected. The factors that the commander had 

generated were the basis for a new form in which the order of the factors was scrambled. The 

new form was then distributed to the remaining two commanders who were asked to rank the 

factors in order of importance for the company to be successful in fulfilling the company’s task at 

that moment. In total, the administration of the rank order instrument took approximately 5 

minutes on every occasion it was used.  

Apparatus/Platform	  

The experiment was performed at the Tank Crew Training Facility at the Swedish Armed Forces 

in Skövde. The BTA is a simulator platform with three battle tank 122 cabins with full crew 

training possibility and an instructors’ control room from where the scenario and computer 

generated forces are controlled. The tank cabins are the same size as the Swedish Tank 122 
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(modified Leopard 2). All three crews can train together in the same virtual environment. In each 

tank the positions of the commander, the pilot, the shooter, and the loader can be trained.  

Scenario	  

The scenario was developed in collaboration with officers who trained personnel at the 

command training facility. The participants were engaged in a multinational peace enforcing 

mission and were collaborating and coordinating their actions to hinder enemy activity. It 

consisted of three phases; a movement phase, an observation phase, and an attack phase. The 

phases within the two conditions were equivalent.  

Procedure	  

After initial information about the purpose of the experiment, the company commander gave a 

briefing to the platoon leaders about the plan and how he intended to solve the task. The platoon 

leaders then briefed their platoons. After that a training session was carried out with all 

participants seated at their positions in the cabins. This included a training session using the 

shared priorities measure. After that the first scenario was initiated (same command method). 

After each phase the scenario was halted and the questionnaires were answered. Then the 

scenario continued. After all three phases were finished and the questionnaires were answered a 

break was made for lunch. After lunch the scenario for the second condition started (mixed 

command method). The routine was the same as for the first condition. After the second 

condition was finished, including questionnaires, a debriefing with the instructors took place. In 

total the scenario took approximately 6 hours for both conditions, including questionnaire 

response and a lunch break.  

Scoring	  

The team’s correspondence score of the ranked factors was calculated using Kendall’s measure of 

concordance (Kendall & Babington Smith, 1939). Shared situation awareness and Team 

performance was an aggregated measure of the team members’ ratings, respectively.  

Results	  	  
The dependent measures over the three events are presented in Table 18. Shared situation 

awareness and Team performance are based on the mean of the commanders’ assessments of the 

measures respectively (SD in parenthesis). 
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Table 18. Descriptive statistics for the dependent measures.  

Phase Condition Shared 

understanding 

(W) 

Shared 

situation 

awareness 

Team performance 

1. Movement Same method 0.56  3.33 (1.53) 4.00 (1.00) 

 Mixed method 0.27 4.67 (0.58) 5.00 (1.00) 

2. Observation Same method 0.78  5.00 (1.73) 5.00 (1.00) 

 Mixed method 0.38 5.33 (0.58) 4.33 (1.53) 

3. Attack Same method 0.62  5.00 (0) 4.67 (0.58) 

 Mixed method 0.35 4.33 (0.58) 5.00 (0) 

 

Shared	  understanding	  

The shared priorities measure could not be analysed using repeated measures analysis due to a 

small N. However, a few observations about the results can be pointed out. There were no roof 

or ceiling effects (a concern could otherwise have been that the order of factors would have been 

too obvious for trained professionals). Also, there seemed to be a difference (not statistically 

tested) between the two conditions where the agreement within the team seemed lower for the 

mixed command method condition than for the same command method condition. This could 

be expected, since it took more time and effort to coordinate actions within the team with a 

compromised capacity and different media for the common operational picture.  

Shared	  situation	  awareness	  

Using the individual participants’ ratings of the shared situation awareness for the whole team 

(the company) as dependent variable a two-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed 

(phase X condition). There were no main effects (FCondition(1,2)=1.00, p=0.423, ns., FPhase 

(2,4)=2.31, p=0.215, ns.), nor any interaction effect (F(2,4)=1.50, p=0.327, ns.). 

Team	  performance	  

Using the individual participants’ ratings of team performance for the whole team (the company) 

as dependent variable a two-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed (phase X 
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condition). There were no main effects (FCondition(1,2)=0.57, p=0.529, ns., FPhase (2,4)=0.25, 

p=0.790, ns.), nor any interaction effect (F(2,4)=4.75, p=0.088, ns.). 

Feedback	  on	  the	  instrument	  

The participants considered the instrument easy to respond to (even though it was mentioned 

that coming up with items could be challenging) and that it was easy to rank order the items.  

Discussion	  	  
The purpose with this study was to test a method for assessing a team’s shared understanding. 

From this point on the instrument is called shared priorities as it focuses on factors that would 

direct the team towards their shared goals. It turned out to be easy to use, require little 

preparation time, and was easily understood by the participants. However, statistical analyses 

were problematic as the number of participants was small. When examining the descriptive 

statistics in Table 18 it seemed promising.  

These findings are supported with the experiences that came up during the debriefing. That is, 

the shared understanding was lower in the mixed methods condition than in the same methods 

condition. This indicated that the team (the company) had a lower degree of agreement on which 

actions (items) to prioritise. This could lead to degraded coordination, and in turn to worse 

performance. Even though the participants considered that they had acted better (a more correct 

behaviour) during the mixed method, according to the discussions during the debriefing, they all 

agreed that the time it had taken was substantially longer. Taking performance into account, that 

was really bad, as a tank battalion’s way of handling situations is to keep the element of surprise. 

This is lost when within company coordination takes too much time,  

This is a small step towards the developing and validating methods for shared cognition, as 

discussed by Salas et al. (2008). This kind of measure can be very useful to the people working in 

real world C2 situations; they can use the results to better understand how teams differ in shared 

understanding, and how different technologies and systems affect a team’s shared understanding. 

They can also value how training and exercises affect teams.  

Conclusion	  	  
Assessing shared understanding using the shared priorities instrument approach used this way 

was easy to deploy and easy to understand. A preliminary interpretation of the results from 

shared understanding seems promising, as it indicates that the instrument might be able to 

distinguish between the different conditions. The next step would then be to test the instrument 

with a bigger population.  
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In this study the participants themselves were requested to generate items that were important 

for the team to perform well, reflecting the current situation. As this was done at a pause in the 

simulation, the items reflected the current situation and what had led up to it. Also, the 

perception of what was important for the team was based on the current need and status of the 

involved units. Even though the number of team members was small, the results were promising 

(even if not too much emphasis should be put on the statistical tests). There were several positive 

sides of the instrument (simple to administer, easy to understand, and easy to score) and the 

participating team members understood the shared priorities scores.  

Summary	  

Study four presented further evidence of the benefits of the ranking approach. The big 

development step was that the priority lists were generated by the participants. This captured 

how the team goals were perceived by the participants in the present situation. By letting the 

participants generate the items that were to be prioritised several issues were solved:  

• There was no need to spend valuable subject matter expert time on producing the items. 

• The items were per definition from the team’s point of view. 

• The items were related to the scenario.  

Even though the number of participants was low, the instrument seemed promising. Participants 

said that it was easy to generate items for the lists and that it was easy to rank other members’ 

items. Administering the instrument was easy, quick, and only bothered the participants 

minimally. The name shared priorities for the instrument started to stick. 

Acknowledgement	  and	  publication	  
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Chapter 7.  Study 5: C3Fire 2 – 

Validating the shared 

priorities measure 

The previous study, carried out at the Tank Crew Training Facility, had indicated that using rank 

ordered lists with items that were generated by the participants was a promising step forward. In 

that study, the conditions that had been manipulated were same vs mixed methods for command. 

That was, the different crews used the same command and control systems and methods for 

tactical command and control versus one of the crews within the company which had a failing 

C2-system and had to use a paper map instead. The tank company commander had been 

interested in if it was possible to achieve results that confirmed or disproved that different 

methods of command would have an effect on the company’s performance.  

Since the number of participants at the Tank Crew Training Facility study had been small, due to 

accessibility of the facility and the number of available tank officers, a study was needed to 

confirm that the results were not due to chance. The present study was therefore designed to test 

the shared priorities measure in a controlled fashion, with a sufficient number of participants and 

using established measures of related concepts, such as mutual awareness and shared situation 

awareness. To do this, the laboratory was the appropriate environment to return to. Here 

experimental control could be sustained and a large number of participants could be found. The 

C3Fire microworld (Granlund, 2003) had already been used and students were a cost-effective 

and suitable step for testing the version of shared priorities that was developed in the previous 

study.  
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Distributed	  Assessment	  of	  Team	  Mutual	  Awareness	  (DATMA)	  
DATMA is a method for measuring the mutual awareness in teams (MacMillan et al., 2005). They 

define mutual awareness as “the extent to which team members are informed of other team 

members’ behaviours” (ibid., p. 51-1). DATMA utilises three different aspects of “mutual 

awareness” as measurements: Taskwork Awareness, Workload Awareness, and Teamwork Awareness. 

Different questionnaires are used for each of these facets. The DATMA method was chosen 

because it is partly based on well-validated measures (NASA TLX; Hart, & Staveland, 1988), 

which, together with the CARS questionnaire (McGuinness & Foy, 2000), will provide a rich 

representation of the studied system. DATMA is administered post-trial and therefor less 

intrusive than on-line or real-time questionnaires or measurement. It does not require any 

training on the part of the subjects, and the use of subject matter experts is limited to creating the 

first questionnaire. The Taskwork Awareness questionnaire focuses on the task that the team is 

handling. The Workload Awareness questionnaire is aimed at assessing the workload level within 

the team. The Teamwork Assessment questionnaire is directed at how each individual 

experienced the teamwork. 

The	  crew	  awareness	  rating	  scale	  (CARS)	  
Salmon et al. (2009) reviewed several methods for assessing situation awareness. From their 

description, the method that seemed best suited for this study was the Crew Awareness Rating 

Scale (CARS) developed by McGuinness and Foy (2000). CARS was originally developed for 

generic use (McGuinness, 1999), and was easy to adapt to the C3Fire environment. Salmon et al. 

(2009) lists the strength of the method as; “1) Developed for use in infantry environments 2) 

Less intrusive than on‐line techniques 3) Quick, easy to use requiring little training” (Salmon et al. 

2009, p. 53). Being a post-trial questionnaire, CARS is less intrusive than freeze-probes and 

similar techniques, such as SAGAT (Endsley, 2000). CARS does not require subject matter 

experts (SMEs) for analytical purposes as other methods do, such as SABARS (Matthews & Beal, 

2002) or SASHA (Jeanott et al., 2003). CARS is based on Endsley’s three-step model (Salmon et 

al. 2009). It uses 8 questions to assess individual SA. For each of these the participant is asked to 

rate themselves on a scale ranging from 1 to 4 where 1 is the best case scenario and 4 the worst 

case (McGuinness & Ebbage 2002). The four-point scale for the “content” ratings therefore 

ranges from a 1 which is a definitive and certain “Yes, I have a good SA” to 4 which is a definite 

and certain “No, I do not have good SA” (ibid.).  

Using these kinds of questionnaires (such as CARS and DATMA) involves a number of 

recognised problems (Stanton et al. 2005). The collected data are based on the subjective 
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opinions of the participants, where each member is likely to have a different frame of reference 

than the others. Participants are also more likely to remember significant events and overlook 

events considered less important. In addition, perceived workload is likely to correlate with 

performance (ibid.). The advantages are that the methods are easy to employ, requiring minimal 

training for the participants. They are easy to score and inexpensive.  

Purpose	  
The present study intended to validate the shared priorities measure in a more controlled 

experiment where the number of participants was large enough to draw valid conclusions. Also, 

the shared priorities measure needed to gain support in relation to other established measures of 

mutual awareness and shared understanding.  

The overall research question was Could the results from the BTA study be repeated? which was split 

into: 

A) Does the shared priorities measure correlate to performance?  

B) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with other established measures?  

a. Mutual awareness (DATMA)  

b. Shared situation awareness (CARS)? 

C) Can the shared priorities measure distinguish between conditions with different levels of 

difficulty?  

Method	  	  

Delimitation	  

Not all of the available questionnaire questions have been used in the analysis for this chapter 

(these results can be found in Berggren et al., 2011 and Prytz et al., 2010). Instead, the focus here 

is on the results that are central to the purpose of the thesis and to the research questions in this 

chapter.  

Participants	  

Thirty-six students from Linköping University were recruited to participate in the experiment, 

with an average age of 23.6 years (SD=2.1), where 23 were males and 13 were females. The 

participants were randomly assigned into two-person teams. Average time the team members had 

known each other was 16.1 months (SD=14.6). All participants were Swedish citizens with 

native-level proficiency in Swedish. Eight participants had previous experience of C3Fire, 

whereas the remaining 28 participants had never used C3Fire before. Self-rated previous 
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computer experience was M=4.28 (SD=0.61), and self-rated previous computer gaming 

experience was M=3.42 (SD=1.22). Both computer and gaming experience was rated on 5-

graded scale ranging from no experience (1) to extensive experience (5). In addition, three 

operators were recruited to run the C3Fire scenario, two regular and one back-up.  

A&)364!

A within-group design with three conditions balanced over runs was used. The conditions were:  

i) Both commanders use the C3Fire graphical user interface (GUI) to manage units and 

communicate with each other and to the operators who controlled the units. This 

condition was called GUI/GUI.  

ii) One commander uses the C3Fire GUI while the other commander uses a regular 

paper map and an electronic messaging system to communicate with his/her operator 

and the other commander. This condition was called GUI/Map. 

iii) Both commanders use paper maps and the messaging system for communication. 

This condition was called Map/Map. 

For each condition two participants were tasked with stopping a fire in C3Fire. The participants 

assumed the roles of commanders, one responsible for the fire-fighting vehicles (Commander 1) 

and one responsible for the water and fuel trucks (Commander 2). Each commander 

communicated his/her orders to a trained operator via electronic messages and the operator 

carried out the orders (i.e. moved fire, water and fuel vehicles) in the microworld (see Figure 11). 

Both participants and operators were located separately to hinder verbal communication.  

 

Figure 11. Experimental setup with participants (commanders) and operators. 
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The role of the operators in the experiment was to control the units in the microworld and, in the 

GUI/Map and Map/Map conditions, relay information back to the participant(s) using a map. 

The rationale for using operators in this experiment was that when the commanders were 

restricted to a paper map they would not have any way of interacting with the microworld. In 

order to keep the different conditions comparable operators were used in all conditions. A 

communication protocol was used for communication between operator and commander to 

ensure that the communication was consistent over trials and groups, as well as controlling what 

the operators could and could not do.  

Dependent	  Measures	  

The dependent measures were: Simulation Score, perceived Team Performance, Shared Priorities, 

CARS, and DATMA (Task Awareness, Team Workload Awareness, and Teamwork Assessment).  

Team	  performance	  	  

Simulation Score was captured from the C3Fire system recordings. In all conditions, the goal was 

to extinguish the fires in the microworld. More specifically, the goal was to prevent the fire from 

spreading and in particular spreading to buildings. Each square in the grid with a fire (burned out 

or active) was worth one point at the end of the scenario. If the square contained a building (a 

house or pump station) it was worth an additional two points. The maximum score was 

calculated for each scenario. The simulation performance score was then computed by using the 

formula simulation performance = 1 – (achieved score / maximum score). This gave that 0 was 

the worst performance, indicating that all cells that could burn out did so and 1 was the optimal 

performance, indicating that all cells had been rescued (which is impossible to achieve). This way 

of presenting the simulation performance score was considered easier to understand (to compare 

with study 3).  

Perceived team performance was calculated using the team performance question from the 

DATMA Team Workload Awareness questionnaire. This question was answered on a scale, 

ranging from 0 to 20, which was multiplied by 5 to achieve a value between 0 and 100. The mean 

of the team members’ responses was used as the dependent measure perceived team 

performance.  

Material	  

All material was presented in Swedish. The materials used were paper maps (exact copies of the 

maps used in C3Fire), transparent plastic sheets and coloured markers for annotation. Scrap 

paper and pens were also distributed to the participants. All questionnaires but the shared 
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priorities instrument were printed on paper. A printout of the communication protocol was also 

given to each participant. Before each scenario the participants were briefed about the scenario 

and the conditions (for instance if their teammate used paper map or GUI).  

Shared	  Priorities	  

To collect the shared priorities measure both team members were requested to individually 

generate five items that were important for the team to perform in the current situation. They 

were then asked to rank those items in order of importance. This was the target list. The 

experiment leader then scrambled the order of the items in the target list and the new list was 

redistributed to the other team member who was asked to rank the items in order of importance. 

The shared priorities score was calculated using Kendall’s W (Kendall & Babington Smith, 1939) 

on each of these lists. The shared priorities score for the team was the average of the individual 

W values.  

CARS	  

The CARS questionnaire was slightly modified. The questionnaire was translated into Swedish 

and the four specific answer alternatives (from “Yes, definitely” to “No, definitely not”) were 

changed into a more general four point Likert-scale with “Best possible case” at one end (1) and 

“Worst possible case” (4) at the other. This was done to space the alternatives in a more 

equidistant manner, similar to the other Likert-scales used in other questionnaires.  

CARS was scored by aggregating the individual team members’ judgments. That is, the average of 

the eight CARS questions was computed for all team members.  

DATMA	  

The DATMA method was adapted slightly to better fit this study. The team workload 

questionnaire was not modified. The teamwork awareness questionnaire was also left unchanged. 

The taskwork awareness questionnaire was modified from asking about a salient event to, instead, 

mark the activities of the units in the current situation. Nine categories were developed by a 

subject matter expert (for more information, see Prytz et al., 2010). These were used by the 

participants to classify what action each unit was performing at that specific time in the scenario. 

Further, the participants were asked to indicate, on a paper map, the location of each vehicle as 

best they could remember as well as mark down each square that was burning or had been 

burning during the scenario up to this point.  

Each DATMA subscale was scored individually. DATMA team workload awareness used the 

questions focused on the team level. The responses to these questions were done on a scale 
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(ranging from 0 to 20) which was multiplied by 5 to achieve a value between 0 and 100 on each 

workload subscale. The mean for all team members on the team workload awareness 

questionnaire (mental demand, time pressure, effort, and frustration) was used as a measure of 

team workload. Team performance was not included, as it was used as a measure for perceived 

team performance. 

DATMA task awareness used two aspects; task score and position score. The maximum points a 

respondent could achieve for task score was 8 points, and for position score 24. To get a score 

that was comparable to the other task awareness aspect, task score was divided by 8 (max points) 

and position score was divided by 24 (max points). The mean for the task awareness aspects 

scores was then computed over all team members to achieve the DATMA task awareness score 

for the team.  

DATMA teamwork assessment was computed using the mean for all team members on the 

included teamwork assessment questionnaire.  

Apparatus/Platform	  

Four computers were used to run the simulation. One was a server computer that ran the C3Fire 

server. All computers used Windows XP Professional as operating system.  

Scenario	  

Each scenario was functionally equivalent to allow comparisons to be made. This was achieved 

by rotating and mirroring the original scenario (the terrain, location of vehicles and fires) while 

using the same map. The map used consisted of 40x40 cells. 

The participants had access to two chat/messenger windows, one for communication with the 

other participant and one for communicating with the operator (receiving information and giving 

orders).  

In condition 1 (GUI/GUI) both commanders had access to the graphical user interface (GUI) of 

C3Fire. That meant that they could see the position of each vehicle and also get a moment-to-

moment update on what the vehicles could “see”, such as fire. Each vehicle had a 3x3 line of 

sight while the rest of the map was covered in a “fog of war” where only the static map, i.e. 

terrain and structures, could be seen.  

In condition 2 (GUI/Map), Commander 1 had access to the C3Fire GUI while Commander 2 

had a regular paper map and a system for electronic messaging on the computer. The paper map 

was the same as in C3Fire using the same grid. Commander 2 was given markers in different 
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colours (one green, one red, one blue, and one black) that he/she could use together with plastic 

overhead sheets in order to annotate on top of the map. The operator provided feedback to 

Commander 2 regarding what the vehicles could see. Commander 1, using the C3Fire GUI, 

could see his/her own vehicles and their line of sight, but not the vehicles that were controlled by 

the other commander (unless they were within view of his/her units). In addition, Commander 2 

had access to a screen providing information about fuel and water levels and what activities the 

units were carrying out. 

In condition 3 (Map/Map) both commanders used a paper map with the same coordinate system 

as in the C3Fire GUI map. In this condition both commanders had the same equipment as 

commander 2 in condition 2 (see above).  

Procedure	  

Initially, the participants were given a presentation about the purpose of the experiment, 

instructions and a demonstration of C3Fire and how to communicate with their operators. This 

included an explanation of performance points and the shared priorities method which was 

demonstrated using examples. Each participant received one paper with specific instructions for 

how to communicate with the operators.  

The two participants were then seated in separate rooms with one computer each. The two 

operators were placed in a third room with one computer each. Each operator communicated 

with one commander. Prior to a scenario round being started (also before the training scenario) 

each participant was given written information about the location (coordinates) and fuel- and 

water status of each unit he/she controlled. This document also informed them whether they 

and/or their teammate were using paper map(s) or GUI, how many points each terrain type was 

worth and also the approximate location of the first fire.  

The first training session was run using a unique map. For the training session, both commanders 

used the C3Fire GUI. The training session lasted 2 x 10 minutes. During this first training 

scenario the commanders could also see the fire at all times. This time the participants could not 

see the fire at all times but had to scout for it using their units.  

After training, the first of the three scenarios was run. Each scenario took 15 minutes to 

complete. Near the end of the scenario (after 14 minutes of play) it was “frozen” and the first 

DATMA questionnaire was distributed. The monitors were turned off and the paper maps 

covered when this questionnaire was filled out. Once completed, the shared priorities data were 

collected. After the two questionnaires were finished the scenario was resumed for another 
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minute. After the 15 minutes the remaining questionnaires were distributed. The procedure was 

the same for all of the three scenarios. 

Results	  	  
The research questions were:  

A) Does the shared priorities measure correlate to performance?  

B) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with other established measures?  

a. Mutual awareness (DATMA)  

b. Shared situation awareness (CARS)? 

C) Can the shared priorities measure distinguish between conditions with different levels of 

difficulty?  

To respond to research question A and B, the correlations were computed and are presented 

below (see Table 19). This is based on all conditions (N=54).  
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Table 19. Correlation matrix for dependent measures. 

  
Sim. 

Score 

Team 

Perf. 

DATMA 

Team 

Workload 

DATMA 

Task 

Awareness 

DATMA 

Teamwork 

Assessment 

CARS 

Sim. Score 1 
     

Team Perf. .691** 1 
    

DATMA 

Team 

Workload 

-.511** -.547** 1 
   

DATMA 

Task 

Awareness 

0.129 0.072 -0.127 1 
  

DATMA 

Teamwork 

Assessment 

.541** .607** -.547** 0.007 1 
 

CARS -.675** -.687** .636** 0.04 -.661** 1 

Shared 

Priorities 
0.008 -0.011 0.141 0.206 0.124 -0.066 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Notes: Simulations score (Sim. Score), perceived team performance (Team Perf.), DATMA team 

workload awareness (DATMA TWL), DATMA task awareness (DATMA Task Awareness), 

DATMA teamwork assessment (DATMA Teamwork Assessment), crew awareness rating scale 

(CARS), and shared understanding (Shared Priorities). 

Shared priorities did not correlate with performance either as simulation score, or as perceived 

team performance. Shared priorities does not correlate with other established measures of shared 

awareness such as CARS and DATMA.  

For research question C a repeated measures ANOVA was performed for each of the dependent 

measures. A descriptive analysis is presented in Table 20 and the repeated ANOVAs are 

presented in Table 21 below.  
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Table 20. Descriptive analysis of the dependent measures. Means and standard deviations, SD within parenthesis). 

Measure GUI/GUI GUI/Map Map/Map 

Sim. Score 0.55 (0.14) 0.37 (0.10) 0.20 (0.09) 

Team Perf. 70.69 (11.56) 54.03 (17.34) 41.11 (11.51) 

DATMA TWL 55.625 (15.72) 69.06 (9.01) 73.40 (10.35) 

DATMA Task 

Awareness 0.30 (0.10) 0.27 (0.10) 0.24 (0.12) 

DATMA Teamwork 

Assessment 4.99 (0.68) 3.99 (0.66) 3.78 (0.76) 

CARS 1.88 (0.34) 2.44 (0.35) 2.82 (0.30) 

Shared Priorities 0.68 (0.18) 0.65 (0.21) 0.63 (0.15) 
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Table 21. Summary of repeated ANOVA results and the pairwise comparisons between the different conditions.. 

 ANOVA GUI/GUI vs 

GUI/Map* 

GUI/GUI vs 

Map/Map* 

GUI/Map vs 

Map/Map* 

Sim. Score** F(1.52, 25.84)= 55.90, 

p<.001 

0.18 (0.04), 

p<.001 

0.35 (0.04), 

p<.001 

0.18 (0.02), 

p<.001 

Team Perf. F(2,34)=23.77, 

p<.001 

16.67 (4.43), 

p=.005 

29.58 (3.86), 

p<.001 

12.92 (4.59), 

p=.036 

DATMA TWL F(2,34)=14.24, 

p<.001 

-13.44 (3.34), 

p=.003 

17.78 (4.10), 

p=.001 

-4.34 (2.88), 

p=.450 (ns) 

DATMA Task 

Awareness 

F(2,34)=1.29, 

p=.288 (ns) 

   

DATMA 

Teamwork 

Assessment** 

F(1.48, 25.07)= 19.11, 

p<.001 

1.07 (0.18), 

p<.001 

1.22 (0.18), 

p<.001 

0.21 (0.27), 

p=1.0 

CARS F(2,34)=43.43, 

p<.001 

-0.55 (0.11), 

p<.001 

-0.94 (0.10), 

p<.001 

-0.39 (0.10), 

p=.005 

Shared 

Priorities 

F(2,34)=0.43, 

p=.652 (ns) 

   

* Mean difference and significance level is presented. ** Adjusted using Greenhouse-Geisser 

because of assumed sphericity.  

From Table 21 it can be seen that there are some differences among the dependent measures. 

When both commanders have the GUI they perform better than when one commander uses the 

GUI and the other uses the paper map, which is better than when both commanders use paper 

maps. This pattern is true for both simulation score and perceived team performance, as well as 

for DATMA Teamwork Assessment. In addition CARS shows the same pattern, although the 

scale is inverted, that is, a higher number indicates a worse crew awareness. DATMA team 

workload awareness indicates the same pattern, even though there is no significant difference 

between the GUI/Map condition and the Map/Map condition (a higher value on DATMA TWL 
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indicates a higher workload). DATMA task awareness and the shared priorities measure did not 

differentiate between the conditions. In conclusion, the different measurements show that there 

are differences between conditions.  

Discussion	  	  
In short, to respond to the research questions: the shared priorities measure does not correlate to 

performance. Nor does it correlate to other measures of shared understanding (DATMA and 

CARS). Shared priorities cannot distinguish between different conditions with different levels of 

difficulty.  

The study showed a difference between the different conditions regarding team performance, 

shared situation awareness, and to some extent mutual awareness.  

There are differences between different command conditions. This is a replication of the findings 

from the previous study (described in study 4). In the present study the team performance 

measures (simulation score and perceived team performance) both showed that different 

command methods (GUI/GUI, GUI/Map, and Map/Map) gave different levels of performance. 

This was similar to the previous result where the time it took for the mechanised battalion to act 

was delayed considerably when the commanders had to use different command methods.  

One reflection was stated that could explain this result – that the teams were not trained for the 

task, nor used to working together. Another concern was the size of the teams, dyads might not 

demand as much as teams with more members in terms of coordination and collaboration. 

Summary	  

Since the number of participants in the previous study (study 4) was low, a study to validate the 

findings regarding the shared priorities instrument was carried out. The purpose of the study was 

also to validate the shared priorities instrument against other well-documented measures of 

mutual awareness (DATMA; MacMillan et al., 2005) and shared situation awareness (CARS; 

McGuinness & Foy, 2000; McGuinness & Ebbage, 2002). The shared priorities instrument 

consisted of items generated by the team members. The experimental setup included three 

conditions where the participating teams either had access to all available information through 

the command and control system, where the command and control system was severely degraded 

for one team member, or where the command and control system was severely degraded for all 

team members. The experiment was carried out in the C3Fire microworld with 36 students who 

formed two-person teams. Results for team performance, mutual awareness, and shared SA 

(CARS) showed a difference between the experimental conditions. The results did not support 
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that the shared priorities instrument provided any useful information. That the participants had 

not been trained sufficiently was one plausible explanation for the results from the instrument, as 

the experiments with the earlier instrument had previously indicated that it provided interesting 

outcomes.  

A reflection on the results was that since the participants differed from the tank commanders in 

terms of understanding of the task, training on the task, group maturity, and risk of losing face in 

the light of the other team members (who were both friends and colleagues) might have affected 

the outcome.  
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Chapter 8.  Study 6: C3Fire 3 – Trained 

teams  

From earlier studies we have learned that: A) questions that are too complicated cannot be 

answered (cf. study 1 and 2), B) Rank ordered list with pre-defined items were not successful (cf. 

study 3), C) However, open-ended items with professional teams seemed useful (cf. study 4), 

whereas teams with students who were not trained could not distinguish between the different 

conditions using the shared priorities measure (cf. study 5).  

The rationale for study 6 was to examine if trained teams would be able to use the shared 

priorities measure. Hence, a team experiment was designed where participants a priori were 

trained as teams to take on the C3fire microworld task. 

Purpose	  
The purpose of this study was to test if trained teams had a higher degree of agreement than non-

trained teams. This would be measured using the shared priorities measure.  

The research questions where: 

A) Is it possible to distinguish between trained and non-trained teams using the shared 

priorities measure? 

B) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with performance? 

C) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with other established measures of mutual 

awareness and shared situation awareness? 

This study used the same instruments that had been used for the previous study (cf. study 5), 

DATMA and CARS.  
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Method	  
Six teams were trained for 10 sessions in C3Fire prior to the experiment. The members of the 

trained teams were kept constant, that is, the teams were composed of the same members over all 

training sessions and for the experiment. The training study is described in Baroutsi et al. (2013).  

Delimitation	  

All of the available questionnaire questions have not been used in the analysis for this chapter. 

Focus has been on results that are central to the purpose of the thesis and in this chapter. Also, 

the mid-session assessments have been excluded because there were no simulation performance 

scores to match with the shared priorities measurements. 

Participants	  
Twelve teams with three members in each team participated. Six teams were trained prior to the 

experiment (cf. Baroutsi et al., 2013) and six teams were the control group (non-trained teams). 

There were 28 men and 8 women participating. The mean age of the participants was 23.9 (SD= 

3.6) years. There was no significant difference between trained and non-trained teams regarding 

age or gaming experience.  

Design	  

The experiment used a split plot design, with two factors: sensor range (limited view vs. full map 

view) x team type (trained vs. non-trained). This type of design is also called mixed within-

subjects factorial design (Keppel, 1991). All analysis is performed on team level data. 

Team type refers to if the team were trained or non-trained prior to the experiment. The trained 

team had received extensive training. The team members had been trained as a team for 10 

sessions in the C3Fire microworld in scenarios resembling the experiment scenario (each training 

session took approximately 60 minutes including simulation, questionnaires, and discussion). 

Focus had been on collaboration, communication, roles, and strategies. The non-trained teams 

(control group) went through an introduction where they learned the functionality of the game. 

The training for the control group consisted of two separate rounds in C3Fire, during which they 

were encouraged to ask questions to better understand the environment and their task. For the 

first training round the full map view was used with a 40x40 cells map and the scenario was 11 

minutes long. All participants had the same types of units to control: one water truck, one fuel 

truck, and three fire engines. This configuration was used to allow the participants to try all units. 

During the second training round the limited map view was used with a 60x60 cells map. The 
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configuration of roles was the same as during the actual experiment. This round took 7 minutes, 

resulting in a total of 18 minutes of practice for the non-trained teams.  

Sensor range is the amount of information available to the participants during the simulation run. 

Two different configurations were used for this study; full view and limited view. For the full 

view condition all information was available on the interactive map, including locations of the 

other team members’ units and the spread of the fire. In the limited view condition neither the 

locations of the other team members’ units nor the spread of the fire was visible unless they were 

in an adjoining cell to the participant’s own units (3x3 cells vision). Sensor range was a within-

groups variable that was balanced over the experiment to control for any effect of order.  

Dependent	  measures	  

Several dependent measures were used to assess the teams. These included Simulation score, 

perceived team performance, Shared priorities, Content Analysis, CARS, DATMA Team 

workload, DATMA Task awareness, and DATMA Teamwork assessment.  

Roles	  

The organisation in the experiment was a flat organisation, that is, all team members could 

communicate with all other team members. The organisation in the experiment consisted of 

three roles: Fire Chief, Water Chief, and Fuel Chief. The participants choose which role to act 

during the experiment, a role that was then held throughout the experiment.  

There were three kinds of units involved in the experiment: fire engines, water trucks and fuel 

trucks (see Table 22). The Fire Chief controlled six fire engines, where two were faster than the 

other vehicles but had smaller water tanks. The faster vehicles were intended for reconnaissance, 

for example, to locate new fires in the limited view condition, or for fighting smaller fires. The 

Water Chief controlled two fire engines and three water trucks. The Fuel Chief controlled two 

fire engines and three fuel trucks. The configuration forced the teams to coordinate actions.  

Table 22. Role configuration and assigned vehicles. 

Role Fire engines Fast fire engines Water trucks Fuel trucks 

Fire Chief 4 2 - - 

Water Chief 2 - 3 - 

Fuel Chief 2 - - 3 
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Material	  

All questionnaires (see Baroutsi et al., 2013) were available in both Swedish and English. All 

questionnaires were printed on paper. 

Performance	  measures	  

Simulation score was gathered from the C3Fire system recordings. It was calculated from the 

amount of cells that had been burnt down or put out. The scoring procedure is described in 

Baroutsi et al. (2013). The simulation score ranged from 0 (worst performance) to 1 (optimal 

performance).  

Perceived team performance was extracted from the DATMA team workload questionnaire. It is the 

mean of all team members’ assessment of the team’s performance. The response is given on a 20-

graded scale.  

Shared	  Priorities	  	  

The shared priorities instrument was used in the same way as in study 4 and 5. All three members 

were asked to generate five items each and rank order these items in order of importance for the 

team to reach the team’s shared goal. Each list was then rank ordered by the other two team 

members (hence three ranked ordered lists). An example is given in Table 23. Shared priorities 

were collected using an electronic document that automatically collected the lists, scrambled 

those and re-distributed them to the intended team members. This was a solution that enabled 

the experiment leader to quickly administer the shared priorities instrument.  

Table 23. Example from experiment used for Shared Priorities and Content Analysis measures. This includes the list of 
items that member A generated and the rank order of those items done by member B and member C. 

A’s list of items A B C 

Save the village in the very top left. 1 2 5 

Save the village in the middle left. 2 1 4 

Get better communication with my teammates 3 5 3 

Reorganise the units to the new areas of interest 4 4 2 

Prevent any more houses/schools from catching fire 5 3 1 
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The shared priorities score was calculated using Kendall’s W (Kendall & Babington Smith, 1939) 

on each of these lists. The example in Table 23 gives that W =0.11. The team shared priorities 

score was the average of the three sets.  

Content	  Analysis	  

In addition to how the previous versions of the shared priorities instrument were used, the 

content of the items that were generated were analysed. The aim was to see if trained teams were 

focusing on other aspects than non-trained teams. Content Analysis is a measure based on the 

content of the ranked items. That is, each statement was evaluated against defined criteria. An 

item had to reflect a specific future action that could be evaluated (for example, “extinguish 

second fire from east side”, while “put out fire” was not accepted) and have a team focus (for 

example, “use fast moving vehicles to scout third fire”, while “I need water” was not accepted). 

All team members’ ranked items were evaluated, i.e., for every member there were five goals for 

each occasion. If an item fulfilled the criteria the team received one point. Maximum for each 

team and occasion was a content analysis score of 15.  

Questionnaires	  

A background questionnaire was distributed before the experiment. A modified version of CARS 

was used (same as in study 5; cf. Prytz et al., 2010). The three DATMA questionnaires included 

Teamwork Assessment (same as in study 5; cf. ibid.), Team Workload Awareness (same as in 

study 5; cf. ibid.), and Task Awareness. The version of the Task Awareness questionnaire used in 

study 5 (cf. ibid.) was adjusted. The questionnaire was changed so that the participants did not 

only have to specify what activities his/her own units were performing, but also what activities 

they thought that the other members’ units were performing. In study 5 (cf. ibid.) nine categories 

were used, these were reduced to seven (see Table 24). Categories “Moving to fight fire” and 

“Moving with other purposes than to fight fire” were altered into “Moving” and categories 

“Inactive due to lack of fuel and/or water” and “Inactive due to any other reason” were altered 

into “Inactive” because it is difficult to assess another person’s intentions.  
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Table 24. List of activities the participants chose from for the Task Awareness assignment. 

Number Task   

1 Fighting fire   

2 Moving 
 

3 Inactive   

4 Refilling the unit's own fuel or water  

5 Refilling another unit's fuel or water  

6 Don't know 
 

7 Other - please specify 

 

The scoring process for the DATMA questionnaires was the same as for study 5 with exception 

for the task awareness questionnaire where the participant received 1 point for each type of unit 

assigned with the correct activity. This gave a maximum score of 16 points for each participant. 

The average for the three team members was calculated and used as the team’s score.  

Apparatus	  

Four computers were used to run the C3Fire simulation, including a service computer that was 

used to control and run C3Fire. All four computers were equipped with Windows XP 

Professional. C3Fire version 3.2.7 was used in this experiment. Each role was assigned to a 

computer. The participants were all separated by dividers to make sure that they could not see 

each other’s screens.  

Scenario	  

Both sensor range conditions used the same map configuration and scenario script. However, the 

map was rotated and mirrored to avoid familiarity. The map was 60x60 cells, whereas the 

interface only allows for participant to see a 40x40 cells view at a time. Over the course of 25 

minutes 5 fires started within the mission area.  
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Procedure	  

The participants arrived in teams of three and were informed about the study and the purpose. 

They were informed about the experiment and given a written description of C3Fire and its 

current configuration and information. Before the experiment started they answered a 

background questionnaire. This was followed by a briefing on how to respond to the shared 

priorities instrument. The control group (the non-trained teams) went through an introduction 

where they learned the functionality of the game. This resulted in a total of 18 minutes hands-on 

practice for the non-trained teams.  

The participants decided on which role to operate. All teams played two rounds in C3Fire; each 

round took 25 minutes. Fifteen minutes into the rounds a pause was implemented and the shared 

priorities instrument was administered. The round then continued. After the round was finished 

the participants responded to the shared priorities instrument, CARS, and DATMA. In this study 

only the second administration of the shared priorities instrument is used. A questionnaire about 

training and motivation was also used but is outside of the scope of this thesis. Map type was 

balanced over runs, i.e. the first team started with the full map view and then played the limited 

map view. The second team started with the limited map view and then played the full map view, 

and so on.  

Analysis	  

Structural equation modelling (SEM) allows for analysis and modelling of complex relationships 

between a number of interdependent variables. LISREL (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993) is a 

statistical program for SEM-analysis. In a LISREL model, the linear structural relationship and 

the factor structure are combined into one comprehensive model. The relations between the 

latent constructs compose the structural equation model; the relationships between the latent 

constructs and their observable indicators or outcomes compose the factor model. All parts of 

the comprehensive model may be represented in a path diagram and all factor loadings and 

structural relationships appear as coefficients of the path. LISREL gives a series of Goodness of 

Fit measures of the whole model.  

Results	  	  
The following research questions were addressed: 

A) Is it possible to distinguish between trained and non-trained teams using the shared 

priorities measure? 

B) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with performance? 
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C) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with other established measures of 

mutual awareness and shared situation awareness? 

Is	  it	  possible	  to	  distinguish	  between	  trained	  and	  non-‐trained	  teams	  using	  

the	  shared	  priorities	  measure?	  

All dependent measures were analysed using a 2 (team type) x 2 (sensor range) ANOVA (seen in 

Table 25). For several of the dependent measures there was a main effect of team type 

(simulation performance, shared priorities, and DATMA Task Awareness), for workload 

p=0.073. Trained teams performed better than non-trained teams on simulation performance. 

Trained teams also rated themselves higher on CARS, experienced lower workload on the 

DATMA Team workload instrument, and scored higher on DATMA Teamwork assessment than 

non-trained teams  

There was a significant main effect of sensor range for all dependent measures except shared 

priorities. The teams performed better in the full view condition. Also, the teams rated 

themselves higher on CARS, experienced lower workload on the DATMA Team workload 

instrument, and scored higher on both DATMA Task awareness and Teamwork assessment in 

the full view condition. For the shared priorities measure there was no main effect of sensor 

range.  

There were several significant interaction effects present. The interaction effect for perceived 

team performance is presented in Figure 12, the interaction effect for CARS is presented in 

Figure 13, and the interaction effect for DATMA Teamwork assessment is presented in Figure 

14. The pattern is that trained teams differ more between limited and full view.  
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Figure 12. Interaction effects for perceived team performance. 

 

 
Figure 13. Interaction effects for CARS. 
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Figure 14. Interaction effects for DATMA Teamwork assessment. 

Does	  the	  shared	  priorities	  measure	  correlate	  with	  performance?	  

All dependent measures were correlated. The correlation matrix can be seen in Table 26.The 

performance measures all correlated positively. The shared priorities measure correlated 

positively with simulation score. Content analysis correlated positively with both performance 

measures. Both shared priorities and content analysis correlate negatively with workload. Shared 

priorities and content analysis are strongly correlated.  

Does	  the	  shared	  priorities	  measure	  correlate	  with	  other	  established	  

measures	  of	  mutual	  awareness	  and	  shared	  situation	  awareness?	  

From Table 26 it can be seen that Shared priorities correlates negatively with the DATMA team 

workload measure. Content analysis, on the other hand, correlates with CARS, DATMA task 

awareness, DATMA teamwork assessment, and negatively with the DATMA team workload 

measure. Shared priorities does not correlate with CARS, nor with task awareness or teamwork 

assessment. CARS correlates significantly with simulation performance, task awareness, and 

teamwork assessment. There is also a significant negative correlation with workload. 
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Structural equation modelling is a way of reducing the complexity in the data (Svensson & 

Nählinder, 2014), while making sure that validity is not compromised. For example, if 

observations would randomly vary a significant model would not form.  

By means of factor analysis and structural equation modelling (LISREL) (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 

1993) a causal re-cursive model was created out of the data. Using performance variables, shared 

priorities, content analysis, and DATMA measures of workload a model was developed. Three 

latent variables were found: Shared understanding, General performance, and Team workload.  

Shared understanding relates negatively to Team workload (-.62, p<.05) and positively to General 

performance (.50, p<.05). In turn, Team workload relates negatively to General performance (-

.48; p <.05). The model can be seen in Figure 15 below.  

 

Figure 15. Model of causal relations between Shared understanding, Team workload, and General performance. Ovals 
represent latent variables or factors, and squares manifest variables. Thick arrows represent effects and thin arrows 

factor loadings. All effects and factor loadings are significant (p < .05). 

That is, if the team members rank order items similarly and have a global view on the items this 

affects general performance positively and also reduces team workload. A reduced team workload 

also increases general performance. 

The Weighted Least Square Chi-square equals 1.76 and has a p-value of 0.62. The Root Mean 

Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) equals 0.00. The Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index 

(AGFI) was 0.94, and Comparative Fit Index (CFI) was 1.00, which means that 100 percent of 

the information in the input correlation matrix is explained by the model. Accordingly, the 
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adjustment of the model is almost perfect and the correlations between the 5 markers could fully 

be explained by the three different factors and their relations.  

Discussion	  	  
First, a response to the research questions:  

i) Is it possible to distinguish between trained and non-trained teams using the shared priorities 

measure? 

Yes, the shared priorities measure and also the content analysis can separate trained 

teams from non-trained teams.  

ii) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with performance? 

Yes it does. The higher degree of agreement on the shared priorities measure in a 

team the better that team performs. The same is true for the content analysis, 

although even more so since the correlations are stronger.  

iii) Does the shared priorities measure correlate with other established measures of mutual awareness and 

shared situation awareness? 

The shared priorities measure correlates negatively with the DATMA team workload 

measure, that is, the higher the team workload the lower the degree of agreement on 

the shared priorities measure. This result might seem obvious, that the higher the 

stress is on the team the harder a time the team has to maintain a shared 

understanding.  

The relation between team workload and general performance found in the model replicates 

patterns from earlier findings and thus provides credibility to the model (cf. Nählinder et al., 

2004; Svensson & Wilson, 2002). These models show how workload correlates negatively with 

performance, sometimes using a situation awareness factor as mediator. Even though these 

models are based on the individual operator’s assessments the argument has been put forward 

earlier (cf. Berggren et al., 2014b). In addition, the shared understanding factor in the present 

model adds value. It can be interpreted that a team which maintains a shared understanding will 

be able to coordinate actions more effectively, and thus reduce workload. Directly, this shared 

understanding affects performance, and indirectly by reducing workload, accordingly reducing the 

negative effect of workload on performance. The total effect (direct and indirect via workload) of 

shared understanding on performance is .80 (p < .05), i.e. shared understanding explains more 

than 60 percent of the variance of general performance. 
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From the model proposed in this paper, it is worth noting that in addition to subjective ratings, 

the simulation performance score was included. This measure is based on information in the 

C3Fire log files, hence an objective measure of performance. A model based on both subjective 

and objective measures reflects both the inner world of team members and performance reflected 

in events in the environment outside of the team. In statistical terms, general performance 

represents the shared variance of the two different measures. Although such luxuries aren’t 

always possible when conducting measures in the field, where objective performance indicators 

are scarce, it does strengthen the validity of the model, given that the microworld reflects aspects 

of real-world tasks.  

Since the model is significant, it indicates that the measures are reliable and valid. If the measures 

and responses fluctuated randomly between participants and collections the model would not 

appear. This suggests that the reliability is satisfactory (the composite or construct reliability of 

shared understanding is .81, and the corresponding reliability measure for general performance is 

.76). That the model reflects earlier findings (cf. models on the relation between workload and 

performance) indicates validity, as the model corresponds to an outside world represented by 

other data collections and other participants.  

The scenario setup was successful according to the analyses of performance. This was confirmed 

from simulation performance, a measure that is directly linked to outcome from the simulation, 

and also from the subjective performance assessments done by experimenter and participants. It 

was possible to distinguish between an easier scenario (full view) and a more difficult one (limited 

view). Also, the trained teams performed better, which can be seen as a validation of the pre-

experiment training of the teams. This was seen in both simulation performance and in the 

performance assessed by the experimenter. It is not seen in the individually assessed performance 

of the team, something that might be attributed the fact that individuals not trained to assess 

themselves are not very good at doing self-assessments (Podsakoff et al., 2003), especially with 

vague criteria (i.e., evaluate your team’s performance on a 20-graded scale from ‘very low’ to ‘very 

high’). When it comes to assessing the team in relation to sensor range, the individuals have a 

natural point of comparison – did they do better or worse than they did in the prior scenario 

round. Since team type did not change, and the teams could not see how other teams had 

behaved or performed, there was no natural point of comparison.  

The shared priorities instrument focuses on the agreement on objectives/goals rather than 

perceptions of the current situation. Implicitly, this relates to level three SA, which concerns 

“projection of future states”, but it goes beyond this as the items describe what is to be achieved 
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rather than what is going to happen. Intent is thus an important aspect of the shared priorities 

measure compared to the definition of SA as defined by Endsley (1995a). Our view is that “team 

awareness” emerges from the interactions of the team (cf. Cooke, et al., 2013b) in relation to 

reality, and also as a consequence of team (group) formation (Tuckman, 1965). From this point 

of view, there is no “shared situational awareness” in the sense that all team members have the 

same understanding of the current situation. Rather, each team member has his/her keyhole view 

of events, which is based on the individual’s competence, organisation of work and technological 

constraints (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). From that point of view, the idea of “shared situational 

awareness” becomes less relevant as it actually would be contra-productive to strive towards a 

completely shared view of ongoing events. Instead, a well-functioning team will act as a joint 

system that serves the purpose of achieving a common goal, something that does not demand 

identical situation awareness on the individual level.  

Summary	  

This study aimed at reiterating the previous study, with a few alterations. These were: larger 

teams, trained participants, and focus on the shared priorities instrument. Again both CARS and 

DATMA were used. The study was conducted in the C3Fire microworld environment with 

student participants who formed three-person teams. Six teams were trained on ten occasions, 

without changing the members within the teams. During the experiment the trained teams were 

compared to non-trained teams. In this controlled experiment the trained teams performed better 

and had a higher level of shared understanding than the non-trained teams. The shared priorities 

measure correlated to performance (measured as simulation performance – calculated from the 

simulation logs). The shared priorities measure did not correlate with other, well-established 

measures. 

The model that emerged indicates that the measures are both valid and reliable, although further 

validation studies are required.  

In a controlled study, the findings suggest that the shared priorities instrument provides valid 

outcomes that can, to an extent, explain performance. The experiment indicates that the 

instrument can be used to make a distinction between different teams regarding level of 

experience.  
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Chapter 9.  Discussion 

In this chapter the results are discussed. Firstly, the findings from each study are summarised. 

Secondly, the research questions are answered. Thirdly, how the findings can be understood in 

the light of the theoretical background (cf. team cognition, shared mental models, and strategic 

consensus) is presented. Next, methodological considerations are discussed. Lastly, future 

research is suggested.  

Findings	  

Study	  1	  –	  Operation	  Flashpoint	  

In the first study, overlap and calibration were tested with three-person teams consisting of 

students in a first-person shooter game. A difference was found when comparing friends with 

non-friends regarding team performance, that is, friends outperformed non-friends. Since the 

teams did not differ in any other respect, the friends were assumed to have a more developed 

language about how to talk to each other and knowledge of each other than non-friends, who 

had not met before. However, this friendship effect was not seen using the overlap and 

calibration instrument. The respondents considered the instrument difficult to understand and 

respond to. One assumption was that the results regarding the concepts overlap and calibration 

reflected that the teams were naïve participants, i.e., this was not what they were trained for and 

they were not working with colleagues.  

Analysing study 1 by considering the ambitions that were formulated for the purpose of the 

instrument (usable, understandable, objective, flexible, and self-explanatory) it could be seen that 

this version of the instrument was usable, i.e., it was easy to operate and to employ. It was not 

understandable, this audience found the instrument difficult to understand and respond to. The 

instrument was not objective as it relied on the participants’ perceptions of each other (cf. “How 

will member A perform?”). Whether the instrument was valid and reliable is difficult to say since 
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there was no difference between different conditions (high vs low) for either overlap or 

calibration. The instrument was flexible; the questions about performance and behaviour could 

be used in different situations or domains, although data collections in field settings might prove 

difficult, as the participants needed some time to comprehend the questions. This version of the 

instrument could not be seen as self-explanatory. The questions were difficult to respond to and 

the outcome of the instrument was calculated so that the initial meaning was aggregated into a 

value which was difficult to relate to.  

Study	  2	  –	  the	  Swedish	  Air	  Force	  Combat	  Simulation	  Centre	  
The second study used the same instrument as in the first study, to assess overlap and calibration 

in teams (fourships) of fighter pilots at the Swedish Air Force Combat Simulation Centre. The 

result of the second study was similarly unsatisfactory as the instrument did not reveal anything 

about sharedness within teams, even though the participants were highly trained professionals, 

working with colleagues that were well-known to them. The questions in the instrument might be 

too vague to capture central aspects that actually related to performance.  

Analysing study 2 by considering the stated ambitions it could be seen that this version of the 

instrument was usable, i.e., it was easy to operate and to employ. It was not understandable, as 

in the prior study this audience found the instrument difficult to understand and respond to, even 

though these were trained fighter pilots who were used to collaborating and who knew each 

other well. The instrument was not objective as it relied on the participants’ perceptions of each 

other (cf. “How will member A perform?”). Again it was not possible to see if the instrument 

was valid and reliable since there was no difference between different conditions (high vs low) for 

either overlap or calibration. That the instrument was flexible was shown using the instrument in 

a new setting. Again, this version of the instrument could not be seen as self-explanatory.  

Study	  3	  –	  C3Fire1	  

For study 3 a new approach was tested. Explicitly, the approach was to let the participants rank 

order items that were pre-defined by a subject matter expert. The experiment was carried out 

using the microworld C3Fire, in which the participating teams were to collaborate and coordinate 

their actions to stop forest fires. It was not possible to differentiate between conditions using this 

version of the rank order instrument. The conditions were i) that the participants could see all 

information in the operational picture (full view), and ii) each participant could only see what was 

happening around the vehicles s/he controlled (limited view). The latter condition forced the 

team members to communicate to a larger extent in order to be able to coordinate actions and 

control the fires. A disadvantage of this version of the shared understanding instrument was that 
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it took considerable time to prepare the instrument to match the scenario and task. Nonetheless, 

it was perceived as quite easy to respond to.  

Analysing study 3 by considering the ambitions it could be seen that this version of the 

instrument was somewhat usable, i.e., it was easy to operate and to employ after the lists had 

been created. However, it took quite some time to generate the items for the lists as these were to 

reflect the situation (which was dependent on the participants’ actions) as it looked when the 

simulation was paused. It was understandable, this audience had no problems in understanding 

and responding to the instrument. The instrument was objective as focus is on how important 

an item is compared to other items for the team to reach its goals. As these ranked lists were 

compared the outcome was not the perception of an individual that was reflected, it was the 

shared understanding of what was important for the team to succeed. It was not possible to see if 

the instrument was valid and reliable since the results from the instrument could not discriminate 

between the different conditions (full vs limited view). This version of the instrument was not 

flexible as it needed to be adjusted to the certain situation that a team was acting in. This version 

of the instrument required a subject matter expert to generate the items for the lists and could 

not be seen as self-explanatory.  

Study	  4	  –	  the	  Tank	  Crew	  Training	  Facility	  
The fourth data collection was at the Swedish Armed Forces Tank Crew Training Facility. Three 

3-person teams of tank officers participated in a mechanised battle scenario that included two 

conditions. The first condition, characterised as easy, was that all tank commanders could use the 

battle management system (electronic maps, communication systems, and blue-force tracking) in 

full. The second condition, characterised as difficult, was that the battle management system for 

one of the three tank commanders was down. This meant that the commander could only 

communicate with other commanders over radio and plan actions using a paper map. This time 

the rank order instrument had been changed to let the participants themselves generate the items 

that were to be rank ordered. This saved time and money (the effort from the subject matter 

expert), and also saved time in the respect that the experimenter did not have to spend time 

understanding the domain. The new instrument, since then called shared priorities, seemed to be 

able to distinguish between two conditions. However, the number of participating teams was 

only 3, hence the experimental power was very low and the results needed to be interpreted with 

caution.  

Analysing study 4 by considering the stated ambitions it could be seen that this version of the 

instrument was usable, i.e., it was easy to operate and to employ. It was understandable, this 
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audience had no problems in understanding and responding to the instrument. Like in the 

previous version, this version of the instrument was objective as focus was on how important an 

item was compared to other items for the team to reach its goals. It was not possible to conclude 

if the instrument was valid and reliable since the number of participating teams was very low. 

This version of the instrument was flexible as it did not need to be adjusted to the certain 

situation that a team was acting in. The instrument could be seen as self-explanatory as there 

was no need for any experts in order to use the instrument.  

Study	  5	  –	  C3Fire2	  
This study was planned to validate the findings from the Tank Crew Training Facility in a 

controlled laboratory experiment. The shared priorities instrument was used together with CARS 

and DATMA to validate against the outcome variable (simulation performance). CARS and 

DATMA relate to team performance (cf. MacMillan et al., 2005; McGuiness & Foy, 2000). 

Earlier studies have shown that a relation exists between performance and the CARS and 

DATMA measures respectively (Salmon et al., 2006; Entin & Entin, 2000). The experiment was 

run with 2-person teams of students in the C3Fire microworld. No significant effects were found 

for the shared priorities instrument. Shared priorities could not distinguish between different 

conditions, and the outcome of the instrument did not correlate with CARS or DATMA. A 

reflection was stated that could explain this result – the teams were not trained for the task, nor 

were they used to working together. Another concern was the size of the teams, dyads might not 

demand as much as teams with more members in terms of coordination and collaboration.  

Analysing study 5 by considering the ambitions it could be seen that this version of the 

instrument was usable, i.e., it was easy to operate and to employ. It was understandable, this 

audience had no problems in understanding and responding to the instrument. Like in the 

previous version, this version of the instrument was objective as focus was on how important an 

item was compared to other items for the team to reach its goals. The results from the 

instrument could not distinguish between the different conditions. This version of the instrument 

was flexible as it did not need to be adjusted to the certain situation that a team is acting in. This 

instrument, just like in study 4, could be seen as self-explanatory.  

Study	  6	  –	  C3Fire3	  

The sixth study was aimed at, in part, repeating the fifth study. Alterations to the setup were that 

the teams consisted of more members (3 persons instead of 2 persons) and that 50% of the 

teams were extensively trained. The aim was to investigate if the shared priorities instrument 

could be used to detect differences between conditions and also to validate it against CARS and 
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DATMA. The experiment platform used was the C3Fire microworld using a mixed design with 

four conditions; sensor range (full sensor range vs limited sensor range) and team type (trained vs 

non-trained teams). The sensor range conditions could be considered more and less difficult to 

handle. This meant that the participants had full access to information presented in the 

operational picture vs where the participants could only see around the vehicles that they 

controlled themselves. This time it was possible to distinguish between the trained teams and the 

non-trained teams using the shared priorities instrument outcome. Trained teams had a higher 

score than non-trained teams. The shared Priorities instrument outcome correlated with 

performance. CARS and aspects of DATMA could distinguish between the two sensor range 

conditions but did not correlate with the shared priorities instrument. Hence, the shared priorities 

instrument explains different aspects of performance than CARS and DATMA. The structural 

model, computed from the data in study 6, reveals two things: (A) how the concept shared 

understanding relates to team workload and to general performance, and (B) that the instrument 

is valid and reliable, providing credibility to the instrument.  

Analysing study 6 by considering the ambitions it could be seen that this version of the 

instrument was usable, i.e., it was easy to operate and to employ. It was understandable, this 

audience had no problems in understanding and responding to the instrument. Like in the 

previous version, this version of the instrument was objective as focus is on how important an 

item is compared to other items for the team to reach its goals. The results from the instrument 

could distinguish between the different team types (trained vs non-trained), while not being able 

to distinguish between the view conditions (full vs limited). The statistical model (see Figure 15) 

showed that the instrument was valid and reliable. This version of the instrument was flexible as 

it does not need to be adjusted to the certain situation that a team was acting in. The instrument 

could be seen as self-explanatory.  

The	  research	  questions	  	  
This section provides answers to and discuss the research questions.  

1. How can shared understanding be measured without the disadvantages of existing 

methods?  

The downsides are that existing measures take time, need to be prepared by subject matter 

experts, that the analysis is complicated, and that the instruments/techniques are difficult to 

employ in real world situations, hence providing techniques mainly suitable for laboratory 

settings.  
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Introducing the concept of having team members generate individual items to be ranked by other 

team members resolves several issues. Fewer persons (and less working hours) are needed to 

prepare material suited for a particular situation as the need for subject matter experts is 

eliminated. This also reduces the cost associated with preparation. The analysis, using Kendall’s 

W, is quite straightforward and provides easily interpretable results. There is no need for the 

administrators of the data collection to interpret the list of items created by the participants and 

the results; these are best understood by the participating team members who have both the 

domain knowledge and understanding of the developing situation. The shared priorities 

instrument is an instrument that should be possible to use in both laboratory experiments and 

quasi-experimental field settings. This is due to the fact that the technique is not limited to 

situations that are fully controlled and where every change is completely understood by the data 

collection administrator(s). As the change and development are captured using the team 

members’ perspective, there is no need for the administrators of the data collection to understand 

this completely. In addition, the instrument does not require extensive training to use nor to 

understand the outcome from the assessments. 

2. How can shared understanding be assessed without the bias of self-ratings and/or 

experts/observers?  

The second research question is answered by looking at all the studies that were carried out. 

During the studies, the need for subject matter experts to be involved in the use of the 

instrument has been reduced. Hence, using the shared priorities removes bias from subject 

matter experts.  

Using self-ratings to capture shared understanding, for example when letting respondents answer 

questions such as “To what extent does your team have a shared understanding of phenomenon 

X?”, only reflects the individual’s perceptions of the shared understanding. If self-rating measures 

actually measure shared understanding, or if it is a (possibly distorted) personal view, is difficult 

to disentangle. Even when the team members’ perceptions are combined to achieve a team level 

measure it is still just an aggregated perception and still not clear if it reflects the actual shared 

understanding or not. In the case of the shared priorities instrument, a measure of the shared 

strategic understanding within the team is achieved (regarding the created items) by calculating 

Kendall’s W. 

3. Can team performance be better understood by the outcomes of an instrument that 

measures shared understanding? 
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A basic assumption of this work aligns with the words written by Mohammed and Dumville 

(2001:89) “The general thesis of the shared mental model literature is that team effectiveness will 

improve if team members have an adequate shared understanding of the task, team, equipment, 

and situation”. The strength of many measures and techniques used to measure shared/team 

mental models is that they correlate with team performance. Study six provides results where 

outcomes from the shared priorities instrument correlate with performance. Here, higher scores 

on the shared priorities instrument correlate with better team performance. This connection 

between shared understanding, measured with the shared priorities instrument, and performance 

is important as it demonstrates that shared understanding and performance are empirically related 

to each other.  

General	  discussion	  
Revisiting the ambitions with the instrument development (usable, understandable, objective, 

flexible, and self-explanatory) over the different instrument iterations, a summary is presented 

below (see Table 27).  

Table 27. Ambitions of the instrument related to the different studies. 

 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 

Usable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Understandable No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Objective No No Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes 

Flexible Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Self-explanatory No No No Yes Yes Yes 

Correlation with 

performance 

No No No - No Yes 

Correlation with 

other measures 

No No No - No Yes 

* The results from the instrument could not distinguish between different conditions.  

This shows that all of the ambitions have been reached over the instrument design iterations for 

the subsequent studies.  
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Another perspective on the results is to ask what the results would have looked like if the final 

version of the shared priorities instrument could have been used in study 1, 2, and 3. Study 1, 

where teams of friends battled teams of non-friends (all students) in a computer game, probably 

wouldn’t have shown any significant results regarding the shared strategic understanding. This 

conclusion is based on the findings in study 5 where non-trained teams’ results on the shared 

priorities instrument did not reveal any significant effects. To have co-trained teams seem to be a 

pre-requisite for achieving non-random scores when using the shared priorities instrument. Study 

2, where teams of fighter pilots combated other teams of fighter pilots, could have shown a 

difference in performance between teams who scored higher on the shared priorities instrument 

compared to teams who scored lower. This due to the findings in study 6 where shared priorities 

correlated to simulation performance. Study 3, where 3-person teams stopped wildfires in the 

C3Fire microworld, would probably have the same issues as study 5, that the teams were not co-

trained sufficiently to show any significant effects of the shared priorities instrument.  

Examining what types of teams have participated another pattern is visible, indicating that one 

cell of a four square grid is not covered (seen in Table 28). 

Table 28. Distribution of studies regarding if the teams consist of trained participants or not, and if the members know 
each other or not. 

 Professional  Non-

professional  

Co-trained 2, 4 6 

Not (co-)trained  1, 3, 5, 6 

 

This cell concerns professionals (persons exercising their professional role, who have domain 

knowledge and clearly defined role) who are not trained together, hence they do not know each 

other. This would for example be crisis response ad-hoc teams where the members of the team 

are not familiar with each other while they have clearly defined roles and responsibilities.  

Theoretical	  implications	  
To let team members rank order items is a technique to capture sharedness on a team level of 

analysis. The measure is not assessing the actual knowledge in the team. This is a measure of 

team cognition that is not based on the team’s behaviour (cf. communication), instead the 

measure is based on the similarity of how the team members perceive the strategic goals and how 
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to reach these. The individual member’s perception of the strategic goals probably controls how 

each individual team member acts and tries to coordinate actions with other team members, 

while the similarity or deviation in the whole team’s shared understanding affects team 

performance. This approach is closely related to the interactive team cognition perspective 

described in the theoretical background above (Cooke et al., 2013b; Wildman et al., 2014). The 

interactive team cognition perspective states that team interaction is team cognition, that team 

cognition is directly observable and directly linked to team effectiveness. Interactive team 

cognition is also constructed dynamically, in real time, through team members’ interaction 

(Gorman & Cooke, 2011). The other view of team cognition, presented in the theoretical 

background is shared cognition (ibid.), where team cognition is considered in the form of shared 

knowledge representations. Here, a shared mental model is about how similar the team members’ 

models of the team as a system are. The knowledge underlying these structures can be argued to 

change at a slower pace than a situation is evolving. For example, what each team member knows 

about another team member’s set of skills and knowledge (for example, a person’s ability to solve 

maths problems) probably does not change from minute to minute. On the other hand, a 

complex situation unfolds dynamically, changing from minute to minute (for example, the 

development of a wildfire). The shared priorities instrument considers the strategic goals and 

how these are prioritised. This can be seen as a bridge between the shared cognition perspective 

and the interactive team cognition perspective (see Figure 16). The circles (lower left side) 

represent the individual’s knowledge structures. These knowledge structures are the input that a 

team member uses as prior understanding when interpreting the situation and the common goals 

of the team and how to prioritise these. In addition these shared priorities may influence an 

individual’s knowledge structures (hence the double directed left arrow). The figures (lower right 

side) represent the team members’ interactions within the team. These interactions affect how 

goals are viewed, the other team members’ needs, and how actions a coordinate actions within 

the team. The individual team member’s view on priorities of goals is also used in the interaction 

with other team members (the double directed right arrow). On one hand the shared priorities 

method has similarities with assessing shared mental models (in terms of similarity between 

knowledge structures), on the other hand the shared priorities method captures to what extent 

the understanding of the strategic goals are shared on a team level – something that is only 

present on a team level and emerging from the interactions within the team. Complementary to 

this, the awareness among team members raised by the articulated shared strategic understanding 

might affect the knowledge structures on whom to collaborate with and which actions to 
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coordinate. Hence, the outcome of the shared priorities instrument might be responsive to 

changes in the situation and within the team.  

 

Figure 16. Using shared priorities as a bridge between shared cognition and interactive team cognition. 

A potential bridging effect of the shared priorities method is also that the shared understanding 

of the team goals will help coordinate actions within the team to move closer towards the team 

goals. This shared understanding is affected by the actions carried out by the team members, and 

as such changes the order of which goal is most important. When the team has achieved one 

goal, another goal becomes more important as the situation develops. Hence, the shared 

priorities instrument is sensitive to this kind of more rapid change, compared to phenomena that 

change slowly (cf. knowledge structures regarding individual knowledge as measured in terms of 

shared mental models).  

The shared priorities instrument is focusing on factors in the situation that the team members 

can have an opinion about, whereas both the CARS and DATMA methods are directed at the 

subjective experiences that the individual team members have. As was seen in study 6, the shared 

priorities instrument captures other aspects than CARS and DATMA teamwork assessment. 

What these aspects are is a question that is not covered in this work. CARS is based on Endsley’s 

(1995a) model of situation awareness, a model that is focusing on the present situation. Deriving 

from the situation that fighter pilots are facing, situation awareness is focusing on here and now, 

and the projected future states in the fighter pilot domain are a couple of minutes away (“Will I 

have time to avoid that missile”?, “If I fire this missile at my opponent will that force him/her 
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into a less advantageous situation”?). The shared priorities instrument is focusing further away, 

on the shared goals of the team. These goals are less sensitive to what is happening in the present 

situation. In the same study (study 6) it was shown that the more mature teams (the trained 

teams) were better at formulating the priorities that concerned team level aspects (cf. content 

analysis) and also had a better shared understanding than the non-trained teams.  

Shared	  strategic	  understanding	  
The choice to introduce the concept strategic with shared understanding was a consequence of the 

results that indicated that the shared priorities instrument was measuring something else than 

what situation awareness measures or what shared mental models did. Measures capturing 

situation awareness is focused on assessing the current situation to predict the development. 

Since the shared priorities instrument is addressing team goals further ahead in time, these can be 

considered as strategic for the team. Here strategic is used in the sense long-term, on a time scale 

relative the phenomenon which the team is attempting to handle. In comparison to shared 

mental models, the shared priorities instrument captures aspects of team cognition that is 

sensitive to dynamic change, whereas the shared mental models mainly deal with knowledge 

structures that are changing at a slower pace.  

The definition of shared understanding suggested by Smart et al. (2009) is used a starting point 

for a definition of shared strategic understanding. Hence, shared strategic understanding is the 

ability of multiple agents to exploit common bodies of causal knowledge over time for the purpose of accomplishing 

common (or shared) goals.  

This definition indicates that members (agents) who have a shared understanding will be able to 

coordinate their behaviours to reach the shared goals, acknowledging that shared goals might 

change over time. That is, to maintain understanding and direction towards the team’s shared 

goals. By adapting the definition of Smart et al. (ibid), both the interactive, co-construction of 

understanding of what team members see as important enablers of success and the dynamic re-

construction of the same understanding are recognized. 

Ecological	  validity	  
A consideration has been how to take the findings from lab experiments and make use of them 

in applied settings. How can findings from studies with teams consisting of students be 

generalised to be used by teams with professionals who have been trained for years, working in 

specific naturalistic environments? Mathieu et al. (2000) say that it is the underlying construct 

relationships that corresponds to other situations, and also: 
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In effect, we argue that while the use of low-fidelity simulations limits the point-to-
point correspondence that is critical for direct generalisability to real-world settings, 
they do provide for a controlled examination of the critical factors influencing team 
processes and performance in dynamic environments. In this sense we are interested 
in studying the construct interrelationships and their applicability to teams in other 
situations. (p.280) 

 

In the pursuit to develop the theories on team cognition it is essential to have techniques and 

instruments that, in addition to being valid and reliable, are usable in the field. The area of team 

cognition is dependent on data from the applied settings, as many areas in this field are rooted in 

applied problems, and the complexity in these settings is difficult to truthfully represent in the 

laboratory. Hence, data often need to be collected in the wild, where the phenomena are found 

and where the teams’ behaviours are real, to really understand what is happening and why. The 

shared priorities instrument seems to have the characteristics that allow for being used in both 

laboratory- and applied settings, which need to be tested in future studies. In relation to the 

participants in a field study, other attractive features are that the participants supply their own 

content using their own terminology, content that is appropriate for the situation, instead of the 

researcher imposing a predetermined perspective. 

Instrument	  rationale	  
Traditionally, instruments and measures in the field of Human Factors/team cognition are based 

on a theoretical model (cf. Endsley, 1995a; Lewis, 2003). In the case of shared priorities the 

instrument development has been driven by an applied need, where empirical results drive 

progress. That is, the requirements and aim of the instrument were defined, after which the 

instrument was iteratively developed to reach these requirements and goals.  

The thesis argues that the shared priorities instrument is domain, hierarchical level, and 

theoretically, independent. That is, the instrument seems to be independent of which domain it is 

used in or on what hierarchical organisational level a team is located. Also, the instrument does 

not bring a lot of theoretical assumptions along; it can be used in harmony with most 

team/group theories. Therefore, as a user of the instrument you do not have to accept 

(concealed) assumptions that follow with the use of the instrument. For example, the theory of 

situation awareness (Endsley, 1995a) considers the human operator as an information-processing 

unit. The concept is not directly measurable in the environment as it is something that occurs 

inside the head of the operator. As such, the concept can only be measured indirectly. A similar 

claim can be made for mental workload, a concept that is indirectly measured in various ways (cf. 

Young et al., 2015). The shared priorities instrument is based on the assumption that teams that 
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are trained together prioritise team goals in a similar way, but it does not make claims about the 

internal cognitive processes of the team members. Other assumptions are that it is possible to 

formulate priorities in the domain in focus, that the respondents can verbalise priorities, and that 

they are willing to share them.  

The main idea of this thesis was to develop an assessment method for assessing shared 

understanding. Why measure? Methods and techniques to measure and assess concepts are 

central in order to test models and hypotheses, and in turn advance theories within a field. 

Empirical testing of a hypothesis without proper assessment techniques is a waste of time and 

money. If instruments and assessment approaches are not valid and reliable, the conclusions 

drawn from studies using such instruments are not valid. Sound theory development depends on 

instruments that are valid and reliable.  

Criticism	  
The teams participating in the studies presented in this thesis consist of relatively few members. 

Real-world teams range from small teams, like the ones in the studies, to relatively large teams 

consisting of many members, for example sports teams, gaming teams in on-line multiplayer 

games, large project teams, etc. Many of those kinds of teams can also be viewed as teams of 

teams, which is a different research area (cf. Davison et al., 2012; DeChurch & Zaccaro, 2010; 

Marks et al., 2005). Since the teams in the studies presented in this thesis consist of teams with 

between 2 and 4 members this limits the generalisability to small teams. However, the instrument 

will probably be less useful to teams with more than 8-10 members, as these teams might have 

problems in acquiring a shared strategic understanding. Factors that affect a teams shared 

strategic understanding can be team size, task types that the team is involved in, and ways of 

interaction within the team. In larger teams the ability to maintain a shared strategic 

understanding is harder to uphold as the number of possible interactions among team members 

is multiplied with an increased number of team members. The direct communication in smaller 

teams provides an environment where individual members have the opportunity to become 

acquainted with each other. For example, when comparing face-to-face teams with distributed 

teams, face-to-face teams were found to have better internal leadership and coordination than 

virtual teams (Burke & Chidambaram, 1994; Eveland & Bikon, 1988). This can be because a 

distributed team’s ability to handle non-verbal communication cues is severely limited and this 

can increase misunderstanding among members (Warkentin et al., 1997). 

Team research requires a large number of individuals to reach a sufficient number of teams for 

statistical analysis. This adds an extra dimension of complexity to team research, especially when 
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there is a longitudinal aspect to a data collection. It takes quite an effort to motivate participants 

to come back on several occasions (as in the trained condition in study 6), where all team 

members have to show up or the data collection opportunity must be postponed until all 

members are willing and able to be present. Some of the studies have a small number of 

participating teams, which is reflected in the conclusions for these studies. 

Future	  work	  
There are several possible paths to continue from this point: 

• To conduct an experiment with ad-hoc teams using the shared priorities instrument (see 

Table 28). This constellation of teams has not yet been evaluated using the shared 

priorities instrument. While naïve trained (trained as teams) and non-trained teams, and 

(even though with a small sample size) professional teams of colleagues have been 

assessed, ad-hoc professional teams have not been tested. Ad-hoc teams are teams where 

the team members are not acquainted with each other, while they are there to conduct the 

jobs they are trained for. Hence, they do not have the shared mental models of their ad-

hoc colleagues’ skills, knowledge, and ability to work as a team. A hypothesis here would 

be that their shared strategic understanding would be lower compared to teams where the 

members are colleagues who are co-trained to do their jobs. 

• To assess validity it would be interesting to use the instrument to test its sensitivity to 

some intervention (that is, test before and after some changes in the situation/context 

that are expected to alter the shared strategic understanding). 

• To further develop the instrument use would be to dig deeper into the content of the 

items. Apart from the apparent inexperienced/experienced team it would be interesting 

to explore if the content of the items changes over time as a reaction to changed team 

goals. A longitudinal study where it would be possible to study this would also shed light 

on interesting aspects of shared strategic understanding development.  
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Chapter 10.  Conclusions 

A central idea throughout this work has been that teams who have a higher degree of shared 

understanding perform better than teams with a lower degree of shared understanding, that is, 

the degree of shared understanding affects the level of performance. Earlier techniques that 

assess shared mental models in teams have been problematic to use, difficult to understand, and 

demanding to analyse. The purpose of this thesis was to develop an instrument that would be 

usable, understandable, objective, flexible, and self-explanatory. To meet this purpose three research 

questions were raised and which have been answered in this thesis. These were: 

1. How can shared understanding be measured without the disadvantages of existing 

methods?  

By letting the team members generate items and rank order these in order of importance several 

issues are resolved. An item is a factor that is considered by the team member to be important 

for the team in order to reach the team’s shared goals. Fewer people (and less working hours) are 

needed to prepare material suited for a particular situation and analyse outcomes compared to 

using traditional team cognition methods for assessing a team’s shared understanding (for 

example, shared mental models and communication analysis). In turn this reduces the costs 

associated with preparation. The analysis, using Kendall’s W, is quite straightforward and 

provides easily interpreted results. There is no need for the administrators of the data collection 

to interpret the lists and the results. The shared priorities instrument is not tied to the 

experimental situation, it is an instrument that can be used in both laboratory experiments and 

applied settings. Thus, the technique is not limited to situations that are fully controlled and 

where every change is completely understood by the data collection administrator(s). As the 

change and development is captured using the team members’ perspective, there is no need for 

the administrators of the data collection to understand this completely. In addition, the 
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instrument does not require extensive training to use nor to understand the outcome from the 

assessments. 

2. How can shared understanding be assessed without the bias of self-ratings and/or 

experts/observers?  

Over the studies the need for subject matter experts to be involved in the use of the instrument 

has been reduced. Hence, using the shared priorities instrument removes bias from subject 

matter experts, and also the bias of self-ratings. Comparison of the rank ordered lists provides a 

picture of the shared understanding (regarding the items in question). 

3. Can team performance be better understood by the outcomes of an instrument that 

measures shared understanding?  

The sixth study provides results where outcomes from the shared priorities instrument correlate 

with performance. The model from study 6 shows how the concept shared understanding relates 

to both team workload and general performance. As the shared priorities instrument results do 

not correlate with CARS nor with DATMA Teamwork Assessment, while all three measure 

correlate with performance, it is clear that the shared priorities measure captures different aspects 

of team cognition. This can be considered as a link between shared cognition and interactive 

team cognition as the shared priorities instrument, in some respect, assesses knowledge about the 

situation and desired future states. However, the view on these future states are highly affected by 

what is happening, what other team members are planning to do, and how they manage to 

communicate this. In addition the prioritisation is an interactive process, as the items of one team 

members is ranked by other team members.  

In comparison to other measures of team cognition, the shared priorities measure requires little 

preparation, demands no expertise in the domain in which the participants partake on part of the 

researcher, and is fairly straight-forward to analyse. That the structural model from study 6 is 

significant shows that the instrument is valid and reliable. 

The presented six studies involved teams ranging from two to four members. Regarding teams 

from the professional domains that participated, this was what was feasible for the data collection 

opportunities. However, the teams that are the focus of this research concern teams of small size, 

that is 2 to 10 members. In larger teams there is a possibility that team members will have 

problems with having insightful opinions about other team members.  
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For this thesis shared understanding has been explored in several different domains and with 

many different types of participants. Students (study 1, 3, 5, and 6), fighter pilots (study 2), and 

tank commanders (study 4) have all contributed to the development of the shared priorities 

instrument. Domains that have been included are dismounted soldiers (study 1), forest fire-

fighting (study 3, 5, and 6), air-to-air combat (study 2), and tank combat (study 4). This has been 

on the short time scale (cf. military tactical level; study 1 and 2) and mid time scale levels (cf. 

military operational level; study 3, 4, 5, and 6) of command. This diversity allows for some 

generalisation, namely that the problem of maintaining a shared strategic understanding within a 

team seems quite general. Also, most domains, if not all, lack an instrument for assessing the 

shared understanding in a team that is easy to use, easy for the participants to respond to, does 

not consume too much time from other activities, and which correlates to team performance. 

Contribution	  
An instrument that manages to measure shared understanding in teams, a sharedness that is 

dynamically changing due to circumstances in the task or situation, would provide answers to 

research questions that depend on data that reflect team dynamics with a temporal resolution that 

is difficult to achieve with techniques requiring a deeper understanding of the situation, task and 

domain. The outcome of such an instrument should thus, at least qualitatively, reflect the level of 

goals present in the team, team formation, and explain outcome in terms of performance.  

The shared priorities instrument is not context dependent, that is, the instrument does not need 

to be prepared for the context in which it will be used. There is no reason to believe that the 

instrument is limited for use on a certain hierarchical organisational level. It can be used with 

operative teams as well as tactical teams. The instrument can probably be used with top-level 

teams, although this has not yet been tested. The use of the instrument is quick and 

straightforward, consequently it can be used repeatedly to collect data that reflect changes over 

time. All these assertions point to the instrument being a useful addition to the measurement 

techniques that are proposed and used by the team cognition community.  

This research is rooted in the area of human factors with a clear focus on applied benefit. 

Consequently the contribution of this thesis is mainly of an applied character, in that it provides 

an instrument that assesses shared strategic understanding in teams.  

Instructions and recommendations on how to use the shared priorities instrument and also some 

lessons learnt from handling the instrument are found in appendix 1.  
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Concluding	  remarks	  
This thesis has focused on the development of an instrument for assessing shared understanding. 

The work has spanned several studies where each study is based on the previous findings in order 

to develop and refine the instrument. The development of the instrument has been achieved with 

the help of participants from different backgrounds, using teams of different sizes, and iterating 

versions of the shared priorities instrument in different domains.  

Much effort has been put into developing an instrument that is usable, understandable, objective, 

flexible, and self-explanatory so that the developed instrument can be employed in applied 

settings such as military command and control or emergency crisis management.  

This work has been discussed in the light of the team cognition literature. The team cognition 

literature mainly uses two perspectives (shared cognition and interactive team cognition) to 

understand team cognition. This shared priorities instrument is suggested as a way of bridging 

these two perspectives as the instrument can be used to capture shared strategic understanding, a 

phenomenon that is changing dynamically as the team members interact, without paying 

attention to how team members interact.  
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Chapter 12.  Appendix 1 

This appendix provides an instruction on how to use the instrument and also some lessons learnt 

from using it.  

Instructions	  on	  using	  the	  shared	  priorities	  instrument	  
There are 7 steps to go through. 

1. Choose a team member to generate the primary list. This could be the team leader or one 

of the members who is important in coordinating the team. Let the team member write 

down five items that are important in order for the team to reach the team’s 

goal/objective. It is important to stress that the focus is on the team level.  

o Alternatively, let all team members individually write down five items that are 

important for the team to reach the team’s goal/objective. Having all team 

members’ views might sometimes be desirable. For the researcher this might be 

the most informative alternative. However, one list means less work and less time 

spent responding for the team members.  

2. Ask the person who generated the list to rank order these items from 1 to 5, where 1 is 

the most important, and 5 is the least important of these five items. 

3. Collect the generated list.  

4. Copy the items from the list and write these down on a new paper in a scrambled order. 

Duplicate the list so that each team member (except for the person who generated the list 

in the first place) can have a copy of the new list.  

5. Distribute the new list to all team members (except for the person who generated the list 

in the first place) and ask them to individually rank order the items from 1 to 5, where 1 

is the most important, and 5 is the least important of these five items.  
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6. Collect the rank ordered list. The team can now continue with their business.  

7. Compute Kendall’s W for the lists that all team members have rank ordered. 

The lessons learnt from using the instrument are summarised below:  

• Do not use pre-defined lists, i.e., lists that have been prepared in advance. This will limit 

the perspective and views that could be captured when the team members are making the 

lists up with factors that they perceive as important in the situation. Also, do not use 

standard operating procedures as factors, the order in which to handle these are well 

known in trained teams. This will lead to no variance in the order of the lists. Nor will 

lists with SOP factors reflect the present situation that the team is dealing with.  

• It is important to stress that the focus is on the team level, on shared understanding. This 

will lead to the team coordinating actions to reach the desired goal.  

• The responding team members should be instructed that the items should not be about 

common knowledge. It is about factors that are important for the team to reach its goal.  

• Consider who should generate the primary list. Is it the team leader? Is someone else 

better suited for this task? Is there an informal leader? Should all team members be 

equally suitable for the task? 

• Remember that the situation needs to be meaningful to the team, otherwise it will be very 

difficult to come up with important factors for the primary list.  
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